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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Seen&-Heard
Around
Murray
More on Italy. The last, wepromise.
They have a• good idea on road
signs. Our signs say "Hospital",
or "Restaurant", to indicate
such a facility is ahead. Their
signs are pictorial. For instance
if a restaurant is ahead the sign
shows a crossed knife and fork.
If a garage is ahead the sign has
a monkey wrench on it. This
was no matter what language
you speak, you know what
facility is available ahead.
Instead of "Men Working" the
sign shows a man with a shovel.
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American signs are predicated
on the basis that anyone looking
at them can read them. We
should take account that people
speaking other tongues will be
traveling on our highways. By
the way Joe Spann speaks
Spanish and this ability was a
big help since Italian is
somewhat similar.
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An interesting thing is to leave a
tour and go off on your own. We
• -did this several times and found
it most gratifying.
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We met many fine people on the
trip, both Americans ana
Europenas. Also some "ugly
Americans" who felt that the
inability to communicate was
the fault of the Italians and not
themselves. They never seemed
to realize that they were the
foreigners and not the Italians.
They also felt that if things did
not measure up to what was
back
home, it
lacked
something. The thing to do when
(Continued on Page Fourteen
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The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club has
planned special activities for
the observance of National
Business Women's Week, according to Lucille A. Thurman,
chairman for the special observance.
Several members of the club
started the activities by attending the District Fall Roundup held at Ken Bar Inn in
Marshall County on Saturday
and Sunday, October 14 and 15.
The club will hold its monthly
dinner meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club House on
Thursday, October 19, at 6:30
p.m. when the recipient of
annual award for s"Business
Woman of the Year" will be
announced.
The Murray Club was
organized by the Padcuah Club
in November 1927, and will
observe its 46th birthday this
November. In addition to
statebelonging to the
Federation they are members •
of National and International
Federations. The National
Federation was organized in
1919 and now has approximately
3800 Clubs with 175,000 members in all the states and
4 Continued on Page Fourteen)

The Weather
Cloudy and cool with chance
of showers and thundershowers
ending tonight, low in the upper
30s to low 40s. Partly cloudy
and continued cool Thursday,
high in the middle to upper 30s.
Friday fair and cool.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Clear and quite cold Friday
with a warming trend and a
chance for showers over the
weekend. Low temperatures
will range from the mid 20s
nostheast to mid 30s southwest
Friday and will warm to the
upper 30s northeast to mid 40s
southwest by Sunday. Highs in
the upper 50s Friday will warm
to the upper 60s to lower 70s by
Sunday.

In Our 93rd Year

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 18, 1972

Senate Rebuffs Nixon
On Two Major Issues
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
Senate has rebuffed President
Nixon on two frbilts, denying
him unlimited authority to cut
federal spending and then overriding his eleventh-hour veto of
a water-pollution-controt bill.
At 1 o'clock this morning, two
hours after Nixon had slapped
down the $24.6-billion antipollution authorization measure as
"staggering, budget-wrecking,"
the Senate voted 52 to 12 to
override him.
Soon after the House meets
at noon today, Democratic
leaders planned to try to win
the necessary two-thirds margin to override and thus enact

the measure over Nixon's objections.
Earlier Tuesday evening, the
Senate voted to eliminate from
a debt-limit-increase bill the
;250-billion spending ceiling
which Nikon had asked for the
current fiscal year. The Senate
last week had voted for the
ceiling but balked at giving
Nixon authority to make cuts in
virtually any area he wished.
That legislation was sent
back to conference with the
House.
and
water-pollution
The
spending-limit bills are the final obstacles to be cleared before the 92nd Congress could fi-

McGovern Makes Rare
Senate Appearance
To Help Veto Nixon
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
Sen. George McGovern, who
helped beat President Nixon in
two Senate votes Tuesday
night, returned to the campaign
circuit today in his effort to
also beat Nixon at the polls on
Nov. 7.
President Nixon had no campaign appearances scheduled
today, but plans to go Monday
to Weschester County, N.Y., to
seek votes there. He said
Tuesday the last three weeks
will be the most important of
the campaign.
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew was planning to travel to
the Michigan-Wisconsin area
after several days in Washington.
Democratic vice presidential
candidate Sargent Shriver, who
was the busiest campaigner of
the four candidates Tuesday,
planned to be in Chicago.
Sen. McGovern, the Democracank1atP-far-President-,-made one of his few appearances of recent weeks in the
Senate Tuesday night to vote to
override President Nixon's veto
of a water pollution control bill.
McGovern also voted with the
majority to reject a compromise on a debt limit-spending ceiling bill requested by
Nixon.
While
in
Washington
Tuesday, McGovern taped a 30minute speech on economic issues that will be televised Friday night at 10:30 p.m. EDT
over ABC network stations. He
was to campaign in Detroit,

Cleveland and Toledo, Ohio,
today.
Meanwhile, a judge in Washington set Nov. 15 as the trial
date for seven men charged in
connection with the June 17
break-in and alleged bugging of
Democratic national headquarters.
U.S. District Judge John M.
Sirica also set Oct. 25 as the
date to hear defense arguments
for a change of venue, a continuance and dismissal of the indictments.
One of the seven defendants,
Bernard Barker, also is scheduled to go on trial on Oct. 30 in
(Continued on Page Fourteen)

The closing session of the
108e4i.- annual meeting of the
Blood River Baptist Association
was held Tuesday evening at
the First Baptist Church,
Murray, with W. R. Davenport,
president of Campbellsville
College, and Rev. Earl Warford, superintendent of missions
for the association, as the
closing night speakers.
Rev. Thomas Perkins,
moderator for the association;
and Director of Development of

The Murray State University
Homecoming Parade will start
at 9:30 a.m., Saturday, October
21, on 15th Street according to
Norman 0. Lane, dean of
student affairs.
The parade will assemble on
15th Street, proceed down Main
Street, and circle the Court
Square, returning to the
campus by North 4th Street and
Rev. Thomas Perkins
Olive Boulevard.
"It is requested that persons,
do not park on Main Street Phi Mu Alpha Group To
between 15th and 7th &see*. on
15th Street between Main and Give Jazz Concert Here
the Fine Arts building, and on
Top jazz charts of today along
Olive Street between North 4th
Street and 13th Street between with nostalgic tunes of
the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 11 yesterday will make up the
program as the Phi Mu Alpha
a.m.," Lane said.
"Men of Note" present a concert at Murray State University
on Homecoming eve Friday,
Oct. 20.
Scheduled for 7:15 p.m. in the
recital hall annex of the Price
Elizabeth Mix of Woods Hall Doyle Fine Arts Center, the
Dormitory, Murray State concert is open to the public at
University, was injured in an no admission charge.
accident
on
automobile
Mack McGrannahan, a senior
Tuesday morning, according to trombone
from
major
officials of the ,Murray- 'Lexington, is the director of the
Calloway County Hospital..
20-member group sponsored by
Miss Mix was treated for the -Gamma Delta chapter of
abrasions and contusions and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, a
was admitted to the hospital at professional music fraternity
8:30 a.m. Tuesday. She is listed for men. Roger Reichmuth,
in satisfactory condition this marching band director, is the
morning by hospital officials. faculty adviser.
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Fourlaning Of Twelfth
Street Through Murray
ow in Planning Stages
Officials at the Planning Division of the Kentucky
Highway Department in Frankfort said today that
the project-planning for four-laning Twelfth Street
(U.S. 641), from the present four-lane at Sycamore
Street to the four-lane which begins near the
Colonial House Smorgasbord north of Murray, is
well underway.
James Fehr, head of the planning division, and
Tom Layman, Fehr's assistant, said that the fourlaning project is in the "project-planning stage"
which is necessary in order to get federal aid.
The project-planning stage includes a cost study
as well as an environmental-impact study, which is
required in order to receive federal aid on the
project.
Layman said that the engineering-corridor report
is completed in draft form and that it is presently
being reviewed.

The project-planning stage is the first step toward
the actual construction phase of the project and
takes about 18 months to complete, Fehr said. He
said that the project-planning stage on this project is
about six months from being completed and that
after completion, corridor hearings will be held.
"This project is one of our high priorities for the
overall community and I think we'll get it," Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis said this morning when informed of the progress on the project.
Four-laning of U.S. 641 from the present four-lane
north of town to within one-mile of Benton was approved by the state highway department in April of
1971, and planning of that project is reported to be
about 95 per cent complete.
The corridor for this project runs about 500 feet
west Of the center of tim‘present highway.

Public Assistance Payments
Here Total $36,494 In July
During July, 786 Calloway
countians received public
assistance money payments
totaling $36,494, the Department
of Economic Security announced today.
This figure compares to
1135,799 paid to 796 persona
during June of this year. In July
1971, 853 people in Calloway
county
received
public
assistance moneyapayments
totaling $38,027.

Closing Session Blood
River Association Held

Homecoming Parade
Schedule Announced

Elizabeth Mix Is
Hospitalized Here

nally quit. Leaders said they
were hopeful today would be
the day.
The President served notice
in his veto message that he
would draw the spending issue
in the closing weeks of the national political campaign.
"If this veto is not sustained
... let the issue be clearly
drawn. As with the spending
ceiling, so with this bill, a vote
to sustain the veto is a vote
against a tax increase.
"A vote to override the veto
is a vote to increase the likelihood of higher taxes."
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, DMaine, floor manager for the
antipollution bill, said the President was "just plain wrong" in
his "budget-wrecking" charge.
"The only budget we have before us is his fiscal 1973 budget
and the spending this bill provides for 1973 is $250 million,"
Muside declared. "That will
hardly bust the budget.
"Over the long run, this total
amount of money is needed to
do the job."
The Senate vote to kill the
$250-billion spending ceiling
may have been the death blow'
for that Nixon proposal.
However, Senate-House conferees still could come up with
a compromise which would put
tighter controls on the President's powers to male cuts to
stay within the ceiling.
The Congress completed action Tuesday on the $6-billion
Social Security-welfare bill containing numerous benefits for
the elderly and other groups
but shorn of all reform proposals for welfare families.
The House and Senate aiao
sent to Nixon a continuing resolution to run the foreign-aid
program through Feb. 28. 1973.

10* Per Copy

the Mid-Continent Baptist
College, Mayfield, presided at
the meeting.
The moderator was reelected
to that position for another
year, along with the other officers who are Rev. Wendall
Green, pastor of Altona Church,
vice-moderator; Dr. H t.
Chiles, pastor emeritus of the
First Baptist Church, Murray,
clerk; and Rev. J. Frank
Young, pastor of First
Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton, treasurer.
PAULA PFEIFER,1973 March of Dimes National Poster Child,
Pleasant Valley Church
greets Mrs. Kent Forrester, Chairman of the Calloway County
located in Marshall County
March of Dimes 1972-73 Campaign, at a regional meeting of the
became a member of the
voluntary health organization in Chicago. Paula, 5, was born with
association bringing the total
open spine, partially paralyzing her legs, and club feet. Her
number of Baptist churches in
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Roger Pfeifer of Tulsa, Okla. The
Marshall
Calloway.
and
National Foundation-March of Dimes is the largest source of
Counties in the Blood River
private support for research, medical services, and health
Association to forty-eight
education aimed at preventing birth defects.
Reports of the churches show
there are now 13,734 members
with the contributions last year
being $1,250,627. Additions to
the churches by baptism were
480, and transfers of membership were 500 during the past
year, according to reports made
Prenatal care, including ference of The National
by the church messenger- special attention for the high
Foundation-March of Dimes in
s. Eighteen of the member risk pregnancy, plus regional
Chicago. Mrs. Lowry is the
churches called new pastors intensive care nurseries,
can Kentucky Honorary State
during the past year, and at have a major impact on infact Chairman
for the March of
least five young men were death and disease rates, Mrs.
Dimes, and Mrs. Forrester is
ordained to the ministry by Kent Forrester bold The Ledger the County
Chairman for the
churches in the association.
& Times today.
1972-73 Campaign.
Rev. David Brasher, pastor of
Mrs. Forrester and Mrs.
"The March of Dimes is
the New Bethel Church, read Betty Lowry have just
returned focusing its attention on the
the obituaries of four of the from a two-day regional con- perinatal period—the interval
ministers of the association who
from conception to one month of
have passed away during the
age," Mrs. Forrester said.
past year. The late ministers
• "This new aspect of the MOD
were W.W.Dickerson, Lloyd
program was fully, discussed at
Wilson, T.G.Shelton, and
the meeting."
I,.V.Henson.
Mrs. Forrester pointed out
(Conthmed on Page Fourteeni
that every year about 250,000
American babies are., born
Revival services are not in damaged in some way. National
Sigma Sigma Sigma To
progress at the New COncord Foundation volunteers are
Pentecostal Church with Rev. important cogs in the wheels
Hold Breakfast Saturday
Dick Price and Rev. Jeff Snyder that move toward prevention of
The annual breakfast by the of Indianapolis, Ind., as the birth defects, she said.
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority guest evangelists.
Alumni will be held Saturday,
The first revival service was (Continued on Page Fourteen)
October 21, at the soroity room held Tuesday evening and will
RUMMAGE SALE
in Swann Hall about 8:15 a.m. continue through Sunday,
The first grade of the FarPior to the breakfast the October 22. Services will be
women will meet in the lobby of each evening at 7:30 p.m. with a mington High School will
Hester Hall dormitory for the special
sectional
rally sponsor a rummage sale at the
dedication of an Oakhurst scheduled for Saturday night. American Legion building
Rev. Ray Young, church Friday, Oct. 20th. The sale will
painting to the sorority alumni
by the University sorority pastor, invites the public to begin at 9 a.m. and last until 4
p.m.
chapter.
attend.

Local March Of Dimes Officials
Attend Conference In Chicago

Revival Services
In Progress At
Pentecostal Church

Of the total, 324 persons,
including children, received
assistance in the Aid to
Families with Dependent
Children ( AFDC) category and
462 persons received money
payments under Aid to the
Aged, Blind and - 1Disab1ed
( AABD
Statewide in July, 224,095
Kentuckians received public
assistance money payments
totaling a10,106,276.

Honor Roll For Murray
Middle School Released
The Murray Middle School
Academic Honor Roll for
Grades seven and eight for the
first six weeks grading period is
as follows:
UPPER HONOR ROLL
This includes students with an
academic standing of 2.50 to
3.00.
Eighth Grade—Charles
Adams, Patricai Baggett,
Catina Beasley, Brad Boone,
Tammy Boone, James Burnley,
Emily Byrn, Paul Clayton,
Stuart Cottrell, Lucretia
Crawford, Teresa Cunningham,
Leeanna Dick, Paula Edwards,
Ken Farley, Jackie Galloway,
Anne Gregory, Lee Hamilton,
Leslie Hornra, Sonia Johnson,
Jerry Jones, Donna Keller,
Mary Ann Kurz, Mary Ann
Littleton, Deanna McMillan,
Lisa McDaniel, Dianne Martin,
Ricky Melton, Darren Miles,
Sherry Nall, Beth Outland, Jan
Outland,, .Lisa Outland, Marc
PeebleA Tamrnie Pierce, Gwen
Purdom, Susan Rogers, Sherry
Runyon, Tom Shupe, Bobbie
Smith, Lisa Smith., Teresa
Smith, Roger Smith, Jane
Suffill, Pam Swift, Shea Sykes,

Homecoming Dance Slated
At Murray-Calloway Club

Carol TeiUoff, Wynn Tolley,
Karen Turner; Mark Vinson,
Steven Wanger, Larry Watkins,
Barry Wells, Elizabeth Whitrner, Kelly Williams, Joanne
Williams, Debbie Wilson.
Seventh Grade—Jo Ann
Allbritten, Jill Austin, Donna
Bailey, Tressa Brewer, Lane
Bridwell, Keith Cartwright,
Dean Cherry, Ann Clark, Laurie
Crass, Suzanne Cornwell, Doug
Crafton, Debbie Darnell,
Doralina Darnell, Ernie Dod&Lisa English, Karen Foggo,
Greg Garfield, Marion Garland,
Frank Gilliam, Tim Harrell,
Kathy Fenton, Joey Grasty,
Terry Grogan, Andy Harrell,
Kent Harmon, Jerome Higinbotham, Delaine Honchul,
Delores Honchul, Kim Hooper,
Howard, Karen
Marilyn
Jackson, James .Jennings,
Claude Johnson, Gina Jones,
Bruce Horning, Michelle Kelly,
Craig Klein, Terri McCord,
Greg
McNutt,
Johnny
,McReynolds, David Mathis,
Kathy Miller, Bret Mowery, Jon
Noffsinger, Tammy Rice, Lori
Rushing, Danna Shipley, Laura
Shinner, Mickey Spann, Mark
Spencer, Michael Stinson,
David Story, DeArin Thornton,
Bob Thurman, Kimberly Tibbs,
(Continued on Page Fourteen1

The annual open homecoming
dance will be held at the
Murray-Calloway County
Country _Club on Satuaday,
October 21, from nine p.m. to
1:30 a.m., according to the
chairmen, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
Boone.
The dance is open to all
members and both their intovsn
and out of town guests. Music
will be furnished by Dan Steele
and the Top Five.
Assisting Mr. and Mrs. Boone
in the planning will be Messrs.
and Mesdames • Ken Harrell,
Rob Ray, Baran West, Clegg
Austin, Charles Homra, Freed
Cotham, Gaylord Forrest,
Robert Ray Buckingham, Don
Tucker, and Robert V. Johnson.

Clinic Planned For
Senior Citizens
A free clinic for all senior
citizens of Murray and
Calloway County will be held at
the ,Community Building on
Ellis Drive on Wednesday,
October 25,from eight a.m. to 12
noon, according to Mrs. Verona
Grogan, director.
The clinic will be conducted
by the Calloway County Health
Department and will include
diebetic test, Taskin test, blood
pressure, and diphtheria and
tetanus shots, Mrs. Grogan
said.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LUDGErlt•WIC'S FRS
Mrs. Earl Newport, age 51, of Ptiryear, Tenn.,
Route One died yesterday at her home.
The total enrollment at Murray State College is
row 3606 for this year, according to Don Hunter,
registrar.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Tidwell of Benton Route
Three, near Kirksey, will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on October 20. They have one
daughter, Mrs. Loyd Cunningham.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Blakely of Murray Route One
are the parents of a baby girl born this week at the
Murray Hospital.

20 Years Ago Today
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Mrs. Curtis Hays, president, presided at the
eeting of the Advisory Council of the Calloway
unty Homemakers held October 16 at the Extension Office.
The Murray MO School Tigers lost to the
Madisonville Maroons 40 to 13 in a football game last
ight.
Bro. J.D. Dobbs of Jackson, Tenn., will be the
uest speaker at the revival to begin today at the
eventh Day Adventist Church.
Miss Mary Alice Burton,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
parry Burton, was married to Dean Humphries, son
:of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Humphries, on October 15.

ibIe Thoughtfor Today
I. But the day of the Lord will come as a thief in the
:night—II Peter 3:10.
There is divine unexpectedness to life. It often
catches us off guard and unprepared.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Twenty voters in our neighborhood were asked
twhat party would get their ballot. Eight said they
:,!would vote Republican, eight favored the
three were independent and one said she
Wbvould vote for her own write-in candidate, a yet-toe-discovered woman in public life who is not trying
to conceal her status--a miss or a missus, not a Ms.
L'.
"Ms. An abbreviation of myself."
—Dictionary of Opinions

;Democrats,

;4
4;
0

1

What happens
to store thief?
Copley News Service

1 What happens to a person
,
-caught shoplifting' According
lo Paul Nowatka, of a suburban
tos Angeles police department.
S felony complaint is always
sought against a shoplifter.
"If this time is the person's
first offense," Nowatka says,
the felony complaint probably
will be rejected by the district
attorney and the case will be
filed as a misdemeanor. The
usual punishment for this is a
$50 fine with a year probation.
••If we are able to make the
felony charge stick, the fine is
usually still $50 and a year prolaation. A second offense usually means at least five days in
...the county jail, as long as the
-.-crime didn't involve more than
-4200 in goods.
: -If $200 or more in goods is
..- involved," Nowatka continues,
:"the case automatically be-comes grand theft and the thief
:probably will get jail time and
"some probation.
*
s "But unless he has a pretty
iaubstantial prior arrest record
the jail time he gets probably
will be minimal."
e Nowatka says a major prob$1em now being faced by the poIlice department are shoplifting
;suspects who are brought to the
;station and have virtually no
iidentification on them.
1 "We take them ad let them
make their phone calls," he
• says, "and in three hours
they're out on bail. Most of the
s time the name they've given us
- is a false name so we have to
spend a lengthy amount of time

I
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trying to figure out who the
person really is."
Nowatka says the police departments are seeing a lot of
young-old shoplifting combinations now. "I really believe the
younger people are being
trained by the old pros," he
says. "If a guy is sharp, doesn't
lose his cool and uses his head,
he can really make out in this
game.
"Some of.them are so good at
recognizing security personnel
that if at any time during the
course of a shoplifting expedition they think they've been
'made' by a security person,
they'll simply walk to the door
of the establishment, dump
whatever they've stolen irom
their purse, bag or whatever,
srnile at the security officer
and walk off," Nowatka says.
So given the large amounts of
money lost annually through'
shoplifters, don't be too annoyed the next time a clerk in a
department store asks you if he
can be ofdSarvice and follows
you around. It's not that he
doesn't trust you, it's just that
he can't really afford to trust
anyone.

ward_

lounger VOUTOI U

The
MANILA
-Philippine Commission on
Elections is supporting moves
'in Congress to lower the voting
age from 21 to 18.
"lfie feel this change is king
Overdue,- said Elect ions
Commissioner Jaime N.
Ferrer. "Its attainment would
be a milestone in our political
system...

•••

TOPPiNG VT OFF

First step in weapons freeze
brightens promise of 'SALT II'
FORMAL SIGNING of documents
putting in force the historic nuclear
arms agreements between the
United States and the Soviet Union
clears the way for resumption of
arms control talks later this month
at Geneva.
The five-year interim pact on offensive missiles and the permanent
limitation on defensive ABM are, as
President Nixon noted, only an important first step in reducing the
danger of nuclear war.
"We must now move," he said,
"... to consider the whole range of
offensive nuclear weapons and try to
find agreement between our two nations in that field."
The authority given to the President by Congress to approve the
twin accords reflected the reservations of lawmakers who believe the
United States got the "short end" of
a one-sided bargain in the initial
agreements.

by Soviet officials to the restrictions
initiated in Congress disputed senators who had feared that the
changes pressed by Jackson would
jeopardize the agreements.
The Soviet docility could stem of
course, from the fact that the
amendments have no effect on the
treaties themselves.
BUT IT MIGHT also be an indication that the Kremlin is no less eager
than U.S. officials to reduce the burden of cost and anxiety tied to nuclear preparedness.
Considerable momentum was established towatd limiting nuclear
systems when the interim agreement was announced in May during
the President's visit to Mosdow.
The road is nowapealn reciliture
the expectancy that has been dulled
by the weeks of congressional debate and hesitancy.
Negotiators at Geneva have been
forewarned of disquiet among memSEVERAL amendments to the bers of Congress concerning the
congressional resolution, the most terms of a permanent treaty that
significant sponsored by Washington must be ratified by the Senate.
But they have also been given
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, sought assurances that any future permanent clear advice that the interests of natreaty on offensive arms must speci- tional safety and security are of prify near equality in intercontinental ority importance — and that the administration and Congress are constrategic forces.
vinced that arms limitations are esThe interim pact froze U.S. and sential to that end.
Soviet land-based missiles and nuTHE PROMISE of deeper and
clear submarines at existing levels. broader agreements for ending the
The Soviet Union's numerical edge weapons race in "SALT II" is enis offset, in theory, by superior U.S. hanced by the change of direction
technological advances.
emphasized by the tentative first
But the relative lack of response step.

Old base burner beat the chill
By HELEN M.
PAGEL
Copley News Service
Nowadays some people
grumble if they have to get
out of their easy chair long
enough to turn up the thermostat when the first cold spell
arrives in the fall. But 60
years ago the first cold spell
was the signal for some pretty
lively activity, for it meant
that it was time to bring in the
base burner from the woodshed where it had been stored
all summer.
The base burner *as asbarrel-shaped heating sTeve
which stood upright on four
sturdy legs. It was made of
cast iron, with fancy nickelplated trimmings which fit
onto the outside; some, which
made ideal footrests"; were
just above the firebox, others
on the sides and top'-of the
stove.
Underneath the firebox was
a square space for the ash
pan. There was a long iron bar
which extended out from the
grate and to this you fitted a
handle known as the "shakYou shoved the shaker
vigorously back and forth and
shook down the ashes. And
when the ash pan was full you
took it out and emptied it on
the sidewalk so people
wouldn't slip on the ice.
The upper part of the stove

was all little square isinglass
windows So you could see the
flames. On the top was a
fancy turret-shaped grill
which swung back exposing a
flat surface where the teakettle was kept so that hot water
was always available, 'Who
said there were no conveniences 60 years ago"
The stove stood on a zinccovered asbestos mat about
three feet square. This prevented ashes and hot coals
from falling on the floor and
setting fire to the carpet.
Father and some of the
neighbors carried the stove
from the woodshed and set it
up in the dining room or the
"settin' room," whichever
was the most central room in
the house.
Then the stovepipe, which
came in sections, some
curved and some straight,
was joined together so that it
reached from the back of the
stove to the Mite in the chimney which had been covered
during the summer by a round
plaque with a gold border and
a gorgeous picture in the cers
ter.
Then all the dampers had to
be adjusted so that the stove'
was drawing properly or you
would be smoked out of the
house. Somebody would take
a coal scuttle to the woodshed
or cellar and fill it with coal,
while somebody else scurried

around for matches and paper
and chips and kindling wood.
And in no time at all, everything considered, there was a
cheerful fire crackling and
blazing away as if it were saying, "I'll do my part to make
home happy and comfortable."
In the spring the whole process was reversed, for the
stove had to be taken down
and stored away in the woodshed again for the summer.
Mother always carefully
spread newspapers over the
floor and furniture — she had
had plenty of experience with
removing stoves and knew
what to expect.
Father always began by
easing the stovepipe carefully
out of the chimney hole and
this part of the procedure was
usually accomplished without
mishap. But almost invariably the stovepipe fell apart
before he got it out of the
stove, showering everything
in the room — including
father — with soot. This created a temporary crisis, but
mother knew well enough to
hold her tongue and never
said,"I told you so." Knowing
perfectly well what was coming, she had simply prepared
for it in advance. So, with the
help of the neighbors again,
the stove was finally stored
avi,ay until cold weather.
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According to Boyle

Trudeau Changes For A Better
backer in Education In Schods
bear pit

By HAL BOYLE
life breaks down, every student
NEW YORK (AP) — Most would spend up to half his time
adults smugly feel that the edu- in school learning how to fix
By ERIC FORESTER
cation they got is better than things—from
toilets
to
Copley News Service
the one their children are get- television sets, from zippers to
ting.
governments.
OTTAWA — The vogue in
Since most of them have forThere would be no essays
this federal election seems to
gotten three-fourths of what written on subjects such as
be for members of Prime
they learned in school, that "The View from My Window,"
Minister Pierre Trudeau's
would be hard to prove.
or "The Most Exciting Thing
personal staff to run for office
But if the purpose of educa- That Happened to Me During
as members of Parliament.
tion is to prepare the student My Vacation." Instead, the stuThere's Romeo LeBlanc,
former press secretary, seek- for life as it is, then all present dents would concentrate on filleducational systems should be ing out forms of all kinds, and
ing a parliamentary seat from
New Brunswick; Gordon Big- scrapped and a new start answering the silly questions on
made.
them. A prize would be given to
son, former executive assisHere are suggested changes the member of each class who
tant, running in British Co-lurnbia ; and Francis Fox, ap- for such a program from a managed to crowd the longest
man somewhat disillusioned to explanation into the shortest
pointments secretary, runfind that the formal learning he possible space.
ning with Jacques Oliver, in
received hardly qualified him
two Quebec districts.
In the last year at college,
Then there's the biggest of
to cope with the problems in every student would also be rethem all, Marc Lalonde —
living he ran up against later:
quired to take the following
power behind the prime minExcept for students intending subjects—"How to Butter Up
ister for five years — now
to specialize in certain fields, Anybody in Order to Get More
shedding his mantle of the
all advanced courses in sci- Bread," "How to Drag Your
gray eminence to enter the ence, mathematics, art, music, Feet
Successfully in Any Situpolitical bear pit.
rug weaving and square danc- ation," and "How to Write a
Lalonde's case is the most ing would be dropped.
Job Career Resume before
interesting of all.
So would all ancient or mod- You've Had Any Career to
He's a 43-year-old econo- ern
foreign languages. The only Speak Of."
mist-lawyer, who has perhaps
language studied would be the
Just for laughs, a course
the deepest understanding of
any in this government about English language or, rather, would be offered on "How to
Be a Human Being in a Time
how the levers of power are the American version of it.
This would be divided into When Most People Act More
operated. Lalonde held his
first political job in the Con- two branches: ( A), the writing Like Antic Animals."
The graduate of such an
servative Diefenbaker gov- and understanding of useful
English, and ( B), the writing educational system might not
ernment. He went back to
and understanding of Govern- know very much, but he sure
Montreal where he taught and
ment English. A special course would be equipped for today's
practiced law before getting
into politics again as the pol- in how to solve crossword puz- living. And isn't that what it's
icy adviser to former Prime zles and acrostics would be pre- all about?
Minister Lester Pearson.
sented. The writing of poetry
It ras Lalonde, as Pearwould be allowed but not enNot dead,just forgetful
itairt adviser, who picked
couraged, and no prizes given
KOCHI. Japan ILPII —
Trudeau as the man to be the
for it.
Kenju Yamamoto, 29, who
next prime minister. While
After mastering his ABC's, wandered around 54 days after
other members of the Pearson
the student would have no fur- being stricken by amnesia,
cabinet embarked on a dogther dealings with arithmetic returned home to find his wife
and son in mourning,
fight for the party leadership, except in these
general
lamamoto became unLalonde set about his dual
courses: how to figure out gro- conscious while diving in the
campaign to make Trudeau
cery store prices, how to make sea off Okata on Shikoku
top dog.
a bank account balance, how to Island. He was rescued by a
He worked within the party balance
an unbalanced family fishing boat, but on regaining
to win support for Trudeau,
budget, and how to fill out in- consciousness was unable to
while simultaneously trying
come tax returns—local, state remember who he was or where
to convince Trudeau himself
he came from. After nearly two
months, he regained his
to run for the job. On both and national.
After a basic course in psy- memory and returned home to
counts, Lalonde was successful. Trudeau swept the 1968 chology, each male student learn a funeral service had been
would spend eight years study- held for him the previous week.
leadership convention.
Lalonde became the princi- ing how to get along with a wo•
pal adviser to Trudeau — and man, each female student
The 64-story U.S. Steel
many claimed he is the driv- would spend eight years study- Building in Pittaburgh. Pa., is
ing force behind the Trudeau ing how to get along with a the tallest office building
between New York and
policies to keep Quebec within man.
Since everything in modern Chicago.
_ the confederation.
There-Ts—titi-stihject-of the
domestic management of
Canada upon which Marc
Proe Into 753 3314
Lalonde does not advise.
Above all, Lalonde is dedicated to keeping Quebec with®OCK)1[174-P;itie
in Canadian confederation,
and to winning a rightful
a screwball comedy
place of equality for Frenchspeaking Canadians within
rernembes them?
the whole nation.
Now, as this current election campaign in Canada develops, it .becomes likely that
Trudeau will lose enough
seats to reduce Liberal power
to that of a minority government. If that happens, Trudeau is almost certain to resign and leave politics.
What then of Marc Lab-aide
and his view of what must be
done to keep Quebec within
Canada — and to make all
Canada home for the Quebecker"
This s a man with a cold,
logical mind, highly disciplined. This is also a shy man,
who has said that if he were
Fred Williamson
not a French-speaking CanaD'Urvi le Don Pedro
dian, he would never have enMartin
Colivy
tered politics. This is a man
dedicated to an idea, not to
any one man.
In Color
This, then, is Lalonde's reaPG
A Paramount Pietism
son for "going public" and enduring the publicity he dislikes. He is running in it district where his election is vir(MURRAY
Open
Start
tually certain. He will undoubtedly be a senior cabinet
630
7:00
minister after the election.
And if Trudeau resigns —?
"HOT SUMMER WEEK"
Ends
Well, Marc Lalonde will be
& "LOLA" - Both (PG)
TONITE
there to make sure the idea of
a fair shake for Quebec is still
of paramount importance in
* THURSLAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY *
the Canadian government.

"The legend of
NIGGER
CHARLEY"

College Is circuit

EAST LANSING, Mich.
it5P1) — Michigan State
University operates whar is
probably .the- largest .closedcircuit television network in the
Is odd to bring 210 courses to
138 classrooms in 25 Imilflings.
I,itter sacked

THREE RIVERS, Calif.
(UPI)-- It may look like an
ordinary burlap sack fastened
to a post, but to this unincorporated community ifs a
"roadside titter station,
reports
Keep
America
Inc., the national
environmental
improvement
organization.
Having no funds for litter

receptacles but a penchant tor
cleanliness, residents decided a
burlap sack would do just fine.

* * DOUBLE FEATURE * * *
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Miss Sally Ann Holt Becomes Bride Of
Glen Sanders Chaney In Lovely Ceremony
Wednesday, October 18
Children of St. Leo's
Cooperative Preschool will
make a trip to the pumpkin
patch on the farm of Bailey
Barnett. Children will meet at
the school at the regular time
and should wear clothing which
covers arms and legs, For Information call Wanda Plummer
at 753-7289 or Nancy Parker at
753-7633.

•

The Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Church will have a
mission study at the church at
7:30 p.m.
The United Methodist Women
of the Coles Camp Ground
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Austelle aouse at 7:30
p.m.

4M•

The Baptist Women of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at the church at 7:30 p.m.
The general meeting of the
Baptist Women of the First
Church will be held at the
church at 6:30 p.m. following
the weekly fellowship supper.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Turnbow
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Booking no way to help
husband get ahead
DEAR ABBY: My husband owns several large factories
and he had In mind promoting a bright young man to a
responsible executive position
We invited him and his wife for a weekend at our
summer place. The wife arrived with an armload of paperback books, and during the time she and I were alone,
instead of visiting with me, she read continuously, stopping
only for meals'
I was amazed, as I am considered good company, and
can converse on any 'number of subjects
The problem is not that I was antagonized by this
young woman's extreme rudeness, but my husband's organization holds many social get-togethers to which the wives
are invited, and courtesy is a requirement.
Because wives are now being carefully looked at before
promoting their husbands, should I tell my husband he
would be making a big mistake to promote that young
man?
BOSS' WIFE
DEAR WIFE: If you really want to help your husband,
don't put the kibosh on a bright young man who could be
an asset to his organization. Instead, tell the wife in a
friendly manner that her conduct last weekend is no way to
help her husband to get ahead. Perhaps she didn't Intend to
be rude, but was overwhelmed and frightened by "the
boss' wife.- and took refuge behind her books.
DEAR ABBY - I've been sleeping with a piece of wedding cake under my pillow every night since June 17 because I heard it would get me a man. Is this true?
ALWAYS A BRIDESMAID
DEAR ALWAYSc- I can't guarantee you a man. But
you'll get plenty of ants!
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DEAR ABBY: Itiy husband and I went to a place that
sold yard ornaments — cement bird baths, ducks, deers,
etc. A teen-aged boy in charge said his parents owned the
place, but they were both gone, and we were welcome to
look around. We found a deer we liked and asked,the boy
bow much it was. He looked up the price in a book and told
us it was $1995. We gave him the cash, he gave us a
receipt, and we took the deer home.
A few days later we received a postcard informing us
that the price of the deer we purchased should have been
$22.95 and we should either send them $3 or bring the deer
back.
Abby, if their son quoted us the wrong price, it wasn't
our fault, was it? Do you think we should send them $3 or
return the deer? We think we are . .
IN THE RIGHT

ft

Woman's Auxiliary of Murray
Moose Lodge will meet at eight
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
of the Order of the Eastern Star
will hold an installation of officers at the meeting at the
Masonic Hall.
.,.Group_ One of the Baptist
Women of 'the Hazel Baptist
Church will meet at the home of
Mrs. Maggie Russell at seven
p.m. with Mrs. Ora Joyce in
charge of the program.

FBIRTHSJ
THOMPSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Thompson of Route One, Cottage Grove, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby girl, Jennie
Marie, weighing eight pounds
twelve ounces, born on Friday,
October 13, at two p.m. at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
The new mother is now on
leave of absence as liorarian at
Calloway County High School.
Grandparents are Mr, and
Mrs. J. C. Thompson and Mr.
and Mrs. Mallard (Slim)
Morrison, all of Cottage Grove,
Tenn. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Thompson
of Cottage Grove, Mrs. J. B.
Lott and the Late Mr. Lott of
Brownsville, Tenn., and Mrs.
Iva Crowder and the later Mr.
Crowder of Paris, Tenn.
HALL BOY
Mr. and Mrs, Jerry Lee Hall,
1115 Olive Street, Murray,
announce the birth of a baby
boy,
Christopher
Scott,
weighing seven pounds IN
ounces, born on Saturday,
October 14, at 11:15 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a student at
Murray State University.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Christine Benningfield and Mr.
and Mrs. Ott Goode, all of

DEAR IN: I think you are "in the right," too. Furthermore, they're lucky they didn't pay more "deeriy" for their
son's mistake.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "I COULD WRITE A ROOK IN
YAKIMA": You did. And the text time you cry over spilt
milk, please condense it.

Ft

The Baptist Young Women of
the First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ron
Wright at 7:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet at the home
of Mrs. Diana Youngerman at
seven p.m

By Abigail Yon Buren
th ru
TUE.

Thursday, October 19
The Senior Citizens will meet
at the Community Center at ten
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be
served at vs..

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Turnbow of Mayfield Route One will
observe their sixtieth wedding anniversary on Friday, October 20.
They were married October 29, 1912, in Calloway County with
Miss Eunice Riley and Murlie Radford as their attendants. Bro.
The Murray Business and
Carl Chatman officiated at the ceremony.
Mrs. Turnbow, the former Lois Radford, is the daughter of the Professional Women's Club will
late Mr. and Mrs. Mack Radford and was born October 10, 1895. meet at the Murray Woman's
Mr. Turnbow, born July 8, 1889, is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Club House at 6:30 p.m.
Amos Turnbow He has been retired from public work for several
years.
The Home Department of the
The 60th wedding anniversary couple has four children who are Murray Woman's Club will
Dewey Turnbow:, of Murray, Tulon Turnbow of Columbus, Ohio, have a breakfast at the club
Max Turnbow of Columbus, Ind., and Mrs. William Kirby of house at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs.
Mayfield. They have eleven grandchildren ahd saven great A.M. Alexander, Mrs. F.B.
grandchildren.
Crouch, Mrs. K.T. Crawford,
and Mrs. Quinton Gibson as
hostesses.
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Problems? Trust Abby. For a perusal reply, write to
ABBY. 1101 WM. L. A.. CALIF. Nadi and ~lam a
alaped, addressed envelope.
For Abby's new booklet, 'What Tees-Agent Want to
Knew." mod SI to Abby, Box 111700, Los Amiens, Cal. NSW
_ _

The name of Tommy Chadwick was used in the story of a
birthday party held in honor of
a seventh birthday party. The
name should have been Miss
Tammy Chadwick instead of
Tommy Chadwick.
Kitchen arithmetic: about
1 1/4 pounds of potatoes will
yield 2 cups firmly pae ked riced
potatoes.

Mrs:z Bill Barker
GiveProgram At f'
Ruth Wilson Meet

At First Presbyterian Church, Mayfield
Miss Sally Ann Holt, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Holt
of Arlington, became the bride
of Glen Sanders Chaney, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene S. Chaney
of Murray,in an impressive late
summer ceremony at the First
Presbyterian Church, Mayfield,
with Rev. George Carpenter of
Louisville officiating.
Preceding the ceremony a
program of nuptial music was
presented by Charles W. Lewis
of Paducah and Mrs. Gilbert
Mathis of Murray.
Vows were repeated before
the candlelit altar, decorated
with flowers and foliage. An
arched, brass candelabra,
entwined with foliage and lily of
the valley, with lighted white
tapers, was placed in the
background. Arrangements of
white gladioli, white pompons
and greenery, and spiral brass
candelabra holding a myriad of
lighted tapers, flanked the
white, profile prie-dieu and
marriage candles.
The chancel area was
outlined with foliage. Family
pews were designated with
white satin puff bows and
clusters of valley lilies.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, chose a
formal gown of white silk
organza combined with Imported Rosepointe' lace. The
demi-fitted bodice featured a vbib effect of the lace with a
Victorian neckline. Long sheer
sleeves were designed with a
three tier flounced cuff of
organza overlaid with lace.
A natural waistline was
defined with a white satin
ribbon, rising above the full
dirndle skirt which was adorned
with a wide border --of.
Rosepointe' lace from the hem
line to mid-knee. The softly
draped skirt flowed into at
chapel length train which was
also embellished with the lace
pattern.
Her veil of silk illusion was
formal length, designed with an
elbow length tier and attached
to a white organza picture hat
fashioned for her gown, accented with re-embroidered
motifs of the repeated lace
pattern.
The bride carried a bouquet of
white orchids, circled with
white baby rosebuds and interspersed with baby's 4 breath
and white satin streamers tied
with love knots.
Attending the bride as matron
of honor was her sister, Mrs.
Donald A. Wascha, of Flint,
Mich. She was attired in a
formal gown of white combined
with
navy
and
white
floral patterned imported voile.
The empire bodice was
designed Victorian style of
white voile with self bias ruffles
and long full sleeves with deep
cuffs. A simple clirndle skirt
was of navy arid white floral
pattern, accented at the
waistline with a wide band of
grosgrain ribbon. She wore a
picture hat of navy horse-hair
braid, banded also in grosgrain
ribbon, and she carried a
bouquet of imported dried
cerise flowers, sea oats and
dried baby's breath with long
cerise satin ribbons.
Bridesmaids were Miss Judy
Richey, Scottsville; Miss Diana
Harris, Bowling Green; Miss
Eilzabetti Sanders, Louisville;
Winslow,
Mrs.
David
Louisville; and Miss Rita
Chaney, sister of the groom, of
Murray. They were attired
identically to the honor attendant and carried nosegays of
dried cerise flowers and sea
oats with baby's breath and
cerise streamers.
Miss Lisa Chaney, sister of
the groom, was flower girl and
wore a sculptured polyester
gown, styled with navy floor
length skirt with white bodice
and sleeves accented with
.bands of insertion and navy
grosgrain ribbon. She wore
navy and white ribbons in her
hair and carried a white wicker
wire basket with white and red
baby rose buds.
Attending Mr. Chaney as best
man was George Thomas of
Mayfield. Groomsmen ithe-also
served as ushers were Charles
Caldwell, Cincinatti,
Ohio;Michael Schuff, Hickman,
Donald A. Wascha, Flint, Mich.,
brother-in-law of the bride,
Wayne Henry, Murray, Steve
Regan., Sellersburg, Ind.,
James Green, Hickory, and
Byron Morgan of Louisville.
Mrs. Holt chose for her
daughter's wedding an afternoon ensemble of burgandy
silk knit with antique jeweled

buttons on the abbrievated
jacket, topping an a-line
skimmer of bone white and
burgoicly. She chose accessolies of blending hue and
she was presented a corsage
fashioned of a white orchid.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Chaney, selected an aqua silk
knit dress.of A-line design, with
simulated
jacket
effect,
achieved by wide aqua lace
trim. She chose harmonizing
accessories and was also
presented a white orchid corsage.
Grandmother of the groom,
Mrs. Gladys Sanders of Paris,
Tenn., and Mrs. Lela Chaney of
Murray
were
presented
corsages of white carnations.
Mrs. Clifton Simmons, of
Arlington, kept the guest
register.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held at Holiday
Inn of Mayfield.
Garlands of foliage caught up
at intervals with clusters of
dried cerise flowers and white
bows
were
used
for
decorations. The serving tables
were overlaid with white cloths,
caught at the corners with the
chosen decorations. A fivetiered wedding cake centered
the table and at either end were
silver candelabra holding white
tapers. The punch bowl, coffee
service and serving trays in
silver and crystal completed the
appointments.
Assisting in serving were
Mrs. Clifton Simmons, Mrs.
Ralph .Edrington, Debbie
Simmons, Anita and Rebecca
Chaney, sisters of the groom, of
Murray, Mrs. Joe W. Lewis,
Paducah,aunt of the bride, kept
the guest register and Lisa
Chaney distributed the rice
bags.
For their wedding trip to New
Orleans, Mrs. Chaney chose a
two-piece suit with red linen
sleeveless coat topping an a-line
linen and navy stripe knit
skimmer. Her corsage was a
white orchid.
They are now residing in
Louisville, where they are
students at the University of
Louisville School of Medecine.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene S. Chaney were
hosts to the rehearsal dinner at
Holiday Inn.
Arrangements of navy and
white dried straw flowers with
puffs of lace and feathers were
used for decoration— -Approximately forty guests
attended.

Mrs. Bill Barker presented an
inspiring program based on the
realization of a mother for the
need of communication with
God to members of the Ruth
Wilson Circle of the First United
Methodist Church recently.
The Circle met with Mrs.
Maurice Humphrey with Mrs.
C.W. Jones as co-hostesses..:
Mrs. Mary' Caudill gave the
devotional.
Mrs. Barker told of a mother
who realized that her son was
left in her care for a while—that
he was really God's son, since
we are all God's children.
The group made plans to
serve meals during November
to various meetings at the
church. Mrs. J.W.Wilson
reported on a visit to the.
Reelfoot Mission.

"LESS TAXES"
I.

•
Katterjohn
Wilson Woolley Photo

Mr. and Mrs. Glen Sanders Chaney
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Off and funning now:TRIPLE-PLAY
by VANITY FAIR,

•

It's a _brilliarit,new tri-color travel plan: Gives you plenty af combinations for a 'Dng weekend or a grand tour. A sleek little buttonbright gown, a matching short-coat, plus a toe-touching
culotte with marvelous company manners. And everything has the special smoothery of nylon tricot with
anti-cling Antrons, Ill. Gown, XS-S-M-L, $8.
-Co_at, 32-38,$12. Culotte, 32-38, $15. •
Matching scifs. S-M-L.„ $5.
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Golden Age Club
Has Luncheon Meet
At Local Church
The Golden Age Club held its
monthly potluck luncheon
meeting at the social hall of the
First United Methodist Church
on Friday, October 6, at noon.
Paul Kingins, club chaplain,
gave the invocation preceding
the luncheon.
The president, 0. C.
McLemore, conducted the
business cps.sion and final plans
were discussed for the bus trip
to Opryland USA, Nashville,
Tenn., on Saturday, October 14.
Hostesses for the luncheon
were Mrs. Lela Shackelford,
Mrs. Katie Overcast, Mrs.
Hildred Sharpe, Mrs. Ruby
Harrell, and Mrs. Lola Dunn.
The floral arrangements for the
tables were by Mrs. Ruby
Harrell.
Miss Lester Grisham of
Rogersville, Ala., sister of Mrs.
0. C. McLemore, was a guest.
Mrs. Virgie Clark had as her
guest, Mrs. Bonnie Billington
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gertzen
became new members of the
club.
Regular members attending
were Charlie Marr, Paul
Kingins, Ivy Culver, Otis
Harrison, Mesdames Vernon
Roberts, Floy Caldwell, Virgie
Clark, Eva Hilt, Sadie Harrell,
Elsie Lovett, Hildred Sharpe,
Katie Overcast, Lola Dunn,
Gladys Hale, Meme Mattingly,
Shackelford, Ruby
Lela
Harrell, Mary Lamb, Robbie
Harrison, Nell Neubauer,
Mattie Parker, Essie Blalock,
Olive Hagan, Ruby Barnes,
Edna McReynolds, and Ruby
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. W. 0.
Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
Tolley, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
McLemore, and Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Horton.
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Kirksey, Faxon and Lynn Grove
Win In County Basketball Play
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Two cliffhangers and one run
away highlighted county
elementary school basketball
action last night. Kirksey 'ran
over New Concord 85-54 while
Faxon nipped Hazel 43-42 and
Lynn Grove edged Almo 44-43 in
overtime.
Kirksey placed three men in
double figures as the Eagles
gained revenge on the Redbirds
of New Concord. Last season
the Redbirds slipped past
Kirksey three times.
The Eagles led by only three
points at the end of the first
frame but a 16 point second
performance by
quarter
Tommy Futrell lifted the
halftime margin to 12 points.
The final half found the Eagles
outscoring the host Redbirds 4627.
Futrell paced the winners
with 42 points while Lee Beach
and Kevin Lovett each chipped
in with 18. Ted McCuiston led
the losers with 17 while Steve
McCuiston tossed in 13.
Kirksey used a fourth quartet
surge to take an exciting 3845
win in the preliminary game.
'Teddy Alexander scored 10 for
the winners while Kenneth
McCuiston had 16 and David
,Williams 12 to ,pace New Concord.
Kirksey
14 25 21 25-85
New Concord 11 16 15 12-54
Kirksey 1851—Beach 18,
Russell 2, Rogers 5, Futrell 42
and Lovett 18.
New Concord 1541—T. McCuiston 17, Kingins 2, Duke 5,
Gibson 9, S. McCuiston 13,
Williams 8 and Zacharetti.
Two free throws in the final
minute by 6-2 Marshall Kirk led

Faxon to a .come from behind
win over Hazel. The game,
played on the winners' floor,
found Hazel carrying a 36-29
lead into the final period before
the Panthers rallied for the win.
Kevin 'Barrett paced the
losers with 22 points while Jerry
Don Morris and Kirk scored 15
and 10 respectively for Faxon.
The preliminary game found
Hazel taking a 32-28 win. Terry
Gibson scored 12for the winners
while Dan Rogers added 11.
Richie Morris' 11 points paced
the Faxon scoring attack.
Hazel
8 14 14 6-42
Faxon
10 10 9 14-43
Hazel (421—Barrett 22,
Chrisman 6, Cooper 4. Crabtree
8, Lattimer 2 and Scott.
Faxon (43)—Morris 15,
Walker 7, Kirk 10, Duncan Sand
Blankenship 2.
Lynn Grove moved into a first
place tie with Kirksey by taking
the one point overtime win at
Almo. The Warriors, who led by
six at halftime,fell behind in the
third quarter but pulled back
even at 36-36 at the end of
regulation. play. ,
Almo, trailing by one point in
the hectic three minute overtime period, had the ball in the
final nine seconds but was not
able to get oft a shot betore me
buzzer sounded.
Mike Wells scored 24 points
and grabbed 16 rebounds in
leading -the host Warriors.
Ricky Miller chipped in With 10
for the losers. Gene Lockhart
and Allen Stone scored 12 apiece
for the winning Wildcats while
Larry Martin added 10.
Lynn Geove won the game
from the free throw line by
hitting 10-17 charity tosses while
Alum converted only 5-14.
.111.11111111111

The prelinunary contest was
won by Lynn Grove, 39-25. Gary
Morris fired in 22 to lead the
winners while Stone paced
Alino with 19.
Lynn Grove 8 6 14 8 8-44
Ii 9 6 10 7-43
Alnio
Lynn Grove (44)—Gardner 4,
Lockhart 12, T.Chavis 6, Martin
10 and Stone 12.
Almo 1431—Wells 24, Miller
10, Stubblefield 5, Scott 2 and
Futrell 2.
The teams return to action
Friday night as Kirksey is at
Almo, Faxon visits New Concord and Lynn Grove entertains
Hazel.

By BOB COOPER _
Associated Press Sports Writer
The first losses of the season
for a pair of teams—Highlands
and Owensboro Catholic—
caused a shakeup in Class AA
ratings this week, with Ashland
and Union County tied for the
no. 1 spot.
. •
Undefeated Richmond Madison, meantime, slipped into the
top slot in Class A while
Trinity, also unbeaten, retained
its Class AAA leadership in the
Assoiated Press Kentucky
Prep Football Poll.
Dixie Heights' 6-0 victory
over Highlands and Union
County's 39-14 thrashing of
Oweasboro Catholic were the
keys to the Class AA earthquake.
The loss for Highlands
plunged the Bluebirds from the
no. 1 ranking they held last
week to no. 5, allowing Ashland, already the champion of
the region in second district, to
move up from second place.

Team

"lagits

goorre •

r,

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Kentucky football Coach John
Ray is a brave man.
-We're not scared," he said
Tuesday after his Wildcats had
their -second straight day of
what he termed good football
practice.
What he said he and the Wildcats are not afraid of is playing unbeaten Louisiana State
University Saturday night in
Baton Rouge. The Tigers own
the nation's longest winning
streak at nine games. Kentucky

Union County, winning its
eighth game of the season without allowing more than two
touchdowns to any opponent,
rose from fourth place with its
victory over Owensboto Catholic.
Lexington Bryan Station, with
only a loss to Class AAA leader
Trinity to mar its record, remained in third place while
Dixie Heights rose from sixth
to fourth.
In Class A. Lynch's 30-0 victory over Jenkins, the bulldogs'
third shutout in a row, failed to
retain the no. 1 spot as the
Dogs were shuffled to third
with Madison and Pineville
each boosting themselves.
Madison continued its winning ways with a 33-14 victory
over Paris and Pineville rolled
along by stopping Laurel County , 22-6, while Trigg County, 71, and Bardstown, 7-0, remained in fourth and fifth
places, respectively.
Unbeaten Manual, with one

W

L

The Flubbers
18 6
Strike Outs
15 9
13 11
Pin Drops
13 11
Go Getters
12 12
The Friendly Four
9 15
Goo DOOda"s
9 15
Gamma Gamma
7 17
The Daisies
High Team Game (SC)
The Flubbers
603
Strike Outs
595
564
GOO Dooda's
High Team Game (HC)
Strike Outs
806
786
The Flubbers
Goo Dooda's
776
High Team Series (SC)
Strike Outs
1641
The Flubbers
1587
Go Getters
1528
High Team Series (MC)
Strikeouts
2274
Go Getters
7155
1136
The Flubbers
High Ind. Game (SC)
204
Glenda Hill
193
Kay Addison
Garrison
180
Bobbie
High Ind. Game (MCI
236
Kay Addison
234
Debbie Coleman
23.4
Glenda Hill
213
Lynda Reed
High ind. Series (SC)
Glenda Hill
556
496
Bobbie Garrison
441
Pat Scott
High Ind. Series (14C)
646
Glenda Hill
577
Bobbie Garrison
567
Pat Scott
High Averages
161
Bobbie Garrison
Glenda Hill
161
157
Jane Knight
151
Smith
Mary
Margaret Morton
148
144
Martha Ails
Candy Jenkins
143
141
Irene Chitwood
140
Hilda Bennett
Pat Scott
140

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The young World Hockey Association believes it has an unbeatable excitement-builder in
one of its innovative rules—sudden-death overtime. The Cleveland Crusaders and Alberta Oilers couldn't agree more.
When a game ends in a tie in
the established National Hockey League, that's all there is—a
tie. But if, after the three regulation periods in the WHA, a
game is deadlocked, the teams
play a 10-minute sudden-death
overtime session. Only after
that extra period can a game.
end in a tie.
Su when the Crusaders blew
a 3-0 lead, enabling the New
York Raiders to even the score
at 3-3, it was time for the inaugural WHA regular-season
overtime.
It didn't last long, though, as
Skip Krake rifled home an

Coach raul "Bear" Bryant of
Alabama said his unbeaten
Crimson Tide had a fine practice Tuesday in preparation for
Saturday's trip to Knoxville in
a crucial Southeastern Conference game.
"We rehearsed our plans and
worked on our kicking game,"
Bryant said. "Everyone was
alert and we were getting
around the ball on defense and
getting off the ball good on offense."
Tennessee Coach Bill Battle

tie on its worksheet, was placed
second to Trinity in Class AAA
with Butler, St. Xavier and
Bishop David following in that
order.
Trinity's 59 points, awarded
on the basis of five for a first
place vote, four for second and
so on, fell just one shy of a perfect score, with one voter giving Manual the first place nod.
Eight of the state's nine unbeaten teams were in the top
five of one of the three classes,
with only Lexington Tates
Creek—rated sixth in Class
AA—failing to make the grade
this week.
Tates Creek was pressed in a
22.20 victory last weekend over
crosstown rival Henry Clay for
the Commodores' seventh
triumph of the season.
Five of the 21 teams in the
state with only one loss were
ranked in the poll by the panel
of sportswriters and sportscasters.
These were Butler, 3rd, and

eight-footer with 6:09 gone in
the extra period to give the unbeaten Crusaders a 4-3
triumph, their fourth of the season.
The Oilers didn't take that
long in their overtime to down
the Winnipeg Jets 3-2 at Edmonton. Ron Walters scored at
4:53 of the overtime to give the
Oilers their third victory in five
starts.
A goal by the Jets' Norm
Beaudin in the third period had
tied the score at 2-2. Jim Harrison tallied both of Alberta's
goals in the regulation time.
Elsewhere in the WHA, Los
Angeles swept past Minnesota
5-1 while the Quebec at +Phila.,
delphia game was postponed.
Los Angeles goalie Russ Gillow kicked aside 37 Minnesota
shots but lost his shutout midway in the final period when
Wayne Connelly scored for the
Saints.

Bishop David, 5th, in Class
AAA; Bryan Station, 3rd; Dixie
Heights, 4th, and Highlands,
5th, in Class AA; and Trigg
County, 4th, in Class A.
Other once beaten teams are
Allen County, Beechwood, Butler County, Campbell County,
Fairdale, Fort Knox, Hopkinsville, Louisa, Middlesboro, Oldham County, Owensboro Catholic, Pikeville, Shelby County,
Somerset, Southern and Trigg
County.
St. Xavier, with its losses to
Highlands, Manual and Trinity
while the Tigers have won fout,
has the worst record of any
team in the top fives of the
three classes.
This week's vote, with
records and first place ballots
in parentheses, and point totals
on the basis of five for a first
pace vote, four for second and
so on:
Class AAA
1. Trinity (8-0) (11)
59
2. Manual (5-0-1) (1)
37
3. Butler (64-1)
31
-- 4. St. Xavier-44-3)
24
5. Bishop David 6-1-1)
14
Others: Fairdale and Southern 4; Pleasure Ridge Park
and Waggener 3; De Sales 1.
-----Ctass
1. (tie) Ashland (7-0)(4) 45
1. ( tie) Union Co. (8-0) (6)45
3. Bryan Station (6-1) (1) 34
4. Dixie Heights (5-1-1) (1)25
5. Highlands (6-1-1)
11
Others: Tates Creek 7;
Campbell Co. 5; Hopkinsville 3;
Somerset I.
Class A . .
1. Madison (8-0) (5)
5
2. Pineville (7-0)(3)
43
3. Lynch (7-0-1)(2)
39
4. Trigg Co. (7-1)(2)
27
5. Bardstown (7-0)
10
Others: Beechwood 8; Ft.
Campbell 3; Allen Co. and
Louisa 2; Pikeville 1.

said he told his Volunteers they
will have to play better than
they have all season to stand a
chance against Atlanta. Battle
said his players looked at Alabama game films, heard a
scouting report and worked on
their game plan.
Mississippi held a spirited
workout in preparing for Florida with scout teams running
Gator offenses and defenses
against Rebel first stringers.
Coach Ralph -Shug" Jordan
said his Auburn Tigers worked
for two hours in pads Tuesday
and will bounce back from the
35-7 loss to ISU.
"If we're the kind of people I
think we are, we.'re not going to
let the loss to LSU get us down.
We've still got five games to
go, and it's too early to give up
now."
Auburn plays Georgia Tech
Saturday.
Mississippi State also practiced two hours Tuesday, pre-

whipped Houston 103-95 and
Buffalo humbled Philadelphia
122-144 in the other NBA games
scheduled.
Havlicek's jumper broke a
113-113 tie and his two free
throws clinched Boston's
triumph over the Hawks. He
finished with 25 points, but
game scoring honors went to
his teammate, Dave Cowens,
with 29 points. Lou Hudson was
high for the Hawks with 27.
The Braves exploded with 42
points in the third period to trip
the 76ers, Rob Kauffman was
high for Buffalo with 24 points
while John Block of the 76ers
took game scoring honors with
27.
Jerry Lucas, with 22 points.
led the Knicks to their third
triumph in four starts by
turning back Houston. The
Rockets, down by 28 points in
the third quarter, rallied to
within 97-91 before running out
'
of steam.
Jack Mann and Jimmy Walker each scored 21 points to top
the Rockets.

paring for Southern Mississippi.
Coach Charley Shire said the
workout was "a bit on the
draggy side."
Coach Vince Dooley of Georgia said sophomores Dan Spivey and David McKnight, a
pair of defensive tackles, and
offensive tackle Barry Collier
will see more action Saturday
against Vanderbilt. He said he
needs the three to give regulars
more rest.
Georgia Tech held a rigorous
two-hour
workout,
concentrating on Auburn's defensive sets and running game.
Florida Stae Coach Larry
Jones said he worked his Seminoles on Colorado State's unusual defensive formations.
"We haven't seen anything
like them all season," Jones
said.
Tulane worked for two hours
Tuesday and freshmen Mike
Arthur and Don Lenon were
promoted to varsity status.

4

Texas Performance Earns
Morre Lineman Honors
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK AP) — As an
old track and field buff, Oklahoma's Derland Moore knew
something was up when Texas
came sprinting out of the
huddle.
"They were trying to surprise
us," Moore said. "They came
sprinting out of the huddle, and
you don't do that when it's as
hot as it was Saturday.
-We were talking quick kick
when they came out of the
huddle. I went inside Jerry
Sisemore on the play. I knew I
was close enough to block it."
Moore did indeed block Alan
Lowry's quick kick from Texas'
15-yard line. Lucious Selmon
recovered it in the end zone for
a touchdown and the secondranked SCioners had a 10-0 lead.
Shortly before that, Moore
pressed Lowry in on an interception after Texas had
reached the Oklahoma 28. In
the fourth quarter he recovered
a batted pitchout' in the end
zone for another touchdown,
and altogether he was in on 10
tackles.

banks, ' lie had one of the truly
outstanding games I've ever
seen. They ran away from his
side most of the time."
Fairbanks called the blocked
quick kick the turning point of
the game. "It was a great,
great play," he said. "It had
been pretty tight up until
then."
In winning Lineman of the
Week honors, Moore beat out
defensive ends Roger Goree of
Baylor, John Mitchell of Alabama, Fred Cook of Southern
Mississippi, Mike Moran of Xavier, Steve Baumgartner of
Purdue and Ed Rozeski of Brigham Young; defensive tackles
Doug English of Texas, John
Wood of Louisiana State and
Jeff Winans of Southern California; linebackers Tom Jackson of Louisville, Glen Gaspard
of Texas, Craig Murch of Michigan, and Steve Brown of Oregon State and offensive tackle
John Hicks of Ohio State.

That performance earned the
6-foot-3, 246-pound senior defensive tackle from Poplar Bluff,
Mo., National College Lineman
of the Week honors today from
The Associated Press.
"Considering that Derland
played across from such a
great player as Sisemore," said
Oklahoma Coach Chuck Fair-
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apan International
Karate Center
Is Pleased To Announce . . .

The 1st Open Invitational

Portland Upsets Bucks
111-108 In NBA Tuesday

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sidney Wicks threw in six vital points in the past two minutes and gave the Portland
Trail Blazers an upset 111-108
victory over the Milwaukee
Murray A.J.B.C.
Bucks in the National BasketJr Sr Division
Bowling League
ball Association.
W L
Team
The Bucks, down by 20 points
Fighting Four
)8 6 in the third quarter of the
Pin Cushions
18 6 same at
Portland Tuesday
The Men
15 9
13 11 night, rallied to go ahead at
Wild Ones
Glory Stompers
13 11 106-105 on the 49-point perform10 ii
Be bOps
Head Pins
9 15 ance of Kareem Abdul Jabbar.
4
High • Ind. Game (SC)
After Jabbar's two free
Garry Evans
165 throws put
the Bucks ahead
Richard Scott
164
Bonnie Lyons
160 Wicks sank a 20-foot jumper
High Ind. Game (MCI
and another one from 25 feet
213
.43ohme Lyons
211 out to *max the Blazers' first
Nancy Utterback
701 victory IA the season.
Richard Scott
High Ind. Series (SC)
Wicks, who finished with 33
467
Garry Evans
Charles,Parker
439 points. la* converted two free
Ricfiar61 Scott
424 threw's to complete the
Blazer
High mild. Series,
(HC)
•
Nancy Utterback
568 scoring.
Bonnie Lyons
557
Four points by John Havlicek
_Richard Scott
535 on a 10-foot
jumper and two
High Averages
Garry Evans
i56 ,free throws in the last 90 secDavid Copeland
139 onds, gave the unbeaten
Boston
132
GET IN THERE! New Concord's Junior Duke scored two points Richard Scott
Celtics a 119-115 victory over
Phillip
Adams
130
for the Redbirds by scoring on this layup. Mark Rogersi33), the
Atlanta for their fourth in a
Charles Parker
129 •
center for the Eagles, waits for the rebound which never
Bob Hargrove
129 row.
Brandon
(Staff Photos by Mike
came.
Paul Holland
126
The New York Knicks

'-7".?;
•?

is 2-3 this season.
Ray said Kentucky plays well
before large crowds and noted
that 65,000 persons are expected to view the game.
At Baton Rouge, LSU Coach
Charlie-McClendon said injuries
and exams are interfering with
football practice.
We have a number of key
players that missed today entirely," McClendon said. -They
were taking midterm exams
and we will be short of key
players throughout the week."

Overtimes Played In
WHA Hockey Tuesday

Dinar or Dollar
Bowling League

Tommy Futrell of Kirksey goes high in the air to score two of his
42 points in last night's 85-54 win at New Concord. Ronnie Gibson( 10 and Steve McCuiston(14i of New Concord had a tough
time in trying to stop the Eagles' guard.

Kentucky 'Not Scared' Of Playing
Unbeaten Louisiana State Saturday

Ashland, Union tounty Tied
For Top Spot In State Poll

Bowling
Standings

.?#

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 18, 1972

Karate Tournament of
Western Kentucky
Oct. 28, 1972
TIME: 4:30 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
PLACE: 11KC Headquarters, 641 North,
Next to Scotts Grove Baptist Church
JIKC Schools Participating are:
Murray, Hopkinsville, Hopkinsville Community
College, Fort Campbell Karate School,Clarksville
0
0e3"sl,
,e0ovve

Schools, Kempo Cha 3 of Mayfield.

we'
t,
0
e 0.46
The tournament will also feature Karate
p,c10,•,00"
,Y3 Demonstration from JIKC-Clarksville& Kempo
For Further. Information Call:
753-7234 or 753-4490
FREE DRAWING
FOR SCHOLARSHIPS'
Tickets '2.00 Per Person

'
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Charles Reed, Murray Middle School coach, and director of the Murray Little League football
program, presents Bailey Gore with a plaque in recognition of his work with the program. Gore "has
done an outstanding job," Reed said, in officiating the games, and helping in ormizing the program.
"He is always willing to donate his time."
Staff Photo by David Hill
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Racers To Have Tough Time With
Middle Tennessee Homecoming
"I'm not taking anything
away from the other teams
we've played, but I think Middle
Tennessee is the strongest
we've faced yet," Murray
Coach Bill Furgerson said of the
team that edged his Racers 1413 Saturday night.
-They're strong in all phases
of their game and don't have a
serious weakness. They were
really high for our game and I
thought we were a little flat at
first. But we came back and
played them even after their
first score and had a chance to
win at the end of the game. And
when you have a chance to beat
a good team like Middle Tennessee, that's a good complement to your character and
ability."
Murray scored on the final
play of the game on a 35-yard
pass from Mike Hobbie to,
tailback Don Clayton and
barely missed on a two-point
conversion pass that would
have won it.
Middle Tennessee had a big
game offensively but the
Murray defense came up with
the big play to stop every.drive
after the second Raider 'score
early in the second quarter.
Twice the Murray defense
caused and recovered Middle
fumbles and once blocked a
field goal attempt from the 10yard line.
Linebacker Bill Fryer, with 11
tackles and 2 assists, was the
defensive
standout.
Pat Hagarty, who Furgerson
calls one of the best defensive
backs in the Ohio Valley
Conference, also had a good
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Weather Possible Factor
Again in Series Tonight
forecast for tonight.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
was disappointed," said
Associated Press Sports Writer
• OAKLAND ( AP — The Oak- Cincinnati starting pitcher Jack
land A's and Cincinnati Reds Billinghani, who was ready for
were faced with another possi- "the most important game of
bility of rain from the worst my life:"
Oakland manager Dick Wit-weather in the Bay area in-10
years as they prepared to play hams, who said his pitching rothe third game of the World tation would have to be re-evaluated if another rainout ocSeries tonight.
The last time it rained as curred, took the delay philohard in the area was during the sophically.
"We're still 2-up," said Wil1962 series when the San Francisco Giants and New York liams, whose American League
Yankees waited three days to champions hold a 2-0 lead in
this best,4-seven-game Aeries.
play a baseball game.
Billing,hani and OaRland's
The A's and Reds hope that
John "Blue Moon" Odom had
lightning doesn't strike twice.
"The rain didn't help us—I finished their warmup and
wanted to play," said Cincin- were prepared to start Tuesday
nati manager Sparky Anderson night when heavy rains struck
after Tuesday night's scheduled the coliseum.
Umbrellas sprouted immegame was postponed by a hail
diately. The crowd of 50,000 sigand rain storm.
And a chance of showers was hed and the groundskeepers,
who had worked hard to whip
the beleagured field into shape,
went into action. They blanketed the infield with tarpaulin,
but it was useless.
The rain picked up momentum and then hail stones began
falling. Meanwhile, the su,i
shone a few hundred yards

ississippi.
a said the
it on the
ey of Geors Dan SpicKnight, a
kles, and
rry Collier
n Saturday
He said he
lye regulars

game.
Linebacker Tom
Johnson blocked the Middle
field goal attempt, and Adrian
Wolfe and Matt Schappert
recovered fumbles.
Punter Chuck Cantrell had a
great game, averaging 43.4 on
10 punts. His longest of the
night, a 63-yarder, was fielded.
George Greenfield was the
offensive workhorse again,
rushing 22 times for 86 yards.
Fullback Bob Marshall had 67

When all the awards had been
presented, she had received
three pewter julip cups for
winning the first flight in the
ladies' medal play tournament
earlier in the year, three more
for winning the same flight in
the match play tournament in
August, a feat which also
brought her the Charles Sexton
Memorial Trophy.
Thirty-five of the club's lady
golfers were on hand for the
presentations.
Evelyn Jones took home
top award in the medal play,
which Carol Hibbard finished
second and Frances Hulse pv
third. Jerlene Sullivan receiv
three of the pewter cups for
being the first day's medalist in
that tournament with an 85.

year we've played together as
one line," said Schinkel who
scored two goals. Shack got one
and Shock contributed assists.
Dennis Herron got the shutout
in the Penguins net.
Vancouver whipped the Chicago Black Hawks 6-3 in the
only other NHI, game scheduled. Third-period goals by Don
Lever and Richard Lemieux as,
mired Vancouver's victory.
The Canucks went into the
last period leading by 4-3 on
goals by Bobby Schrnautz, Orland
Kurtenbach, Jocelyn
Guevremont and Dale Talton.

sville Community

>motion Coll:
53-4490

'HOLARSH1PS
1 Person

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
-It's a great feeling, it really
is," beamed Coach K.C. Jones
after the San Diego Conquistadors had beaten Virginia
in the American Basketball Association.
K.C. had reason to be happy
following the Cues' 117-112 victory over the Squires Tuesday
night. It was the third straight
triumph for the new ABA club
after an opening game defeat.
The Cues went ahead for
good on a three-point play by
Chuck Williams that broke a
105-105 tie with less than three
minutes to play.
Williams finished with 23
points, but as Jones pointed
out, "He gave us more than

Geisha

Shedd's

PEANUT
BUTTER
46,14arton

dinners

28-oz.

Nabisco

Just points. He steadied our offense with excellent ball handling."
011ie Taylor's 25 topped the
Cues while Jim Ligon led the
Squires with 22 points.
Dallas defeated. the New
York Nets #(01-93 in the only
other ABA game scheduled.
Gene Kennedy, with 21 and
Steve and Rich Jones, each
with 20, combined for 61 potnts
to make Dallas' home opener a
success against the Nets.
George Carter put the Nets
ahead at 69-68 late in the third
quarter, but the Chaparrals
quickly regained the lead on a
20-foot jumper by Bob. Betolicky. Carter topped the Nets
with 20 points.

85'

No
2 can

12-oz.
for $100

3

29'
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49'

12-oz. can
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.----....34.-
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..,11 Niblets
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Fryers
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411,
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pkg.

39
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'
.

Box

MEATS
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TOMATOES
Hershey's
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"A Dollar Stretcher!"

c
33

Hunt's

12-b

HAMBURGER HELPER

32 oz. lar

39'each

HAMS

BETTY CROCKER

Vlastic

,

Hormel FULLY COOKED

Vanilla Wafers

PINEAPPLE

a

•

254
,b.s 1 29

lb.

1, 594
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....,....
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Armour's

12-oz. pkg.
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Smoked
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s
2 45
Good Seasons

DRINKS •
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- 99
,25' pkg
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•
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.
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2
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Fresh
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SALAD BOWL

.1 Swanns Market WI
SAVE 12' WHEN YOU BUY A '''
1-LB. CAN of
.:
4
FOLGER'S COFFEE
•k'

i
4

SPECIAL PRICE
RATH THIS COUPON ;

4.,
6
cone
.
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. ,..... .

SEEDLESS
GOLDEN
RAISINS
Of

REGULAR

and

HALLOWEEN CANDY!
Individually Wrapped!

RAISINS

KRAFT'S FUDGIES

49'

CARAMELS and OTHERS!

Good thiu Oct 25, 19-7-20Niti>A

EJ ,:

SUNFLOWER SEED
WILD BIRD SEED

>4,

••
V

lb

Now Here!

SEEDLESS

,

b 16'
25'
59
'

,TURNIPS
SQUASH
FLA. ORAN GES

791t :,„

.„MIMI CONN 914

.

oz

59'

MAYONNAISE

‘41

Kernpo.

San Diego Downs
Virginia 1 7-1 12

Downtown Shopping Center

New!

71

so feature Karate

Tuesday night's rainout
pushed back the entire Sees
schedule. after tonight's 8:30
p.m., EDT start, the fourth
game is scheduled for

8-o;--

The Browns, with a record of
six wins and no losses, held on to
first place in the Murray Little
League Football, as the season
ended Tuesday night.
The Browns are coached by
John Gardner and Eddy Funk.
In second place were the
Steelers, with a record of 3-2-1.
The Steelers are coached by
Bob Hibbard and Jim Boone.
The Bears,coached by Gerald
Turner and Danny Carroll, CALLOWAY'S LADY GOLF WINNERS: Seven of the ladies who received silver awards Monday
would up in third place with a night for their play in tournaments this summer at the Murray-Cal/oway Country Club are shown
record of two wins and four above. Seated,from the left: Jane Fitch, Sue Morris, Evelyn Jones and Margaret Shuifett. Standing,
losses. The Colts, with a record from the left: Beverly Spann, Carol Hibbard and Jerlene Sullivan. Not present for the picture
of 0-5-1, placed fourth, coached Monday night at the ladies' annual golf awards dinner, were Tonpie Thomas and Frances Hulse
by Barry Drews.

School,Clarksvill
f Mayfield.

"I went out and took a look
at the field with the senior
umpires," said the commissioner. "It was perfectly apparent
that the amount of water on the
field made it totally unplayable
for baseball. In some places,
water was over the shoetops
and on almost every step, you
sink into the turf."

If sixth and seventh games
Thursday night and the fifth, if
necessary, will be played in are needed, they'll be played in
Oakland starting at 4 p.m., Cincinnati at 1 p.m., EDT. SatEDT, Friday.
urday and Sunday.

208 So. 4th Street

•

In the match play presentations, Sue Morris was the
winner of the championship
flight with Mrs. Hulse second.
Mrs. Shuffett was the first flight
winner with Mrs. Thomas
second, while Mrs.Fitch was the
second flight winner .over Mrs.
Spann.
The Charles Sexton Memorial
Trohpy, presented by Mrs.
Venela Sexton, who - was
president of the ladies' golf
association at the club this past
season, goes to a flight winner
in the match play tournament
each year. Next year, it will go
to the winner of the second
flight.

away from the ballpark and
skies were blue and pink.
Out came baseball Cortunissioner Bowie Kuhn to make the
final judgment. The bare-headed Kuhn trudged through the
outfield slop with a party of followers and decided it was impossible to play ball.
But he didn't tell the managers.
-The first time I knew that
the game was postponed was
when I heard it over the public
address system," said Williams
with a grin.
Kuhn, however, did tell the
reporters.

Swanns Market

yards in 10 rushes and a touchdown run of 23 yards. Center
Mike Perry was cited by the
coaches as the outstanding
offensive lineman.
The Racers will play East
Tennessee
Saturday
at
Murray's Homecoming. East is
Behidd Mrs. Shuffett in the
1-3 for the season, their one first
flight of the match play
victory coming over Eastern were Beverly
Parker, second,
Kentucky. However, and Jaokie-Raizscan, third, Inas
Buccaneers held OVC leader Orr won the first
day low net I
Tennessee Tech to a 24-23 win award.
two weeks ago.
Toopie Thomas was the third
flight winner with Beverly
Spann finishing second and
Jane Fitch third. Betty Hunter
had the low net for the first day.

Penguins Blank New York
In NHL Hockey on Tuesday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"There are no stars on this
team, just a good bunch of
players."
Eddie Shack was talking of
the Pittsburgh Penguins after
they had blanked the New York
Islanders 5-0 in the National
Hockey League Tuesday night
for their fourth victory in five
games.
."We've had our ups and
downs and so far this season
we've been up," commented
Red Kelly, the Penguins coach.
Shack formed a line with Ken
Schinkelond Ron Shock.
"This is the first time this

Margaret Shuffett should
have taken the family
wheelbarrow to the ladies' golf
awards dinner at the Murray.
Club Monday
night.

Browns Lead
Little League
At Season End

ating are:
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JOHNS0
$20 To Be Given Away
Every Day!
* Must be 18 or over
* Register any time at Johnson's
* No purchase required
* You do not have to be
present to win

PAGE. SEVEN

fib
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* LAST WEEK'S WINNERS *
* Wed. - Mary Ridings
* Thurs. - Myrtle Humphrey
* Fri. - Mable Duncan
* Sat. - Pauline Bucy
* Mon. - Herbert Farris
* Tues. - Dewey Cooper

SAVE
40%
v

Market Made Bulk

59, Braunschweiger
Field's
59; lb.
lb. 59'
BACON Sliced S1ail)b 89;

SAUSAGE

lb.

Sliced

JOWL
Ground

EEF
ib.69;

No. 2% Can

CHERRIOS
CAKE MIX--

Stew Meat
Boneless

NORDIC0 OK

Red & White

OOc

PLAN

3
/ 100

7- PIECE STARTER SET
INCLUDES:

or FROSTING

5-PIECE COM
INCLUDES:

7/
1
2" Open Skillet

10" Skillet
with Cover

SPARE RIBS

Shop Our Complete Discount
Health 8 Beauty Aid Department
Red & White Grapefruit

Boston Butt

PORK ROAST

Sweetened or Unsweetened

JUICE
2/89'
CREAMER
FACIAL TISSUE "72/39'
SALAD DRESSII Wedhii:8
49'
DETERGENT
29'
59;
FAB

2 Ot Sauce Pan
with Cover

46-oz

Red & White

Smoked

White "

PICNICS

Pink and Lemon

Giant Size

PORK CHOPS

Listerine
$1 29

89‘;

F-ashioned for today with porcelain exterior
finish in beautiful TANGERINE or
AVOCADO colors.. and featuring tough,
durable Teflon II scratchProof cooking
sufaces. Durable enough for use with metal
spatulas and spoons. No scorching.. no
sticking... perfect for "waterless'. cooking
No-scour cleanup. You'll love it'
Select your cookware in beautiful Avocado
Green or Tangerine!

JOIN THE CLUB!

With each and e
purchase, you
Plan Coupon for
collecte4 a total
Nordic Cookwar
is yours'
PURCHASE C
COUPONS FO

25
COUPON

R20

Red

White

CRACKE

R 10

Cherrios •39; cowu:
Limit 1 per purOase
Expires 10/24/72
Johnson's Coupon
&NIt
When you buy a giant size box of

with coupon

HERE S HOW 0

Quart

/
1
4 Loin Sliced

Johnson's Coupon
Ni
t
cp.
When You Buy a 10-oz. Box of

Qt

HEAVIEST GAUGE COOKWARE
WITH CHINA-LIKE
PERMO-PORCELAIN EXTERIORS.

NIGHTTIME COLDS MEDICINE

Contac
Cold Capsules

R 18. 1972
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WHITE
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(
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Red & White
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COOKWARE
SET
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SET

.11111111101101.
1 2"Open Skillet
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—1-2Cup
Bundt Pan ,

10'' Skillet
with Cover

BABY FOOD
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CRISCO
CRACKERS
APPLES
Baby

WASHING
POWDER
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Gerber Strained
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Formula
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Keebler Town House

s
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4-1b. bag
No. i Vv
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-1.11011111111111e---
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BREAD
Frosty
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2
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/
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y
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CREAM

Mr. Fun
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Taste-Mea

Rock

TOMATOES
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6 Pack Tray
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LETTUC

"
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Purina Hi-rrotein
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CRACKERS
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Fruit

Cocktail
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of Liquid
. When you buy a 22-oz. bottle
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Coffee
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For Cugat, painting
is the big thing now
By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service
HOLLYWOOD - Xavier
Cugat was giving his manager
a hard time.
He simply wasn't saying the
right things.
"Talk about music," the
manager urged. "That's what
we'd like to emphasize."
But the master of the rumba
wasn't buying any of that.
• So more music for me!" the
obstinate Cugat declared. "I
play only a few very, very
select engagements. Now I'm
painting all the time."
"How am I going to make
any money out of your painting?" the manager cajoled.
-You are still interested in
your music. Remember, you
are going to play at the Oakland 1Calif.r
"That's right," Cugat
agreed. "And I'll make plenty
of money there. Don't worry."
Cugat, whose rumba orchestra was featured in films, also
filled a 16-year engagement at
the Waldorf-Astoria. Now he
was seated at his desk in his
Beverly Hills home surrounded
by examples of his brush work.
A cartoon of President Nixon
which he had sold to a magazine for a cover faced him.
Allis morning Dick Martin
came by and bought 1,0 of my
peliptings," he said happily.
"Today I can get a tremendous
amount of money for my music. For example, a fair will
pay me $10,000 against 70 per
cent of the gate. Yet I'd rather
sell a painting for $300. That
gives me real satisfaction.
"We all come to the world to
do one thing well, and those
who really succeed are the ones
who find out what they caMe
into the world to do.
"I came into the world to be a
painter, bot I found out about it
too late. So I put my time and
energy into music."
Cugat came into the world in
Gerona, Spain, on Jan. 1, 1900,
but, at the age of 4, was transplanted to Cuba when his
father, an electrical engineer,
was retatned by a Cuban crackes',factory.
! "Your hobby shows
what you
came into the world for," Cugat
declared, "and I've always
been a cartoonist.
-No metier wheeeL.weni.1.
always had a pencil in my hand
telling me what I was.
"But when I was four years
old, the only violin maker in
Cuba lived across the street
from us, and he gave me a little
violin. A one-eighth size
"If we'd lived across the
street from a shoemaker, I
would have been a Spanish
Florsheim.
"Anyway, I didn't go to
school at all, but I did learn to
play the violin so that, at the
age o112, I was first violinist
and concertmaster with a symphony orchestra.
"As a concert violinist, you
have to be great. I was very,
very good, but I was not great.
"When I was 25, I decided to
— be a cartoonist."
He worked as a cartoonist for
the Los Angeles Times, yet circumstance drew him back to a
musical career which,in turn,
made him world famous. Assigned to draw a caricature of
Dolores Del Rio, who was making a film, "Resurrection," for
Fox, he met her stand-in, Carmen Castillo, aunt of .the actress Margo.
He married Carmen and not

long after produced the first
Spanish musical film which
starred his wife plus Lope
Velez, Don Alvarado and Maria
Alba.
He'd formed a rumba band
and was playing at the Cocoanut Grove when Byrnie Foy, a
producer at Warner's, signed
Cugat, Carmen and the orchestra to make the first musical
film short entitled "Cugat and
His Gigolos."
More film work, the Waldorf

engagement (during which he
introduced -Begin the Beguise") and a coast-to-coast
radio program followed.
-I did movie work for fun and
money, too," Cugat said.
"I was paid 815,000 a week for
six months while they were
making 'Bathing Beauty,' and
what I did, I could have done in
four days!"
Even while Cugat was pot.-mg most of his time and energy
into music, he painted.

Sy Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Since time out ol mind
country people have regarded
the appearance of "bullbats" as
one of the first signs of summer's end. And, indeed, it is.
When on some late afternoon
in early September you see
these graceful birds swarming
the sky, you can take this as a
first warning. The long summer
is rapidly coming to a close.

Loretta Lynn Receives
Three Awards At Awards
Show For Country Music

Tile tip
CONCORD.
Wass,
trPII-To combat mildew
which has discolored grouting
in shower tile, make a thick
paste of household bleach and
baking soda.
The paste should be about
the consistency of tooth paste,
advises. the Middlesex Counts
Extension Service, and should
be applied with a tooth brush.
After scrubbing the area, rinse
with dean water and wipe dry.
For further information and
a booklet on How to Prevent
and Remove Mildew, write the
Home Economies Department.
Middlesex County Extension
Service, 105 Everett Street,
Concord, Mass, 017-42.

Sugar Bowl
NEW ORLEANS(APi - The
Sugar Bowl announced Monday
that Louisiana Stale University
at New Orleans, moving into
major competition this year for
the first, time, will play in the
Sugar Bowl's 1973 tournament.
the --1
teams
Other
in
tournament will be North Carolina State, Villanova and Memphis State.

NASHVILLE, Term. (AP)Loretta Lynn gazed at the
Grand Ole Opry audience and,
with a proud smile and a southern drawl, told them, "When
you're lookin' at me, you're
lookin• at country."
And by the time country music's sixth annual awards show
ended Monday night, Miss Lynn
had walked off stage with three
top honors, including entertainer of the year and female vocalist of the year.
She became the first woman
ever honored with the Country
Music Association's entertainer
of the year accolade. When
asked if her honors represented
a victory for women's liberation, the striking brunette
said:
"What? I really don't know
what you're talking about. I'm
still in shock."
A coal miner's daughter from
Kentucky, Miss Lynn, 36, entered country music 10 years
ago. Her last CMA award was
in 1967, as top female vocalist.
The third award for Miss
Lynn was presented to her and
singing partner Conway Twitty
for best duo of the year.
'Top male vocalist was black
artist Charley Pride, 34, a former professional baseball player from Mississippi. Last year,
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Pride attained national acclaim
when he captured the vocalist
and the entertainer of the year
award, the first black to do so.
Donna Fargo, a former Las
Angeles high schnol teacher
and a new face on the country
music scene, copped the best
single of the year for "Happiest
Girl in the Whole USA." She,
sang the song for the Opr-.
yhouse crowd on live nationwide television.
A former entertainer of the
year and top male vocalist in
1970, Merle Haggard of Bakersfield, Calif., won best album
for "Let Me Tell You About A
Song."
For the fourth consecutive
year, Danny Davis and the
Nashville Brass, captured best
instrumental group. Best instrumentalist was harmonica
player Charlie McCoy. And best
vocal group was the Statler
Brothers.
Top song of the year was
"Easy Loving" by Freddie
Hart.
Named to the CMA's Hall of
Fame was former two-time
Louisiana Gov. Jimmie Davis,
who drew the evening's only
standing ovation. Davis, writer
of flyer 300 Songs, "gained
prominence for -You Are My
Sunshine."
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"Bullbats," or nighthawks,
migrate only with their own
kind and to see them on their
flight southward is an unforgettable occasion. Appearing as
if by magic in swarms of from
20 to 100 or more, they enliven the sky in a breath-taking
series of aerial maneuvers that
include wheeling, diving, circling, zooming upward, and
completing many other intricate forms of aerial acrobatics.
In this sky-coasting, which
seems to the observer a form of
play, the birds are actually
feeding on the wing, scooping
up elusive mosquitoes and
other insects in their huge
mouths, particularly adapted
for such methods of food gathering, Being migrants of the
first order, they rendezvous in
early autumn and drift southward, spread out across the
continent like a great dragnet,
hiding in the woods by day,
traveling by night, and refueling on twilight-flying insects as
they advance.
As;boy on the farm, it was
with great interest and no less
,mystery that I regar.ded these
wonderful creatures of wing. I

Open 9 a

to 5 p.m.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT

EAST SIDE OF THE SOOARE

More Interest
Noted In Rural
Communities

Outdoor Lore

YESTERDAY'S STARS TODAY

TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Sole Starts Wednesday,
Ends Saturday

Murray

from what lonewondered
some, faraway places they
came, where they were going,
and why they appeared only in
auturnn. I did not know at the
time of that great phenomenon
of bird migration that some of
these nighthawks had been
around nesting in my very own
woods and secluded rail fencerows since early spring.
Sometimes as I went out to
bnng in the cows from the
pasturefield at evening milking
time, I tried to fool these birds
by taking along a slingshot and
shooting small pebbles high in
the air. Thinking the tiny
missiles to be insects, the birds
would dart toward them, only
to pull up short after realizing
their mistake. Then sometimes,
as if entering into the spirit of
the game, they would chase the
pebbles as they fell back to the
ground. It was a lot of fun and
now I never see these birds but
that I recall with pleasure that
long past day when I was unknowingly learning my first
lessons in natural history.
Nighthawks are also sometimes known as "goatsuckers."
This odd name, according to
ornithologists, goes back to
early times when Old World
shepherds believed these twilight hunters visited their goat
flocks_ at _night and robbed
them of their milk. As they
onee hawked flies and mosquitoes over the backs of our
milk cows in the open pasturefields, the birds probably did
the same thing over the goat
herds, thus giving the superstitious shepherds a false impression.
Nighthawks do not fly in
flocks as large as in the days of
yore, but they are still around
in considerable numbers. You
ray see them any day now at
twilight as autumn settles
down once again on the earth.

SOMINEX

DEODORANT

MOUTHWASH
GARGLE

32 TABLETS
The effective
Somnex
aid to natural
like sleep.

Reg. '2.05

Reg.
irsi 98

s59
7e
sal 88' 24 oz
Se‘e
Bottle
VO'

Choice of Regular,
-- i
Hard-to-Hold,
Grey Hair, Super
-"
e4= Hold, Unscented.
VO5 9-oz. Reg.
k w can
'1.50

Reg. '3.98 sale

Basin, Tub,
Tile Cleaner

NESTLE'S QUICK

PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Concentrate on this day's needs,
not interrupting its program to
engage in fruitless outside
activities or flighty whims.
Especially favored: Art, social
and community interests.

XCr,

øc

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a high order of
intellect, a strong will, great
practicality and self-assurance
Your business acumen is extraordinary and you could be
most successful in a managerial
position or, in the financial
world, as an investment
counselor. You have a great
love of luxuries and will work
unstintingly to attain them.
Then, when you've earned the
money needed to satisfy your
desires, you're likely to go into a
tailspin wondering whether to
spend it. Just one of your more
whimsical characteristics!
Extremely versatile, aside
from business, you could excel
in
the fields of law,
statesmanship, writing or
medicine.

LESS TAXES"

elic'

•
Katterjohn
for Congress.
Pt1 Pol. Mr

••

with milk.

World Series

1=5 <1.41..•

t==3 TRACI
C=3

Special

=111 5 sna.,)g
1
11 cart,,csges

1

Twin Blade
Pack of 5

Cartridge

68

'1.19
Model EC-18

Sale

ROLAIDS

,
A

ANTACO MINTS
Consumes 47 times

GLEEM II

its weight in excess

TOOTH PASTE

stomach acid.

Family Size

7-oz.

Bottle of 75

16-oz

Reg. '1.59

s.‘96
WOOLITE
SPRAY

Reg.
$•J3

58

Reg. '1.19

Sale

Sale

Head & Shoulders

68

DRISTAN

DANDRUFF
41=1

SHAMPOO

DECONGESTANT

DRISTAN'
Jr(

TABLETS

ONARSTANP

Choice of Family
Safely cleans all
synthe:tics, wool and cottons.
22-oz, Spray

e
sale77

1 1.69

Sale

II

Reg.

Coldwater wash.

Reg.
2-LB.

Gillette

•

aillielteenitC
bLacre

Fingertip control

C

Foam Rug Cleaner

CAN

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Structure of thoughts, design of
plan, and the overall endeavor
you put into this day's work
should bring big gains-if you
stay firmly on the right track.

75 TABLETS

Mixes instantly

Reg. 99'

'saw

ELECTRIC
CAN OPENER

WOOLITE

Chocolate Flavor

Deodorizes and cleans.
No rincing,
no scrubbing.
11-oz. Spray can

General Electric
Custom

LIQUID

Model 15161

LYSOL

PASADENA, Calif. AP) Paul Wolf, who won a silver
medal in swimming at the 1936
Berlin Olympic Games, has
died of a heart attack at his
home. He was 56.

CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Considering this day's fine
planetary influences, you
should easily be able to produce
top-notch results, increase
assets and prestige.

Sale

KEYWOUND ALARM
CLOCK
Smooth, round, white
case with bright cheery
smile dial. Single key winds
both clock and alarm.

sole

Paul Wolf Dies

before you look thoroughly. You
could get ahead of yourself:
perhaps promise more than you
can perform.

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Harmony and self-control
needed now. Don't antagonize
those in a position to help you.
Aim to imprdve ideas and
methods.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
You have so much going for you
now that you can hardly
complain of the day or your
opportunities for advancement
along all lines. Do make the
most of it!
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Stress your fine mentality and
enthusiasm in all activities.
Just one admonition Control
emotions.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231
As with many others, you have
real cause for optimism now.
There's much to attain through
the advantages offered-both in
personal and business interests.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23 J2i-Vael
Take all the help you can get.
Don't try to do everything
yourself. Also, don't settle for
the "lesser of two evils" when
you can prevent ANY undesirable situation.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
A generally good day, but be
alert and don't fall for
propositions offered, by those
who have proved unreliable in
the past.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23
Don't let time or advantages
slip through your fingers.
Capitalize on your talents and
direct your efforts only through
worthwhile channels Many
benefits indicated.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in"
Minor assists and friendly
associates may be the biggest
factors on your side now. With
better-than-average influences,
you can achieve more than you
probably anticipate.
SAGITTARIUS
j 6P
, .
(NOV 23 to Dec. 21) Selt.
Jupiter influences fair. But do
not jump to conclusions or leap

$ 1 18

WESTCLOX
SMILE

HAIR SPRAY

FOR THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19,1972

pierces cans with ease

Scope

\4'

Frances Drake

By Wendell P. Butler
Agriculture Commissioner
I was interested to see that
the
Weekly
Kentucky
Newspaper Association had as a
theme for its fall convention,
"Rural Kentucky: Its Present
and Future."
This, to me, is another indication of the interest and
concern being directed toward
our rural communities and the
problems they face as well as
the potential they hold for
development, Moreover, I think
it is evidence of the fact that
development-or redevelopment, of rural communities,
involves more than farm
leaders, economists
or
sociologists.
In agriculture we are much
concerned about preserving the
family farm. Needless to say,
the family farm is a basic part
of our rural communities and
small towns. Remove the small
farmer and his economic
contribut4 and you will
greatly weaken-and in many
instances-destroy many of our
rural towns.
This past summer saw the
passage of new national legislation to help rural America-the
Rural Development Act. All
indications point to this being
one of the most comprehensive
steps
taken
toward
rejuvenating our rural communities. While it
will be
several months before financing is available for funding the
many programs
designated
under the Act, it offers new aid
to various areas of rural
development.
All in all, I think we are seeing
a growing recognition of the
fact that rural development
requires a national effort. Too, I
think there is greater swareness
that to solve our urban
proglems, we must also solve
our rural ptoblerns-one cannot
be solved without a solution
being provided for the problems
of the other.

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

SECRET
Choice of 7-oz. Spray can
or 6-oz. Spray anti-perspirant.

Your Individual Horoscope

1-

(

Size 61
/
2-dz, Lotion
Family Size Tube
4.3-oz.

St HAYF

au4us coto

E"ER

Of
Yea.adve,

.Re. 1 1.65

Your
Choice Each
Sole

98

For aches and pains, stuffy
head, runny noses

8

Bottle of 24

Reg. - —
'1.49

Niumminamamme.
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1
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APPRECIATION
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* 1st Prize-550.00
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* Anyone Can Enter
* No Age Limit
Libby's

f

10

lice

^••••••••

PINEAP
PLE
Sliced or Crushed
ace
20-oz. can 29;
411w
4

•
• Fresh Ocean Spray

;

EGGS
3

4

erjohn
ngress.

OtYlit It
NIA?:
1111.3'

MAXWELL

5-lb. bag

L -

HOUSE

PAPER
TOWELS
Twin Pack
with coupon
below

rid Series
Special
Twin Blade

3packs

riTIS

a I
a

8-oz.

• .•

2 lbs.

Fancy Grade A
Frosty Acres------

at
:

Frosty Acres Pre-Baked

39( %

44P.

'14

TISSUE
3 98c

with coupon below
125-ft Roll

49'

4-oz. can
Fresh Ground
ALL-BEEF

TABLETS

)ains. stuffy
rio
24

r

49c

Breast
Legs
Thighs
Wings
Necks & Backs

with coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 10/25/72
Parker's Market Coupon

save
WITH THIS COUPON

Yellow Cling

YOU BUY A

3
t
o
r
$
/it
Lg'e 2
can

WHEN

10.0z. for of

INSTANY

MAXWELL HOUSEItCOFFEE
0

ANWt
tv

"IF

2 4-roll pkgs. 00c
4 Family Scott 40

23'

Peaches

WIENERS

DECONGESTANT

PARKER'S MARKET

SCOTT TISSUE

JELL-0 3-oz box
lot

Krey All Meat

59;

596

I1

69;

packs $1 19

Q9(1.9 QQQ 0.14 0_0 91910121Q9

ALCOA
WRAP
25-ft roll

3

with this coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 10/25/72

Assorted Flavors

Hunt's

1-lb. pkg.

1

2-lb. jar

410,986

SAUSAGE HAMBURGER
Seasoned Just Right!

12-oz. pkg.

Twin
Pack

19'

PRESERVES

SAUSAGE

umes 47 times

TAN

IFROSTING MIX
box 29c

PAPER TOWELS

Sweet-Urn
STRAWBERRY

Libby's
VIENNA

FRESH PICNIC STYLE

BACON

and

for $1°°

WAX PAPER

1 Qt

32 oz

ACD MINTS

8

CAKE MIX

VIVA

19'4

Flavorite Brand
SLICED

CHILI

MAYONNAISE

Italian Style
Enriched
1-1b. pkg.

lb.

Martha White

Parker's Coupon

8'
ottle of 75

Krey

Salad Bowl

Ronco

PORK
CUTLETS

39'

01014/11

3

Pkg. of 5

SPAGHETTI

ach acid.

4-oz. can

Sitt41/4.

with coupon below
4-roll pkg. for

eight in excess

BLACK PEPPER

"with BEANS"
15-oz.

WAFFLES

1•11
g°

\16.

Scott Family
BATHROOM

I
r
r
t er
r
to
.
•
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e "..'
.
o

3-1b.
cello bag

29c

on-441119 iiiiwap *ft' $(4
tA cCormick

; BABY LIMAS
256'
2for 49
..
,10-oz. pkg.

Cartridge

LAIDS

Decorated Bowl

Asstd.,

PO POI AO

Gillette

29'

POT PIES mlx°'
5for 98
Match

596 •
II:

Yellow

ONIONS

0,0J
.

MARGARINE
a

'

•
0

2-1b.
bag

1-1b.

Fresh Sweet Texas

;
11--thiety—Ten-n. Sweet

INSTANT

Kraft
Miracle
Whipped

Garden Delight

Morton

POTATOE
S
49 :
u

doz$
."
1

CASH

U

COCONUT ORANGES
14-oz. pkit.

Wayne Cook

400

4-- -_

BAKER'S
ANGEL FLAKE

850.00 Winner:

FRENCH FRIES

'CRANBE
RRIES
a
•Prosh
Grade A
Medium

00

at 6est FROZEN FOODS
vio —
.0$•
1-lb
cello 29(
:
a
•
bag

°nut

Jennie Key
Euple Givens
Mrs. James Blalock
Mrs. Phillip Saxon
Charlie Paschall
Lewis Hudspeth
Bessie Parks
Mrs. Clifton Roberts
Mrs. R. H. Robbins
Mertye Lowenthal
Arie Outland
Agnes Cothran
James L. Johnson
Dorothy Loftin
Edna Shipley
Bob Hubbs

Eup/e Rowland
Mrs. Dalton Parker
Luther Scott
N. R. Lovins
Mamie Adams
Pearley M. Kinel
Mavis Elkins
Jim Hornbuckle
Mrs. Jennie Perich
Victor Olazabal
Audrey Mayor
Maude Seaford
Louise Bedwell
M ryt e Farmer

AT

f

Parker's Mkt

10-oz. Jar Only

$L19

411"
7:17
''soh.'
WITH
Cow"

_ _ _014E_PIP_PN_ri!FANAY2 Offer Expires 10/25/72
Parker's Mkt Coupon

YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...
YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE H"

59,lb

19c

125-ft Roll
with this coupon
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 10 25/72

49c lb
49,lb.
29, lb.
154 lb.
15
Located in Downtown
Shopping Centers

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week
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A CHANGING WORLD

put together, give China more
time for attention to a major
problem facing Peking — that
3.000 miles of border with
Russia and the hundreds of
thousands of Soviet troops
along the border.
Charles R. Smith, respected
Uruted Press International
Far East reporter, pointed tia.

Kremlin losing strong-man role
By JOHN PLNIKERMAN
Editor,Copley News Service
The men in the Kremlin, after years of supporting Red
China for United Nations
membership and general acceptance in the world of relatively civilized nations, today
must be wondering if their
course was correct.
At the same time, those in
the United States who so long
have preached that the Soviet
Union had both the will and
the strength to conquer the
free world must be less fearful today.
The two developments are
related as part of any periodic
review of global power struggles and maneuverings, although the recent behavior of
Mao Tse-tung and his Peking
associates has had the most
impact on an emerging significant change in strategic
positions.
For many years, Russia has
been the strong man of the
Red world with China operating in self-imposed isolation.
Four specific events, however, have changed that:
1. Peking's acceptance in
the U.N. has given Mao a propaganda platform never be'fore available.
2. President Nixon's visit
to the mainland Chinese capital has given Mao and Pre- nuer Chou En-lai a cloak of
respectability and entree to a
previously strongly anti-Peking Western world_
3 Establishment of Japanese-Red Chinese diplomatic
relations, followed by West
German acceptance of Peking, gives Peking a powerful
place in market bidding for financial and technological cooperation and assistance
4. Internal economic troubles that beset the Kremlin
leaders and the continuing
worry over 3,000 miles of nervous border with Red China
present the Soviets with problems that reduce their capability to launch any military
or economic adventure
against the free world.
That the ''China situaticih"
has Moscow concerned is evident in everyday Soviet leadership behavior. Pravda, the
mouthpiece of Soviet leadership, got its signals mixed the
other day — all within four
pages. On its front page it
noted the 23rd anniversary of
Peking's victory over Chiang
Kai-shek's Nationalists with
the words, "This struggle has
always met with sincere sympathy, support and assistance
from the Soviet Union."
Then, three pages later,
Pravda charged that China is
mixing with Western imperialists too much, and winds up
saying, "Peking continues to
pursue its anti-Soviet policy."
The Russians, too, cannot
be celebrating over any Peking-Tokyo or Peking-Bonn
relationship. The Japanese
and the Soviets have been negotiating for some time on cooperative development of resources in Siberia and the
Russians have held off the
Japanese, plus refusing to
discuss a World War II peace
treaty or return of Japanese
northern islands seized a few
'days after the war ended in
August, 1945.
Now, the Japanese accommodation with Peking and the
opportunity for Tokyo money
and technology to invest in
China changes the temper of
any Japanese dealings with
Russia The Japanese position
is strengthened considerably.
Eventual German invest:ment in and close association
with Peking also cannot help
but make the Russians *lervous. The Russians perhaps
fear a strong and spreading
German influence more than
any single development.
At the same time, President
British special stanips
LONDON
— Britain
-is issuing three special stamps
- ihis fall to mark the 50th
anniversary of thy British
Broadcasting Corp. IBBCI.
One stamp shows a selection
of microphones used by BBC.
another a home-type vsoodeti
horn loudspeaker receiver used
in the 1920s and the third the
latest 11413, television camera.
Another special stamp
commemorates the 75th anniversary of the first radio
transmission across %titer by
Marconi and Kemp in 1897. ,
No flag, no parade.
si:Arri.L. a, ash. (11'11 —
There's a !ay. on Seattle's
books that makes it illegal to
stage a parade on city streets
unless the procession is headed
by a flag at least 52 by 66
inches in sin. The flag, of
.
3 0433De, must be the Stars and
Stripes.

future, may cause the Soviet
leadership to see itself slipping into the weaker position

Nixon's overtures to Peking,
with increased trade and official ties likely to come in the
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once held by Peking among
the Red giants.
These developments, when

ALL VEGETABLE

trate more on Sino-Soviet
problems."
As all of this adds up to
problems for the Kremlin and
reflection on its former policy
of championing Peking's antiWestern causes, it also adds
up, with the signing of the
Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty with the United States,

this recently as he wrote regarding the border dispute,
with its occasional armed
clashes, "Both sides have
been unbending and little, if
any, progress has been made.
... Friendly relations with
Japan and reduction of tension with the United States enable the Chinese to concen-

135 OF F" LABEL

Soybean

LEXINGTON, 1
creature so tiny it can h
seen by the naked eye is
Kentucky soybean prod
thousands of dollar
creature is a small,
worm called the soyb:

BANOUgT

JOY LIQUID
1-016-0Z
BTL
LIMIT 2

to a much lower potential for
Soviet-inspired global trouble
that might endanger America
This should result in a collective sigh of relief among
American Moscow watchers
who have been so long fearful
of Russian ambitions and capabilities.
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GRADED CHOICE

'People's Choice BEEF

SIRLOIN
STEAK
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XTRA
EVEI

FAMILY PAK OF
3 OR MORE

▪

T-BONE
STEAK
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Chocolate
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Corn Flak
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Salt

L.I

PLAIN OR

Kroger
KROGER
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Cubed Round Steak LB
Boneless Round Steak Le
U S GOVT
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GRADED CHOICE FULL CUT $11
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Boneless K.C. Steak LB

GLENDALE.OLD FASHION FLAT VAC-PACs

Nam %Nei

DO CCCCCS
'5.3.S AVG

FRESH
$ 139

SD A

Fish Sticks

10-02
PKG

FRES SHORE BREADED

Perch Steaks

22-0Z
PKG
3.

Beef Patties

3-LB
PKG

39c

---\\

5119

$2"-

(KROGER

90% LEAN!

794

Boiled Ham

I 2-0Z.
PKG.

Ground Turkey
Leg o' Lamb

KROGER SLICED
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Delicious Apples

LB

28c
39'

6-0Z.
PKG

79' Lamb Chops

RED EMPEROR

38c

A

Green Bell Peppers

FAMILY PAR OF
3 ORE AST GO'RS
3 LEG OTRS
3 RINGS. 2 GIOLETS

APPLES
LB
BAG

YeNow Corn
FRESH

Brussels Sprouts
NEW CROP'

Sweet Potatoes
PURPl F

Fresh Turnips
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NO I

8I ABS
39c
13'
L. 29'

GENUINE

SUPER SELECT'
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Rutabagas

IIA

C

39'
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Soybean Growers Suffer Losses To Cyst Nemotode
LEXINGTON, KY.—A
creature so tiny it can hardly be
seen by the naked eye is robbing
Kentucky soybean producers of
thousands of dollars. This
creature is a small, parasitic
worm called the soybean cyst

nematode, which attacks the
roots of the soybean plant. In
areas where infestations of the
nematode are heavy, it can
have the same impact on
soybean producers that the
southern corn leaf blight had on

When the soil temperature is at first, but change color as they
above 60 degrees, and if mature, and finally turn brown.
soybean plants are present, the
Soybean plants infested with
larvae leave the cysts and enter this nematode become yellow
to soybean roots, where they and stunted and produce lower
begin feeding. After males yields. In heavily infested
mature, they leave -the roots areas, damage may be so
and fertilize the females, which severe that the crop is not
remain attached to the root- harvested. The first symptoms
s.The females are pearly white of plant yellowing are usually in

corn growers in 1970, ac- These cysts, which are dead
cordingto Al Williams, Ex- carcasses of the female, may
tension plant pathologist at the contain up to several hundred
University of Kentucky College eggs and larvae. The cyst walls
of Agriculture.
are highiy resistant to decay
The soybean cyst nematode and the eggs may remain alive
has a three-stage life cycle: inside the cyst walls for years.

HI

KRAFT

VALUABLE KROGER COUPON

g;iirf 11111 VALUABLE

MCI

circular areas ranging from a
few feet to 50 or more feet in
diameter. These areas will
become larger each year with
continued soybean production.
Soybean roots infected with
cyst nematodes are usually
dark, stunted and often lack
nitrogen-fixing nodules. When
the affected roots are removed
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5
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THIS GAME •11111G PLAYED IN II3 •ARTICI•ATING
STORES°. Toll KROGER CO LOCATED IN WESTERN
AND
RR ARKANSAS. NO
SEE a
TI
CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI SOUTNIIIIN ILLINOIS AND
WESTERN KENTUCKY SCHEDULED TIERAIIINAT.2334
DATE OP THIS PROGR•M IS OCT0111111 21 11,72/.

ODDS CHARY
1- %OM

13-OZ
PK GS

Co Co Chip Cookies
Delsey Tissue

r

PKGS OF
2- ROLLS

Ooot Pot
0-• i....4..

NAN.,
11,900 SO

t
-

2/0011

Ell
-.4.-. _

174

{SIN

000550a
IN IAD, v..,

000t POP
,7 3•••• P.p.
• 111 0 1

4.211 •• 1

1.1112 .s 1

144 HI

172 HI

4.21111•• 1

114 NI

2.46041

201** 1

10.31, um.

103

1400 SO

$1

29c

1711•• I
30 3 so I
4
SI HI

1244

430

1.44054 I

122 M I

1104

1,,IIIII

SON 1

7 m I

3 se I

'OVALS

I 2.6411

72.61

4..'

1.4 1

100 leitandifatittionfit
WHITE OR COI ORS
4-ROLL
PACK

ScotTissue
KLEENEX

Facial

200-CT
PKG

ues

ALL FLAVORS

6

Kroger Gelatin
SPOTLIGH

BEAN

Coffee

3-0Z
PK GS
1 -LB
BAG

9

Kroger

Mayonnaise

39'
29(
49(
79'
594

OT

EXTRA TOP VALUE
STAMPS

SOON
46014E

HALLOWEEN CANDY

GOOD

THRU TUILS OCT 24 LIMIT ONE
EU•AEC T TO APPLIC •Lit TAXES

Tor

AINDPIVIIMPULTIMPEPD1
III

&MIMI
=
-11
.

Anti-Freeze

9.27

wIto• T.1S COLJPON THAU Vet 0 OCT 24
LIMIT I SU•JECT TO •••LIC A•Lt TAO

1
1010e9

I

Ii

it.'4i141,141.1414141.1dWil.Wil414141,14141.1411,00,V.
101.4.1 owo..44.•

;
MOTHER'S BEST SELF RISINGI

CORN MEAL
MIX

a.

WITH THIS COUPON
AND PURCHASE OF

,„

10' OFF

2.—
10

2 02
114G

theeriCOS

THIS COUPON TP1RU WED . OCT
LiMIT
SU•JECT TO APPLIC••LE TAX

5 LB
BAG

7ier
ilf(X
I. .,
,
1,141,141,1,141,1,1,141,14141.141,14141.141.1
.
1,1,1,1.141,141,141.1,141,141....,.
III

48'
99'

Mayonnaise
NABISCO nREO OR

Chips Ahoy Cookies

20' OFF
KROGER VAC PAC COFFEE !
OR SPOTLIGHT iNSTANT
• OT
WITH THIS COUPON THAW WED
OCT 74
LIMIT
SUSPICT TO •PPLIC ASLIG T AA
age!

611iN3ers..,a,11,1,1,1.1,1,1,1.‘,141,141,/4181,141,141.1,14+,(N.1.1,1,14iol, Maw
BUSH WHOLE

Green
Beans

- --

AS OF OCT. 3,1072

EMBASSY

COUNTRY OVEN FARM -STYLE SUGAR OR

WH1TE OR COLORS

Tomato Soup
LB
PKG
1

KROGER WHOLE KERNEL

ROLL`..
VAC-PAC
12-01
CANS

CAN

ScotTissue

,

I -LB
13-02
CAN

KROGER

Kroger Salt

WITH THIS COUPON AND 55 00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOSACCO AND IN ADDITIONS TO ANY ()TITER
PORCH ASE REQUIREMENTS GOOD THRU TUES. OCT 26
LIMIT ONE SUIII/ICT TO A•PLIC ABLE TAXES

Peaches

22'
39c
24c

PINT

own
Ow,

AVONDALE SLICED

.4E

FOR A WHITER WASH'

WIN UP TO

0SMITIMMITITIMITICbe
EXTRA TOP VALUE
STAMPS

1

BUSH ALL-GREEN

Lima
I -LB
CANS

IMEISTEEC5113
..
,
E LOT.ON

Kroger Detergent

LI%
CANS

Beans

•

10'

,
-.freld KED
OC,
.••,,CA•la TAX

SUS/tCT

'POW •
r
,,,,,,,,,,,,
_

ad.,,
1
"
Mer
.
41,14120,1.141,141,1412..14y4m„yeiN

MACARONI & CHEESE

KRAFT
DINNER

7'4 oz
PKG

19c

... Plus DISCOUNT PRICED
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

$149
79c

INTENSIVE
CARE LOTION

2$

-02 33'

PKG
TRAWBERRY
2-LB
PKG.
_
OF 2
GETABLES

4 too,

Denture Tablets
Bufferin

BTL

VITAL 5
7-0Z
BTL

Hair Tonic
ANTISEPTIC

LISTERINE

109

43'

PKGS

.1T

B50

PKG
OF 40

60 TABLETS

Super Size

8

SHOWBOAT

Pork & Boons
BUSH

7

Kidney Beans

$1

SCOPE

JERGENS LOTION

PINT
4 02
BIL

79c
79c
89'

89c

24-oz.

99'

10-oz. 7 1

KROGER REFRIGERATED

Cinnamon Rolls
EATMORE SOFT

4

White
Bread

20-02
LOAV Et

COUNTRY CLUB

43c
59c

HALF
GAL.
FREEZER PLEEZER CRUNCH BARS OR
PKG.
OF 12
TWIN. FLAKE OR COMBO
12-CT. $
161PPKGS

Ice Cream

99c

Ice Cream Bars

Brown 'N Serve Rolls

el

Mou4441 4-1S
•••

Si
$1
49'
69'

101%
NYLON

ubiI
-

HOSIERY

Donuts

DOZ

DEVILS FOOD OR GOLDEN SNO

Layer Cake

EA

KROGER

Bismarck Rye Bread
1;10(

P

Raisin Bread

3
3

LB
LOAVES
1

1 LB
LOAVES

BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA ST AMPS • EXPIRES 10 2472

25

RAIN BARREL

wilha26ot

FABRIC SOFTENER

25 w!h., 77 (If
50

18 oz. 69'

•(-

Cheese Food
DIAL 'SlirtAY89c Slices
14
C)Z

Wiener
Rolls

3

S1

P
6-CTK GS

3

KROGER NON-FAT

DRY MILK
50 ...•th any k9 BREAKFAST OR
cENTEer-c UT PORK CHOPS
50 wo•701.42s

FRYER

BREAST. LEGS

4
OR

5

THIGHS

50 ,.. •r• 2 .11,

25

SANDWICH BUNS OR

KROGER AMERICAN

2

FUTuRE FLOOR FINISH

with an "8,411" •I•.•

0, • we GROUND TURKEY

,
v ?pkgs.& CUBE STEAKS
100 wotha

ANTI

•S0___0_$499

LOA V_ES

KROGER BAKED!

6-0Z
PKG

Th

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST. .
ON REGULAR 1st QUALITY

HOMESTYLE

American Cheese

The new
Funk &Wagnalls
encyclopedia.
494

SAVE UP TO 500

SOFT

Italian Braga
3
Country Style Rolls 3

9Y.-OZ
CANS

KRAFT DELUXE SLICED

Vaseline Intensive Care
BATH BEADS

1 -LB
CANS

1
1
1

NEW ORLEANS FRENCH OR

L BS
FOR

Margarine

CANS

Mustard Greens
1
;4EL

1 --LB
CTNS

15-02
CANS

II

IOU
1 5-0
CANS

8
7 1-Ls.
7

Navy Beans
BUS, ,PFD
Turnip Greens

Margarine 5 $111

OILS

POLIDENT

490

Speckled Botterbeans

BUSH
15-02
CANS
1 -LB
1 3-02
CANS

Clover Valley

VASELINE

LB

BUSH

w.th

or ROADSIDE

25 Ron

stalk ol

25 woth

lb

25

w.11121bs

7

JAM

CELERY

moge

6

FRESH CARROTS

of. rno,e POPCORN

9

carefully from the soil, it is
often possible to see the white to
yellow to brown idepending on
ago females and cysts attached to the roots.
In Kentucky, the worst
nematode problems are in; the
Purchase Area in the western
part of the state. The tiny
creatures are also present along
the Ohio River in Union, Henderson and Daviess Counties.
Besides Kentucky, they infest .
soybeans in North Carolina,
Virginia, Florida, Missouri, ,
Illinois, Arkansas and Ten- ,
nessee.
Williams points out that there
are several kinds of cyst
nematodes. Four different
races which damage soybeans
have been identified. Of these,
Race 3 and Race 4 are the
strains of most concern in
Kentucky.
Williams says the nematodes ;
are continuing to spread. They •
can move through the soil only ;
a few inches a year by their own
efforts. However, they can be
spread easily when soil particles from an infested field are
moved to an area which has not
been infested. Soil particles can
be moved by farm machinery.
equipment
construction
flooding, rain water, wind
birds, and transplanting of ro,,:
crops and nursery plants.
Soybean seed from infested
fields may also carry infested :
soil particles. When new areas ;
become infested, it usually
takes a few years before the
nematode population becomes ;
large enough to cause damage.
It may be several years before the farmer realizes his fields
are infested, according to the
UK specialist.
What can farmers do- to
prevent heavy yield losses from
the nematode? Williams says
crop rotation is the best way to
control the pest. Where
soybeans are planted year after
year, nematode populations
grow rapidly, Infested fields
should be planted to non-legume
crops two out of every three
years, or at least every other
year. Williams says rotation is a
good practice whether the
nematode is present or not,
because it will help reduce
other soybean problems.
Resistant varieties are also
useful in combating nematodes.
However, Williams warns that
resistant varieties are probably
not the ultimate answer to
nematode control. More than
one race of nematode is usually
present in an infested field and
new races .mas„,„.dtv.tipp.
Therefore, planting a-trariety
resistant 16 one race may allow
a buildup in the population of
another race to the point that it
becomes a threat to the crop.
Race 3 appears to be the
dominant nematode strain in
Kentucky. Pickett, Dyer,
Custer and Mack are resistant
to this race, and a new variety,
Forrest, is undergoing testing.
Race 4 has been found in states
surrounding Kentucky, and
Williams says Race 4 is
probably now present in Kentucky. Some cysts have been
found on varieties resistant to
Race 3, and this indicates a
developing population of Race
4. At the present time there are
no varieties resistant to Race 4.
This illustrates why rotation is a
better weapon against the
nematode than resistant
varieties, the UK specialist
points out.
Farmers can help uncover
new infestations and guard
against further spread of the
nematode, says Williams. He
urges soybean producers to
report any sususpicious symptoms such as unexpected icld
hisses or yellow, stunted plants
to the local county Extension
agent, who can have santpleanalyzed for the presence of
the nematode.. who can have
samples analyzed for the
presence of the
Farmers can help uncover
ne,w infestations and guard
-against. further spread of the
nematode, ,says
He
urges soybean producers to.
report any suspicious symptoms such as unexpected yield
losses or yellow, stunted plants
to the local county Extension
agent, who can have samples
analyzed for the presence of the
nematode. If the nematode is
present, it is important not to
move(machinery from infested
area
uninfested areas
without cleaning it thoroughly.
Also, seed front infested land
should not be planted unless it is
certified as free of the
nemat(*.

10

11

tsrocier
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'

A

Anything. which soybean
producers can do to Combat the
nematode will put extra dollars
in their pockets, Williams
concludes.

'
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bleak hour just to fish off the
pier. Others stood in line waiting for the boat — their poles at
LOS ANGELES — I think it attention like some kind of
was James Joyce who pre- Alaskan changing of the guard.
scribed the elements for those
Brisk, "shank of the evesuffering from everyday pres- rung" conversations were gosures.
ing on in the small business of"Go seek the elements and fice where I picked up my tickthey will bear you up again," ets, two fishing 'poles and one
he said — or something like photographer.
that.
( Because of reasons which
Deep-sea fishing certainly will become obvious, the phofalls into the element cure-all tographer refused to be identicategory. How much more ele- fied.) We'll call him "Anonymental can you get than bil- nious."
lions of tons of seawater?
I tried to lighten Anonymous'
Bleak, raw, cold and angry demeanor which — for a natursometimes. Soft, silky and al athlete type — was about as
gentle at others.
buoyant and frivolous as the
Heck, I thought. Why not go Queen Mary anchor.
fishing'
"Have you ever been fishThe wotst possible thing ing?" Anonymous asked.
about this decision was what I
"Does a priest have to have a
thought when my alarm rang at wife in order to counsel a mar3 a. m. Even my subconscious ried couple?" I asked.
was jolted into believing it was
"You've never been fishing,"
all some terrible mistake.
he said, answering his own
But by 3:30 a, m. —dressed in question.
We saw and heard The Purblue jeans, three sweaters, a
ski parka and tennis shoes — I suit simultaneously — cutting a
was zipping down toward the wide arc in the black water and
sport fishing pier in high spir- purring like an amplified cat.
Her lights washed over the
its.
A thick collar of cars hugged aqua and white bow, spreading
the pier, which — unlike the a cold glow down the steep
surrounding planet — was levels of decks.
Sidling up against the pier
filled with activity.
An amazing number of indi- stie balked tempestuously as
viduals had come out at this fishermen were helped on
board by two young men who
looked more like Harvard law
students than deckhands.
The boat was pulling away
from the dock now and there
was a nice pulsing movement
under our feet. We headed up
the stairs to the galley which
already discharged sounds of
sizzling bacon and the smell of
coffee.
It would be a nice safe warm
place in case the sea got rough.
"Bunk 10," said a young man
who was standing behind the
galley counter. He checked the
number off on a list. Then he
leaned over and began unwinding the ticket which I had secured to my jacket.
"This is to identify your bag
of fish," he said. "We already
know who you are."
1 shrugged at Anonymous
who was trying to unwind the
wires from his jacket.
"Haven't you ever been fishing'" I asked.
We were etean away from the
dock now, followed by a gurgling train of foarp..,There was
nothing to do but watch the fading city lights, chart the stars
and wait for sunrise.
Anonymous was staring at
the needles of light on the horizon with an intense expression.
"How long did you say this trip
was going to last?" he asked
without releasing his gaze.
With one brief exception,
they were the last words he was
to utter until we landed 12 hours
later.
"Maybe we should have
taken the half-day trip," I said.
When we finally anchored 40
miles off the coast, all eyes
were on the deep gray heaving
sea. And those hancly seamen of
us who were able dropped our
sinkers.
About 10 minutes before anchoring, John Gray — the
young man who had kept me
from being mistaken for a bag
of fish — showed me to the nice
yellow fishing pole with red and
green stripes that I had rented
on shore.
After scooping up about 30
anchovies from a big, square
wooden fish pond in the stern,
John dumped them into a blue
pail and carried them to my
station at the rail.
The moment of dropping the
lines is dramatic.
The captain had stressed the
importance of dropping in unison to prevent tangles. Also, if
we were to dip into the big
school of rock cod which had
been detected by Implom's
fishorneter, we would be assured of bites before the bunch
swam away.
"OK, boys," the captain
thundered. "Let 'em go!"
The lines spilled down and
down. I was told to keep my
thumb on the line to control the
flow of descent. Reels whirred
and spun with a clickity monotone, It seemed a long time before the line stopped.
There were tugs. It gave me
a feeling of excitement each
time. And the line grew heavy.
-I've got something!" I
yelled to Anonymous. "I've got
a fish!"
He looked down fropi the top
deck through a sheet of fog as
though I were an abstract
painting which held no meaning. •
As I continued to reel in the
line, a hazy image neared the
surface. It was sort of shiny

,
4.
THE LONG ASCENT—In southern Russia is this mountain pass and the, highway
called Frunze-Orsh in Kirghizia winds through it. Road reaches 3,300 meters th height.
That's about 10,000 feet
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looking. It was a sinker. My
sinker and several sinkers belonging to neighboring lines. I
hadn't caught my fish, but I
caught four other fishermen.
The second time I had success. After • repeating the procedure, two rock cod stayed
with me.
The day progressed without
sunshine and we progressed
according to the captain's fish°meter from one school of rock
cod to another.
Finally, we weighed anchor
and headed for home.
Having given up on Anonymous, who refused to even look
at the camera much less
through the lens, I tried to take
some pictures of myself.
Seeing my attempts must
have rats( d some deep hidden
resources of pride. Anonymous
grabbed the camera and took a
quick picture of Guadalupe Alcala and his prizewinning 20
pounder.
The little Spanish-speaking
fisherman's gunnysack bulged
with fish which he took home to
clean himself.
''l fish every weekend," said
the proud, dark little man.
"Then I divide the fish up between my relatives."
Meanwhile, the deckhands
were filleting and cleaning the
fish for those of us who could
not bring ourselves to tackle
the task.
I glanced at Anonymous who
was now actually able to see his
longed-for horizon.
Maybe ?text time I would take
my fish home and actually eat
them.
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AUCTION SALE

By KATHY STARK
Copley News Service

VAGE THIRTEEN

,4*****************1'
AUCTION
October 20, 1972
Friday Evening 6:30 p.m.
Community Building, Benton, Kentucky
Fine Antiques

N OT CE

.Many
s

FURNITURE
* Cherry drop leaf table (very good) Walnut Hutch (fine
)
t.
condition) « 2 Cedar Chests - Pie Safe - Captains Chairs Air Small Camel Back Trunk - 7 Drawer Chest- Picture Frames *Old Walnut 26 inch Bed - Unfinished Pine Harvest Table Deacons Bench - Wash Stand - Bean Sorter pine dated) Bookcase Bed - Bread Tray - Hat Rack - Rolling Pins - f
*Wooden Curtain Rods.

4ir

Jr

1
GLASSWARE
* Depression Glass (pink, green & amber) - Cake Stands - A
Na. Mirrors - Dated Fruit Jars - Wash Bowl & Chamber - Milk
Glass dresser Bottles - Dishes - Lots of other Glassware.
*

"THE
Call

f
ir

a

Jit

OTHER ITEMS

* Ford Tractor, Disc & Plows - Muffin Pans - Boxes %L. Westinghouse Roaster - Small Sectional Couch - Bee!'
AT Smoker - Brass Pieces - Small Refrigerator - Wash
*Kettles - Chairs - Footstools - Electric Stove.
SALE BY
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn
108 E. 12th Street
Benton, Kentucky
Pete T. Gunn, Jr. Auctioneer

,MALL WORLD ELE

307 N. 4th

Hours of Ian
7:00 A.
7:00 A.

•(*****************

AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
FOR RENT
October 21, 10:00 a.m. at the
Uncle Claud Smith hoineplace,
three miles north of Coldwater, TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes ajj
Kentucky on the Backusburg Hate's Trailer Court. $85.00 per Road. Folks this is one of the best month. Contact Wiley Mayfield at
sales of the year with more an- IGA, Northside or Hale's Trailer
031P
tiques and collector items than Court.
you ever saw.
Will only list a few; Extra 12'x60' MOBILE home, three
special high poster _other poster miles from Murray on Highway
and high back oak beds, extra 280, one mile off Highway 94
nice chair, rockers, trunks, East. Completely furnished,
treadle sewing machine, old carpeted, washer, and dryer, air
wardrobes, old walnut sideboard, conditioned. Gas heat, on large
024C
little walnut drop leaf table, lot. Phone 753-5038.
drum table, spool leg and other
fancy tables, rocker, oak NICE MOBILE home on private
dressers, Duncan Phyfe dining lot, near the college, air conA new method of teaching room suite, complete with fancy ditioned, electric heat, carpeted.
called the Audio-Tutorial china cabinet, two old pie safes, Also one about 1 mile from
753-3949
system of instruction was the spinning wheel, wall telephone, Murray,real nice. Phone
or 753-6044.
020C
focus for 18 Murray State dinner bell, good picture frames,
old
books,
old
graphanola
or
University graduate students
HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
who visited Jackson State record player.
18- china doll, old and original. sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
Community College, Jackson,
Lots of good old glass of all kinds, Kentucky. Phone Max at 753Tenn., Wednesday.
ITC
Enrolled in a class entitled very special water sets, china 9131. ,
Higher Education 685, The Two- pitcher, hand painted roses,
APARTMENTS; One
Year College, the students preserve stands and lots more. NICE
furnished and one two
assembled in the new science Wash kettles, tea kettles, churns, bedroom
unfurnished. Phone 753building at Jackson State to jars,jugs,flat irons, corn shelter, bedroom
020C
hear Dr. Ray Palmer, chair- several sets of brass knob hames, 5079 or 753-7861.
man of the division of science kerosene lamps, swinging
Lease. Beautiful
and mathematics, explain and Aladdin lamp, wall lamp, Goner TAKE OVER
duplex-, 108
bedroorir
two
With
The
Wind lamp, and many
demonstrate the system as it
Williams Ave. Carpet, central
more. Lots of hand tools.
applies to biology.
This is just a small part of the heat, air, built-in range, washer
Students who participated in
and dryer hookup. Must be couple
good
items, don't miss it.
the inter-campus exchange are
Sale conducted by Otto or couple with one child. Phone
preparing to be community
020C
Chester's Auction Service. For 753-4869 after 5:00 p.m.
college teachers. They are:
information
call
435-4042, Lynn
Darryl Armstrong, Jean
GREEN ACRES Court, North
Bennett, Daniel Brady, Charles Grove, Ky., or 345-2385. Otto
16th Extended. Two bedroom
Chester,
Auctioneer.
Dan
Miller,
Campbell, George Delano,
trailer,
carpeted living room, city
Assistant.
"It
Pays To Sell The
Timothy Hendrickson, Charles
water furnished. Singles or
Hobart, Andrea Kemper, Bill Chester Way."
couples. $60.00. Phone 753-3043 or
Potter, Harold
Reddick, Watch next week's paper for
024C
another
big
auction
sale in Lynn 753-1632.
William Sams and Kenneth
019P
Sinclair, all of Murray; Robert Grove.
Babb, Hopkinsville; Patricia
6 TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
Carver, Calvert City; Theodore
house, large utility, garage,
Hahn, Kevil; Victoria Rivers,
upstairs, lots of storage space.
Louisville; and Steven Seltzer
Electric or gas heat. Phone 753and Mary Thrash, both of
8243 or 753-0480 after 5:00 p.m. T
Paducah.
rc
Dr. Charles Tolley, director of
MOSCOW
1UPIP—Tite
higher education at Murray
Kerch Straits are to be closed
State, accompanied the group.
by a dam and dike almost three EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
miles long to prevent an excess color TV,air conditioned, electric
Each student works inof salt from the Black Sea heat. ;100.00 per month, deposit
dependently and assumes
destroying the rich fish life of required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
responsibility for his own
the Sea of Azov.
progress under the AudioSoviet scientists worked out
Tutorial approach. Instead of
the scheme after discovering a
attending class lectures, -catastrophical decline- in the FURNISHED APARTMENT,
stocks of commercial fish in the wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
students use private study
booths, listen to audio-tapes, Sea of Azov, apparently conditioned, utilities furnished.
because of a sharp rise in its
watch films, work on exsalinity durinf the last 20 One block from University
periments, and perform other
years. the Soviet news agency campus. Couples only, no pets.
individual activities.
Tass reported.
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
A qualified instructor is
Most of the Sea of Azov's
available to give the student fish migrate there from the.
Black Sea through the Kerr+ SIX ROOM house, fully furindividual guidance if he should
Straits, spawn and then return
need it.
to the larger body of water.'Die nished. Available now. Located
Audio-tapes serve as the
dike and dam will have 200 109 South 12th Street. $95.00 per
principal means of com- five by 2.5 meter
1161/2 by 111011,01. Phone 753-433L__.„
munication, directing a student 81/4 feetl openings allowing
through each lesson. Students
this cycle to We maintained.
But the dam and dike TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple
set their own pace according to
ability and desire, utilizing a system, to include 4 ship-lock, preferred. References. See B.B. (
complete list of behavioral ,Ailimake it possible to regulate Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
the water exchange between the
objectives with each lesson to
Murray Drive In Theatre entwo seas,
provide proper direction.
The Sea of Azov's- normal trance.
TFC
A series of 30-minute oral salinity should he restored
tests called The Integrated Quiz within 10 Or I S sears after the
Ken+ straits are dammed, TWO BEDROOM furnishe'd or
Sessions is given to each student
'L'ass
over material covered each saying.quoted scientists as unfurnished apartment, central
heat and air. Good location.
week.
A highway and railway
Results of the Audio-Tutorial carried atop the proposed dam Available October 1. Phone 753TFC
program for biology have and dike will link the Crimea 4331.
proved so favorable in the and the Kuban Peninsula.
evaluation at Jackson State that
The
consumption
of CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
the concept is being adopted for
Phone 753-5311.
aluminum
in
025C
the
tinned
States
botany, zoology, bacteriology,
topctied toern% about per
anatomy and physiology. •
cent annually.
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
Lake. Two bedrooms, air conThe only battle of the
- Industry sources say Ahere• ditioned, completely
American.liesidution fought in
furnished.
are
more
trees
growing in the Will rent by week
Delay.are i‘ s at (;our s
or
month'.
South
1)1m
than at any time
Bridge. near Newark, in 1777.
Phone 436-2284.
TFC
since 10:15.

7

RADIO, TELEVI
SMALL APPLIA
SALES 8. SER
SPECIALIZING IN C
RADIO REPAIR

UNDER NEW
Westerman Brother
formerly Green's B
open to general pub
painting, also 'alumi
No job too big or
seven miles out
Highway, 121 South
DIANA McClain
working at Perso
Shop. Call for an
today. Night
Monday through F
5461.

If Y

Miss You
Phon

753Before 5

753Between
& 6:00 p.
Evening
If you kn
boy's num
him first. If
results the
Pasco , Jr.
number dur
listed
FOR SAtEr
1970 KAWASAK
8550.

TWO BEDROO
trailer, one m
$85.00 per mi
rushed. Phone
6332.
SMALL FOUR
bath, electric s
privileges if
Highway, by
Shop, 4 mile
Phone 492-8356
FURNISHED
trailer, with
and dressing r
bath. Also cit
Only 870.00
Mayfield colle
NICE FOU
apartment,tw
square. Phon
p.m.
TWO BEDR
$30.00 per
nished. Loca
Almo. Phone
ONE BED
apartment,
Phone 753-5
ladies.

Two

BEDR
ment, cent
carpet thro
bath, drop,
7850 or 753-1

FURNISH
living roon
with shower
--biedrootris.
ments, So
6609.

OBER 18, 1972
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•
N SALE
'
74t.
***1:
-

Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified Ad
•••4110 441I 411I••40b•••4111b*4.

*
NOTICE

NOTICE

cky

FOR SALE

Another Viewo

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

*

*

*
Hutch (fin'
ins Chairs ture Frames ";
rvest Table
e dated) oiling Pins - f

NOTICE

BALED HAY.Phone 7535351.

*

Call for Appointment
Now
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control,:Alone 753-3914, 100 South
13th Street. "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
- TFC

,MALL
WORLD ELECTRONICS
.MALL
...,,,,

N. 4th

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES 8 SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB 8 CAR
RADIO REPAIR _

WANT TO BUY

II.E home, three
Murray on Highway
ile off Highway 94
pletely furnished.;
sher, and dryer, air
Gas heat, on large
.
I 38.
024C
ILE home on private
he college, air conectric heat, carpeted.
about 1 mile from
al nice. Phone 753-3949
020C
LEES for rent and
Super Shell, Murray,
Phone Max at 7531TC
PARTMENTS; One
urnished and one two
furnished. Phone 753020C
7861.
ER Lease. Beautiful
- 108
roorn-Ave. Carpet, central
built-in range, washer
hookup. Must be couple
with one child. Phone
fter 5:00p.m.
0204'
ACRES Court. North
tended. Two bedroom
arpeted living room, city
urnished. Singles or
$60.00. Phone 753-3043 or
024C
EDROOM unfurnished
large utility, garage,
, lots of storage space.
or gas heat. Phone 75353-0480 after 5:00 p.m. T

NICE trailer, carpeted.
, air conditioned, electric
100.00 per month, deposit
d. Phone 753-7358.
TFC

'ISHED APARTMENT,
wall carpeting, heat, air
ioned, utilities furnished.
block from University
. Couples only, no pets.
• seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
ROOM house, fully fur• Available now. Located
uth 12th Street. $95.00 per
h Phone 753-4331
TFC
BEDROOM trailer, couple
rred. References, See B.B.
at Dill's Trailer Court,
ly Drive In Theatre env.
TFC .
/ BEDROOM furnished or
rnislied apartment, central
and air. Good location.
olable October 1. Phone 753TFC

Al' UP shop, near Midway.
,ne 753-5311.
025C

BILE HOME on Kentucky
e. Two bedrooms, air cononeci, completely furnished.
I rent by week or month.
Itie 436-2284.
TFC

WANT TO BUY Pond Scoop for
tractor, used. Phone 7533896. - 019C

Murray Sanitation System
J & W Texaco. Jerry Ross and
Charles Aldridge managers.
Opening Friday, September 22.
Speelializes in Mercedes Benz,
Toyota and Volvo. Also car' air
conditioning and road service.
437-9594,Hardin, Ky. October 21C

"wild
DIANA McClain Farley is now
;
,
*
:q• Raspberry
working at Personality Beauty
Shop. Call for an appointment
OPENING
today. Night appointments
SOON!
Monday through Friday. 7535461.
019P HAZEL FTC will sponsor a
turkey shoot, Saturday, October
21. Watch paper for further
If You
details.
020C

Miss Your Paper
Phone...

Pants getting a bit snug?
Hive a carefully seasoned
vegetable plate for lunch or
supper. 3 vegetables 69
cents Here or Go

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

TRIANGLE INN

753-7278

HELP WANTED

Between 5:00 p.m.
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening

I

TWO BEDROOM air conditioned
trailer, one mile from Murray.
--' $85.00 per month. Water furnished. Phone Cadiz 5226332.
023C

'HTHIS MUST OE THE SEvENTH-NNING
STRETCH.,I,
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Murray Beauty Salon
Chestnut Street

Murray, Kentucky

TIRE SALE
SAF-T-BILT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

WILL DO any type of carpenter
work, small or large jobs. Free
BY OWNER; 80 acre farm.
estimate. Phone 753Phone 489-2434 after 3:00
7955.
November6NC
p.m.
020P

CARPET-LINOLEUM installations and repairs, all types
Residential or commercial. For
free estimate phone 436. November1C
2124.
-

ff••

WANT TO BUY used cold drink
box. Phone 753-1242 days or 7532966 nights.
020P

TIRES
Exclusive Distributors

WANT TO BUY good used chord
organ. Phone 753-7418 after 5:00
p.m.
020C

Cain
OW-Stet°n

WANT, TO BUY old furniture,
attic junk, or anything of value.
Phone 436-2135.
November21C

Antique Clocks
We buy. and sell old clocks,
cases, works and parts.
Over 150 in stock. We
repair clocks. J & B Music
Center. 753-7575. .
HELP WANTED

Openings available in Kentucky and Tennessee
for mature men and women in fast food
operations. Experienced preferred, but will train
if you are ambitious and want to advance. Good
salary and benefits. Write:

FOR SA-4,OR TRADE

.

WANT TO BUY good set of twin
beds with mattress and box
springs. Must be clean. Phone
435-4238 after 5:30 p.m,
020C

TRAINEES

1970 KAWASAKI 500. Pfidne 7538550.
TEC

(.df
lat Off -AA netls
1172 try Umeel F
,
.fed.r.er.

Never Before In Murray!!

MANAGER and MANAGER

If you know your route
boy's number, please call
him first. If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

FOR RENT

I.

For Your Custom Cut Call ...
1-- 753-3142 - 1

10-18

WANT TO BUY acetylene cutting
and welding torch, with or
without tanks and gauges, also
post hole digger for three point
hitch. Phone 436-5519.
019P

Closed Sunday

UNDER NEW management.
Westerman Brothers Body Shop,
formerly Green's Body Shop, now
open to general public. Burnping,
painting, also aluminum welding.
No job too big or small. Located
seven miles out New Concord
Highway,121 South.
018C

FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL HEAD
This Custom Cut is not for everydni; just the
carefree young lady who never wants to set her hair!

1969 HONDA 175 Scrambler.
-Price $385.00. Phone 753-7907
after 4:00p.m.
0I9C

Hours of landfill operation for receiving waste:
7:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. Mon. - Fri.
7:00 A. M. to 12:00 Noon Saturday

m mobile homes 41
Court. $85.00 per et Wiley Mayfield at
de or Hale's Trailer
031P

CUSTOM CUT

1972 HARI.EY DAVIDSON
Sportster, 1970 model, 350
Bridgestone. Phone 753-8804 after
6:00 p.m.
019P

NOTICE

RENT

$1,000,000 Haircut
Now $100"

sir

PORTABLE STEREO and cart,
three years old, reasonable price.
Phone 753-4811 after 5:00
p.m.
019C

753-0511

f

023P

THREE BEDROOM Monarch
mobile home, central heat and
air, all electric, carpeted. Underpenning and porch. Excellent
condition. Phone 753-9901. 019C

"THE MAN'S WORLD"

Cake Stands amber - Milk r .
assware.

ans - Boxes -4
Couch - Bee!'
rator - Wash+

Call
753-1916

P.O. Box 32-W, Murray, Ky. 42071

Corner 6th &Main
Phone 753-5862
GARAGE ANTIQUE Sale,
Saturday, October 21, 10:00 a.m.2:00 p.m., 1610 Loch Lomond
Drive. No early sales. Very old
plantation desk
partially
stripped), $135.00. Complete wall
telephone, $45.00, another, $50.00,
telephone cases and parts. Two
pocket watches,(running 1, $20.00
each, many cases and crystals.
Edison Victrola, beautiful walnut
finish, 50 very old records,
perfect, $135.90. Waterbury'
(runs), $40.08. Seth
Thomas clock case, $17.00. Gone
With The Wind kerosene lamp,
$45.00, another damaged, $20.00.
Spitoon, $15.00. Shaving mug.
$4.00. Other lamps, parts, clocks,
and old junk. Jig saw, $12.00,
motor,$6.00.
020C
CREOSOTED POIF-S and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 maple
Street.
018C

WANTED
WAITRESS

Jerry's

THREE BEDROOM brick home
with 12 baths, patio, outside
storage building. All appliances
built-in. If interested phone 7535287.
024C

CUSTOM COMBINING, plus
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
hauling corn or_beans. Phone 753completely cover your home
us
OctOber25C
8090.
with Reynolds weather tight
.luminum siding. Also we do
H&H SEAL Coating. Protects soffitt and overhangs on brick.
driveways from winter freeze. Storm windows & door, shutters
Preserves new driveways and and carports._ _ Free estimates.
renews old driveways. All work Call Garland's Aluminum Serguaranteed and free estimate. vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2127 or
Phone Mayfield 247-7201.
023C Sedalia 328-8398.
October23C

BY OWNER; Three bedroom
brick, two miles from Panorama
Shores. Three acres of land, nice
outside storage, with patio and
large den and kitchen combination. Fenced chicken yard
NINE YEAR old horse, gentle, or and chicken house. Shown
by
one-2 year old pony. Phone 753- appointment.
Phone 7531497 after 5:00 p.m
020C 8357.
020P

AKC REGISTERED Poodle
puppies, blacks, apricots, silvers
and whites. Also Poodle stud
service. Phone 753-6379.
020P

SCISSORS SHARPENED
Murray Home & Auto
October 27th & 28th

. AUTOS FOR SALE
PIANO
TUNING-Repair1971 IMPERIAL LeBaron, rebuilding. Prompt expert serUSED OFFICE furniture. Looks
loaded, telescoping height and tilt Vice.J5 years experience. Rebuilt
like new. Desk, chair, 2-four NICE 3 bedroom Brick Veneer wheel, electrit seats, stereo, etc. pianos for sale. Ben
W. Dyer,
drawer filing cabinets. Phone home on acre lot on Hwy. 121 Low mileage, immaculate, Murray, Kentucky.
Phone 753about
10
miles
West
of
Murray.
753-7100 days or 753-8257 after
$4940.00. Phone 753-8316.
018C 8911.
November21C
6:00 p.m.
020C Carport, electric heat, 12 bath,
built-in kitchen, low down 1966 CADILLAC
Coup DeVille, all WILL DO Baby-sitting, Monday
1951 CHEVROLET pickup and 20 payment and assume loan only power, nice. Priced-to sell. Phone through Friday:
Gal1435.
used size 900 truck tires. Phone $20,000.
753-8905, after 5:00 p.m.
023C 4311.
020C
A
nice
3
bedroom
frame
home
-753-5429 after 4:00 p.m.
020C
11
/
2 acres all fenced, near Stella, 1970 MAVERICK.
Car is in exBALDWIN PIANOS and organs. only 3 years old has good well, cellent condition. New tires and WILL DO baby-sitting in my
010€
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo large living .room den com- superb gas mileage. Extra sharp. home. Phone 435-5172.
Piano Company, across from bination, nice' kitchen, lots of Phone 753-8818 or 753-9997. 010€
Pdst Office, Paris, Tenn.
020C cabinets, built-in stove, l'2 baths,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
air conditioner and refrigerator 1966 JEEP 0-5. Has metal
top.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols included. $18,600. Possession in Less than 28,000 miles. $1450.00.
carpentry.
Phone 753-5897 days or
60
days.
Call
appointment.
for
Phone 436-2448.
in Kentucky. No increase in
023C
.
753-7625 nights.
TFC
Prices. Country Boy Stores, 1'2 acres near Browns Grove
Army Surplus, 9 miles from on blacktop. Four room home and 1972 FORD 1 ton truck with
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky bath, large storage house, pony refrigerator
unit
and also
bank gravel, fill dirt and
117 and 164. Open Sunday until shed, good garden, only $7,500. refrigerated body. Phone 753-1497
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Galloway
Insurance
&
Realty
after
5:00p.m.
020C
020€
4:00 P.mor 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. . TFC
Agency, Murray,Ky.7535842.
019C 1968 OPEI. Cadette LS, 42,000
FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator, call
miles, $475.00. May be seen at GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
435-4592.
024C
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room 1610 College Farm Road. Phone Installation or rework. No job too
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano. brick house, 8 miles south of 753-5808 after 4:30 p.m.
021C big or too small.Call for estimate
436-2159, Jim.
October23P
Used Baldwin organ, used Murray, on Highway 121. Day
Baldwin grand piano. Lonardo phone 753-1443. after 5 pan. 436- DUNE BUGGY. Phone 753-5553
Piano Company, across from 5489.
TFC from 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.- or 753TARN
cantPost office, Paris, Tenn.
2598 after 5:00 p.m.
020C
010€
inefcial spraying. Local painter.
BY OWNER; Reduced, three
References.. Free estimate.
TEN PIECE dining room suite, bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Phone Farmington 382Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753$75.00. Phone 753-1566 or 753October20C
TFC CORNER LOT, 108'x229', on the 2299.
6406.
020P .1 668.
corner of Melrose and Belmont.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
'BY OWNER; four bedroom Phone 492-8232 after 5:00
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
home, with large den, large p.m.
020C
private patio, large utility room,
WILL DO any kind of hauling,
maple cabinets, dishwasher, ,AT
KENIANA Shores tii- including garbage in county. At
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
About Our
smallest lot is 80'x200'. Prices the lowest prices. Phone 753and Middle Schools. Priced to
at $795. Only $10. down and 7450.
019C --t
Aluminum Plates e)l. Bank loan available to right 'start
$10 per month. lake access. All
iierson. Phone 753-1822 days, or
utilities including central water.
753-6342 nights.
TFC
NIUSIC
Pie ine 436-5320.
each

NO regret, the best yet; Blue
Lustre s: cleans
carpets
beautifully. Rent
electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
WANTED PART time or full time Shopping
Center.
021C
waitress. Evening shift. Apply in
SMALL FOUR room house with
person to Paglia's Pizza, 5la
ANTIQUE FURNITURE, china,
bath, electric stove. With garden
Main.
TFC cut glass,
lamps. J. M. Adam.s
privileges if desired. On Hazel
PART TIME or full time, day or and Son, Cox Mill Road,
Highway, by Nesbitt Fabric
Night
Day &
Shift
018P
evening. Counter help needed, Hopkinsville,886-2773.
Shop, 4 miles from Murray.
must be neat, clean and over 18.
Phone 492-8356.
TFC
Apply In Person
Apply in person between 3:00 and BELTONE FACTORY fresh
6:00 p.m., Monday through hearing aid batteries for all make
at
FURNISHED TWO bedroom
Friday. Contact Mr. Boyd at hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 018C
trailer, with washing machine
Burger Chef.
027C
and dressing room separate from
PLATFORM ROCKER, good
bath. Also city water furnished.
South
12th
St
NEEDED
QE
salesman
- Only $70.00 per month. Phone
to work condition. Phone 753-5091. 018C
Murray area. Company car
Mayfield collect 247-6107. 023P
furnished for business and 30" ELECTRIC range, also
pleasure. Group hospital and life brown two piece living room
NICE FOUR room furnished
apartment, two blocks from court WANTED WOMEN to do leather insurance, retirement paid 100 suite. Both in good condition.
square. Phone 753-4645 after 4:00 work. See George Keistler, 607 per cent by company. $8000 to Phone 753-2515.
018NC
South 4th Street. No phone calls $12,000 first year potential. Must
p.m.
019C
please.
0I9C have previous sales experience
ANTIQUE PIANO, also two
TWO BEDROOM 10'x48' trailer,
or sales aptitude. Interviews will
Siamese kittens, 10 weeks old.
$30.00 per month, water fur- WANTED FULL time help; Shirt be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
full blooded Seal Point. Phone
nished. Located west side of girl and counter help ( sewing on Saturday if necessary. Call
Daythel Turley 753-9973.
023C
Almo. Phone 75.$6920.
0I9C helpful Apply in person to Big B Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
The Ledger & Times
Cleaners, Central Shopping for appointment.
TFC
JOHN DEERE one row corn
ONE BEDROOM furnished Center.
019C
103 N. 4th Street
picker, in good condition, $250.00.
, apartment, 1610 Farmer Ave.
Phone 489-2646 after 4:00
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-5914. For girls or
IMMEDIATE OPENING.
ladies.
023C
019P
Phone
753-1916
Permanent position with local
firm. Farm background helpful.
BEDROOM SUITE and dining
Prefer family man willing to
room suite. Phone 753-8767. 019P GARAGE SALE, Friday and
TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- accept
responsibility
for
Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.,
ment, central heat and air, machinery,
trucks, vtc. Send
two miles past railroad tracks on
,
Apply
In
Person
carpet throughout, ceramic tile name and
phone number to .P.O.
COUCH ( hide away bed) and Hwy. 121 South. Color TV anbath, drop, in range. Phone 753Box 32-Y, Murray; Ky. All
at
chair-3 ladies coats, ( size 14-161. tenna, mast and rotor, crib and
7850 or 753-1585.
TFC inquiries will be answered. 020C
2 with fur collars, little girls (8) baby equipment, two window
coat, pants, suits, dresses, un- fans, tape recorder, many other
derwear and boots. Phone 753- good buys. 753-8838.
4th
&
Sycamore
020C
'FURNISHED APARTMENT,
LOST & FOUND
4768.
019C
living room, kitchen, bathroom
1970-12'x44' EDEN mobile home,
with shower and bath. One or two,
FOUND MALE Dachshund, WANTED MAN or boy for full' OIL 131:IRNER furnace and fuel two bedrooms. New couch and air
hedroonis. Zimmerman Apart- Saturday
evening, October 14, on Lime miscellaneous work. Apply tank. Ideal for clean up shop or conditioner. See at
Fox
ments, South 16th Street, 753- 121
Bypass, wearing collar. in person to Bernard Steen at warehouse. Phone 753-4846 or 753- Meadow's Trailer Court, E6609.
November7C Phone 489-2627.
•
Lassiter
-McKinney Datsun. TFC 4417.
023C
•
023C 10.
0181'

Please Mail Replies to Address Above

THREE BEDROOM brick hose
with central heat and air, on
150'x200' size lot. Located ttiree
miles north of Murray on 16th
Street. Phone 753-6795.
024C

CALL

-rpr.

251

Pianos-Organs
'f•

Help Wanted
Day Car,
Hostess

K&N Root Beer

t

See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano
Sales-Service-Rental
purchase Practice piano and
studios JgB Music Center:
Murray, Ky 753-7575.

Muspic Lessons
Professional

3-BEDROOM HOME on I acre in Coldwater. Buy at 512,000 Or
rent at 505 Deep well supplies water too residents
RESIDENCE LOTS and large apartment lot on Dudley

teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments .1 8 8 Music
Center, Murray, Ky
753
7575,

PEST CONTROL

.0 •

C. 0. BONDURANT -AILS
REALTY
Call 753-9954

or 753 Po

AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No ,
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating Company, phone 753-7266. October20C
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Quad-State Orchestra Festival
To Be Held On Murray Campus
About 200 junior and senior
high school students from 18
schools in three states are
expected to be on the campus of
Murray State University
Monday, Oct. 23, for the 25th
annual Quad-State String Orchestra Festival.
Leonard D. Whitmer, festival
assistant
chairman
and
professor of music at Murray
State, said the Silver Anniversary event will climax
with a concert and recording
session at 7 p.m. in the
• university auditorium.
He added that the concert will
consist of two seseparate
programs—one for advanced
string students and one for
younger string students. Neale
B. Mason will conduct the advanced orchestra, and H. Leo
Blair will conduct the younger
group. Both Mason and Blair
are members of the music
faculty at the university.
Students from Kentucky,
Missouri and Tennessee will
spend most of the day in
rehearsals in preparation for
the evening program. Whitmer
noted that the festival "is not
competitive but a one-day group
activity to encourage young
•• string players."
He gave these outlines of the
two programs:
Orchestra conducted by
Mason—"A Suite for String
Orchestra'‘ by MarpurgScarmolin, "Chanson Triste,'
by Tchaikoasky-Zamecnik,
"Camels and Kings" ( A Royal
Procession
Edmund
by
Siennicki, "Air for Strings" by
• Norman Dello Joio and "Four
Early American Tunes"
( "Chester," "Yankee Doodle,"
-Down Derry Down" and "The
Rifleman's Song at Bennington") arranged by Samuel
Adler.
Orchestra conducted by
Blair—"Theme and
Variations" by Guido Papini,
"English Airs" transcribe4 by
F. Hunt, "Suite in C" by Ignaz
Pleyel and "The Happy Hobo"
by Richard Bowels.
Schools which have indicated
they will have students attending the festival are:
Kentucky—Christian County

Henry Bannon To Give
Concert At Murray State

Henry Bannon, an assistant
professor of voice at Murray
High School,F.T.Burns Middle State University, will present a
Owensboro recital Oct. 24 in the Farrell
School
in
Hopkinsville High School, Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Jetton Junior High School in Fine Arts Center, beginning at 8
Paducah, Madisonvile Junior p.m.
High School., MadisouvilleHe will be accompanied at the
North Hopkins High School, piano by Mrs. Marie Taylor,
Murray High School, Paducah also a Murray State faculty
Tilghman High School.
member, and his program will
Tennessee—McMurray include selections by Handel,
Junior High School, Moore Schumann, Faure and Verdi.
Junior High School, Washington
A native of Dublin, Ireland,
Junior High School, Waverly Bannon, a tennor, has been a
Bilmont Elementary School, member of the Murray State
West End Junior High School music faculty since 1967,
aad Wright Junior High School, coming to Murray from Baylor
and in Nashville; and Westview University at Waco, Texas.
High School in Martin.
Missouri—Cape Central High
School in Cape Girardeau,
Sikeston Middle School and
Sikeston Senior High School.

Dimes March

Nunn, Huddleston Speak Kentucky Hopes Emergency Signals
On Guns and War Amnesty For McGovern Picked Up In Alaska
„(.ld
Labeled 'Dim'
GLASGOW, Ky.( AP)—Senatorial candidate Louie B. Nunn
and Walter "Dee" Huddleston
campaigned in Nium's hometown of Glasgow Tuesday and
voiced differing proposals on
gun control and amnesty for
war-resister.
Nunn, the Republican candidate, expressed opposition to
all gun control legislation. "I
am opposed to destroying the
constitutional rights of our citizens to keep and bear arras,"
he said.
Huddleston, the Democratic
nominee, favored outlawing
"Saturday night specials,"
which, he said, "have no purpose for sportsmen." He opposed controls on other fire
arms.
Huddleston,an Elizabethtown
radio executive and majority
leader in the state Senate, said
amnesty for war-resisters
should be decided on an individual basis, rather than with a
single policy.
However, Nunn opposed any
type of amnesty, including one
after performance of several
years of public-service work.
"The next time we had a war
we would be in deep trouble if
amnesty were granted," he
said.
The former governor said, -I

(Continued from Page 1)
Monitoring life before birth,
prenatal care, genetic counseling, intensive care of the high
FRANKFORT,Ky. ( AP) — A risk fetus and newborn, emjustice of the peace cannot hold phasis on rubella immunization
court, take pleas or sentence a and research into basic causes
defendant inside the county of birth disorders are all part of
jail, the Attorney General's Of- the efforts to assure each
fice has advised.
newborn of his right to a healthy
Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles Run- start in life.
yan gave that opinion to JohnAt some 100 March of Dimes
son County Sheriff Ray E. Pre- Medical Service Programs
ston, who said magistrates in across the country, she noted,
his area come to the county jail physicians and other health
and take pleas and fine defend- professionals are working to
ants on the spot. Preston asked improve the delivery of
whether that could be done by preventive and treatment
a magistrate whose .district services in prenatal and infant
Continued from Page 1)
dows not include the jail prop- care. The voluntary health
erty, saying he believed a mag- organization
prodences
in the union. The
also
offers
istrate could only try cases professional and public health International Federation was
within his awn district.
education and community organized in August 1930 by the
U. S. Federation with about 28
Runyan agreed that a magis- services.
trate cannolt try a criminal
countries now a part.
case or hold court outside his
A Kentuckian, Lena Madison
own district and then went on
Phillips, was the first president
to say that no magistrate could
of International Federation and
take such actions inside the
is honored each year at the
jail.
national convention with a
'Certainly the jail setting is
Kentucky breakfast in her
not one calculated to promote
memory.
judicial objectivity or respect
The aims and objectives of
for the justices'
the club are: To elevate the
A
joint
effort
by the Council standard for women in business
courts,' Runyan commented.
"A court is designed for neu- for Exceptional Children and and the professions; to promote
trality and justice," he added. Murray-Calloway County the interests of business and
"The jail, with its incarceration Jaycees to raise funds for the professional women; to bring
of flesh and blood, is inevitably Kentucky Mental Retardation about a spirit of cooperation
linked with the prosecutorial Center, through a Bicycle among the business and
Marathon, will be held Sunday, professional women of the
process.October 22, 1 p.m. through 6 United States; to extend opp.m.
portunities to business and
A five mile course is planned professional women through
starting from the parking lot of education, along the lines of
WASHINGTON APt — The Army_chief of staff who arrived West Murray Church of Christ industrial, scientific, and
Senate has rebuffed President earlier in the day, were schea; on Doran Road_ south to vocational activities.
The -PfograTh -IS --developed
Nixon on two fronts, denying tiled to meet with President Wiswell Road, North on Johnnie
Robertson Road, east on Main within the three areas of inhim unlimited authority to cut Nguyen Van Thieu.
and return south on Doran terest to career women, perfederal spending and then oversonal development, civic
riding his eleventh-hour veto of
SAIGON ( AP) — Another Road.
participation and world affairs.
a water-pollution-control bill.
U.S. F111 fighter-bomber was
Persons interested in riding a
At 1 o'clock this morning, two lost during a strike against bike for this Bike-A-Thon are
hours after Nixon had slapped North Vietnam early Tuesday, asked to pick up an entry
down the $24.6-billion antipollu- U.S. military spokesmen said brochure blank at: Wallace's
tion authorization measure as today.
1Continued from Page I i
Book Store, Murray Muffler
"staggering,budget-wrecking,"
It was the second F111 lost Service, Cherry's, Scott's Drug going overseas
is to adapt to
the Senate voted 52 to 12 to since the $15 million planes re- Store, or 'The Tape Hut.
what the conditions are and not
override him. Democratic lead- turned to the Vietnam war last
Crow Cycles on East Main gripe about it. Merely because
ers hope for similar action in month. The U.S. command also
Street
will sponsor any rider things are done in a different
the House this afternoon.
announced that an Air Force
wearing
their identifying tee manner is no reason to believe
Earlier Tuesday evening, the F4 Phantom crashed near its
shirt. They will also be on hand they are no good.
Senate voted to eliminate from base in Thailand,
for minor bike repairs, free of
a debt-limit-increase bill the
It was a memorable trip and
$250-billion spending ceiling
BELFAST AP) — British charge, at the starting point.
one we will not soon forget.
which Nixon had asked for the troops battled both Roman
current fiscal year.
Catholics and Protestant guerJaycees will serve refresh- Now we will get off the subject.
rillas Tuesday night, and the ments donated by Coca Cola of
We may bring up an item from
SAIGON(AP) — Presidential soldiers said they killed or Paducah.
°time to time that slips our mind
adviser Henry A.ICI-wounded
winger -at-10 of the gunmen. Ten
rived in Saigon today to join soldiers and two policemen -ATfint-Aid station, staffed by at the moment, but funMurray Fire and Rescue Squad damentally we are through with
U.S. and South Vietnamese offi- were also wounded.
members, will be set up to the subject.
cials in a major review of the
handle
bruised knees and
military and political situation
SANTIAGO, Chile ( AP) —
in Vietnam and his peace nego- Patrols arrested scores of tardy scratches in the parking lot of By the way we heard a number
of fine tenor voices and we
tiations in Paris. _ .
pedestrians and motorists early the church.
wished that Bob Baar could
Kissinger came from Paris today after President Salvador
Micray Jaycees are openly have been there. He_could really
where he held another secret Allende ordered a nightly curchallenging any and all Civic appreciate them.
meeting Tuesday with the few in Santiago because of a
and Fraternal organizations to
North Vietnamese. Kissinger week of strikes, street protests
ride against their "Club Bike" We did not see many chickens.
and Gen. Creighton W. Abrams, and violence.
for a plaque to be presented to Lot of sheep, some pigs, a few
the club covering the most ,cows. Cheese was delicious. Lot
miles ridden on one bike. Any of excellent fruit. Coffee was
number of riders may be used bitter.
during the Marathon. For InWASHINGTON( AP —Mrs. Richard M. Nixon takes part today formation call Al Yurcus at Bougainvillaea was in full
in ceremonies which designate the Treasury Building as one of Murray Muffler Service or 753- bloom
Washington's national historical landmarks.
4486 evenings or Linda Harris at
----The ceremonies are scheduled for the south portico of the 753-4119.
Brought home some fine looking
building, which was completed in 1869.
bottles. We wanted one of those
The only other federally occupied buildings in the capital older
huge urns but had no way to get
than Treasury are the,White House and the Capitol.
it home. Only thing broken wasa souvenir ash tray.
CANBERRA (AP)—The Australian government is deporting
British pop singer Joe Cocker and six members of his group
Dollars were acceptable most
following their conviction in Adelaide on drug charges.
any place, however we did
Federal
Market
State
News
Immigration Minister Dr. James Forbes told Parliament today
change some to I.ira after we
the seven musicians had become liable for deportation under the Service 10-18-72
caught on to the money there.
Migration Act because they had been convicted of offenses
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
punishable by two years in jail
Market Report Includes 9 The Mediterranean Is blue
Cocker and the other six musicians were fined a total of $2,400 in
buying stations
-Adelaide on Tuesday for the possession of drugs, including
Receipts: Act. 649 Est. 7ao KIM airlines feeds the best of
heroin and Indian hemp.
Barrows and Gilts steady Sows them all.
Forb4s said the seven had been ordered to leave the country no
steady
later than noon Qct. 20. Cocker's group, on tour, had been
Where our matches are paper„
scheduled to leave Australia Oct. 28.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 28.00-28.75 those in Italy are made of wood.
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 27.50-28.00
" PARIS (AP)—Pierre Susini, the French diplomat wounded
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 27.00-27.50 Cook and Enid Sanders made a
during a U.S. bombing raid on Hanoi a week ago today, has been
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 26,50-27.00 similar trip recently.
hospitalized in Paris for treatment of his injuries.
Sows
The Frenth delegate-general in Hanoi, Susini arrived in Paris
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 25.00-25.50 With so many people taking
by air Tuesday,accompanied by his son and a doctor. He was on
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 24.50-25.00 overseas vacations, it is ina stretcher.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 23.50-24.50 dicative of how the airplane has
Boars 18.50-22.00
His condition was not disclosed.
"reduced" the size of the world.
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not be satisfied with
work as a hospital orderly or
any other kiss-the-back-of-yourhand thing. We have a method
whereby persons can claim
conscientious objector status,
but they didn't use it."
Huddleston accused Nunn of
-trying to taint. me with all the
things that democratic presidential nominee George)
McGovern is for." He added,
"But I have always based my
decisions on what the people of
Kentucky want, without regard
to what the presidential nominee is for."
Huddleston' also advocated
cuts in the defense budget,
though he said that the cuts
proposed by McGovern would
be "much too severe." "I do
think we can cut our manpower
in some areas of the world and
still be second to none in military might."

Blood River...
1Continued from Page I
Dr. Franklin Owen, executive
secretary-treasurer of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention,
was the keynote speaker at the
Tuesday morning session held
at Altona Baptist Church.
Rev. Willie Johnson, pastor of
the Flint Baptist Church,
preached the doctrinal sermon
at the session at Altona.•
Remarks by representatives
from Baptist Student Union,
.Jonathan Creek Assembly, MidContinent Bible College, and
Western Baptist Hospital were
given. It was noted that since
the graduate study program
had been started at MidContinent College by Rev.
Wendell Bone that students of
the college will now have their
credits recognized for degrees
at various colleges and
universities in the area including
Murray
State
University.
The opening session was held
Monday evening • at the First
Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton, with Rev. Eugene
Meadow, pastor of the Bethel
Church, preaching the annual
sermon. Ford Deusner, head of
Child Care Program in Kentucky,also spoke at the Monday
session. Deusner is retiring
after twenty-five years with the
Child Care program.
—

Honor Roll...
(Continued from Page It

FORT WORTH,Tex.(AP) —
Sen. George McGovern's national political coordinator,
Mankiewicz, said
Frank
Tuesday that hopes of
McGovern carrying Kentucky
and other southern and border
states this fall are dim.
Mankiewicz said McGovern
realizes his support in Kentucky is weak, though he hasn't
written the state off as a lost
cause.
Kentucky, according to Mankiewicz, "is becoming a Republican State."
McGovern isn't planning to
visit Kentucky in his campaign. Mankiewicz explained that
"The problem at this point in
the campaign is allocation of
resources. You go where you
think it will do you some good.
"Kentucky certainly isn't our
41vorst state by any means, he
said, "but then it's not our best
either."
The campaign aide said he
feels McGovern only has a
chance to carry Texas, Arkansas, West Virginia and Missouri among the southern and
border states, though he said
vice presidential candidate Sargent Shriver may campaign
strongly in Demeeratic areas of
Eastern Kentucky.
• Mankiewicz refused to consede the state to President Nixon, saying "There are always
surprises in elections."

McGovern . . .
Continued from Page 1)
Miami, Fla., on a charge of
misusing a notary public seal
in cashing a $25,000 check that
passed through the Gommittee
for the Re-election of the President.
The President will travel to
Philadelphia Friday to sign the
revenue-sharing bill in Independence Hall. The trip is described as "non-political."
In other political developments:
—John B. Connally, former
secretary of the treasury who
heads the Democrats for Nixon,
said he will appear on a 30-minute television brodcast for Nixon on Friday. The broadcast
will be at 7:30 p.m EDT on the
NBC and ABC networks.
—Eunice Kennedy Shriver,
wife of Sargent Shriver, _told a
$5-a-plate luncheon in Sacramento, Calif., that the Nixon
administration "not only does
not give a damn about the rest
of mankind, it doesn't give a
damn about its own children, it
doesn't give a damn about
schools or hospitals or food for
the hungry or housing." —

Greta Timmerman, Shara
Toon, Lisa Watson, Bill Wilson.
LOWER HONOR ROLL
This includes students with
academic standing of 2.00 to
2.49.
Eighth Grade--:-Danny
Adams, Brent Austin, Kimberly
Catlett, Janie Flora,f(oger
Grogan, Brett Harcourt, Dora
SAN JOSE, Calif. IliP11—
Harris; Lila Housden, Steve
Loren McQueen. 6 feet three
Hussing, Melinda Johnson, and 245 pounds, is king 'of the
mountains-33 in fact.
Mary Ann Jones, Pamela Kaye
McQueen, 47, owns 33
Lassiter, Terri McConnell,
California mountaintops from
Donna
Cindy McManus,
San Diego to the Oregon
Miller, Mike Noel, Jeff Oakley,
border, making him unique in
Julie Outland, Wendy Perrott, real estate circles.
He erects radio antennas and
Mel Purcell, Glen Redden,
then teases his lots to governSherry Requarth, Danny
Richerson, Ronnie Rickman, ment agencies such as the high%RV patrol, the weather bureau
David Roberts, Kelly Robinson, and the Coast Guard.
Eddie Rollins, Janice Rose,
probably one of 23
Andy Ryan, Kevin Shahan, guys in the nation who do this."
Diana Sliger, Larry Suiter, he said.
McQueen bought his
David Taylor, Ann Tutt, Susan
first lot during the land boom
Valentine, Boyd Walker, Eddie
in the Santa Clara Valley in the
Wager, Bryan Warner, Donna
early 1950s.
Warren, Alison Weaver, Leslie
Even his father laughed
Wilfert, Cheryl Willis, Donnie
at hint:
•"They all thought I was
Winchester.
Seventh Grade—Kim Alley, a fool," he said:-McQueen said
he
Shaun Baker, Lori Brandon,
bought the first parcel of land
Carman, Johnny ,Aithi tot really knowing
Mandy
what
Carruthers, Ricky Carson, .to do with it2The land sat idle
Sherry
Crawford, Chris -for five years.
Cropper, Denise Curd, Greg
Then the Air Force
Dowdy, Kelly Ford, Greg erected a radar station
nearby and noon a firm in the
Garland, Tim Giles, Renee then
growing electronics
Grogan, Donald Harrison, dustry set up an antenna inon
Elizabeth Herndon, Tony McQueen's hill.
McQueen quit his job as a
Horton, Jimmy .Irby, Linda
Rose Knight, Kevin McIntosh, used car aaleamini and bought
Tamrnie Parker, Julie Peebles, more mountaintops, leasing out
more antenna.
Craig Redden, Michael Russell,
Suddenly
nobody
Scarbrough,
Alan laughed.
Scott
Shaeffer, Julie Spann, Belinda
McQueen had been
Suiter, Jane Ann Turner, Terri laugfi741—at before. however.
-I was soled least likely
Turnir, Cindy V a nce•,- iRecky
to succeed in high school.- he
West, Karen Thompson
said.

Mountain
monarch

FREE KITTENS
Two male kittens, two months
old, are free to persons for pets.
Call 753-2247 for further information.
-faREF. KITTENS
Kitteed?...are available to
persons for pets. For information call 753-1497 after
five

Fourist center
in !hr. I rals
MOSCOW
I U PI I—The
I bib century town
of
\ erkhlittorye in ethe Ureils will
be developed as a tourist center
and preserve- of Russian architecture. the 'l'ass news
„agency said. Verkbotitrye was
founded in I598 as a fortress
and is the oldest town in the
S4•rfilovsk rikiin.

JUNEAU, Alaska (AP)
Signals from an aircraft emergency locator beacon have been
picked up by aircraft combing
heavily timbered, mountainous
areas of Southeast Alaska for a
missing plane carrying House
Democratic Leader Hale Boggs
and three others.
The Coast Guard said the pilots.of two jet-powered helicopters. heard the signals twice
some 10 miles west of this
Alaska capital city on Tuesday,
but there were notes of caution.
"We have experienced false
alarms in the past," said a
spokesman for the Federal
Aviation Administration.
Cmdr. Paul Breed of Coast
Guard headquarters in Juneau
also cautioned against undue
optimism.
"There was no indication it
came from the missing aircraft,- Breed said of the signal.
"And it is not uncommon for
one to get tripped accidentally."
There was also a report that
an amateur radio operator in
California had talked with
someone in the Boggs plane
Monday night, and that he had
been told the aircraft had landed on a beach near Juneau.
The Cessna 310 in which
Boggs and his companions left
Anchorage Monday on a 3,2,
hour, 560-mile flight to Juneau
was eqpipped with an emergency beacon, which activates on a
crash.
With the 58-year-old Louisianan were Rep. Nick Begich,
Alaska's only member of the
House of Representatives; Russell Brown, 37, an aide to the
40-year-old Begich; and Don E.
Jonz, 38, the pilot. -.-- Boggs' wife Lindy and members of her family left
Washington early today for
Anchorage. Aides said they
wanted to be on the scene.
Jonz filed a flight plan by radio 12 minutes after leaving Anchorage, and that was the last
word heard from the aircraft
as it headed southeast through
rainswept skies.

The Coast Guard said one of
the emergency signals picked
up by its pilots was "very
strong" and lasted for some 40
minutes. The 'copter pilots also
reported hearing a radio signal
which lasted for only about 30
seconds.
Breed called the search area
around Juneau "about as rugged as exists in the world. It
goes from sea-level to over 15,000 feet in spots. It's notorious
for its weather."
But the veteran Coast Guard
search officer added, "A capable pilot could ditch a plane
in many areas and survive.
"In this type of search, a full
day of finding nothing is not
particularly unusual or unexpected."
In Nevada City, Calif., Chief
of Police James Moon said he
had been asked by the Alaska
State Police to check on the reported ham radio contact with
the Boggs plane.
"I talked with four Citizens
Band operators who were monitoring channels," Moon said.
"They definitely 'did talk to
someone. We feel that possibly
it was the pilot or some individual in the plane."

Scholarships
To Honor Past
Head, Student

Scholarships will be officially
established in memory of Dr
Rainey T. Wells and Bill
Douglas of Paducah in a
ceremony at Murray State
University during the Golden
Anniversary
Homecoming
Saturday, Oct. 21.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, and Mrs.
Martha Robertson Ellison of
Louisville, president of the
Alumni Association , will be on
hand for the program at 9 a.m.
in the Administration Building.
Wells was the founder of
Murray State in 1922, and
Douglas was a student who was
fatally injured in a campus
accident a few days before he
was to have graduated in the
spring of 1971.
Both scholarships—the
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Rainey T. Wells Founder's
Kentucky'a highway toll facil- Memorial Scholarship and the
ities took in $1,626,453 last Bill
Douglas
Memorial
month, up frenn.$7 in Scholarship—will be awarded
September 1971, the State High- for the first time neit 'spring.
way' Department reports.
They will be perpetual
The collections for each facil- scholarships and increase in
ifPfast month compared to 1971 value as the base investment
were: Kentucky Turnpike, grows.
$721,306, up from $512,777;
Wells—attorney, legislator,
Shawneetown Bridge, $31,930, state tax commissioner, inup from $29,442; Mountain surance
executive
and
Parkway, S163,206, up from educator—served from 1926 to
$148,791; Western Kentucky 1932 as president of Murray'
Parkway, $285,020, up from State. His home was bought in
$250,393.
1936 and, now known as
Also, Blue Grass Parkway, Oakhurst, has served as the
$175,908, up from $154,862; university president's residence
Jackson Purchase Parkway, since that time.
$40,016, up from $34, 638; PenDr. C. S. Lowry and Buford
nyrile Parkway. $153,334, up Hurt, both of Murray, are cofrom $128,856; Sebree Bridge, chairman of the drive to raise
$4,427, up from $3,326; Audubon funds to support the scholarship
Parkway, $28,728, up from in memory of Wells. They,
$23,164: and Daniel BoOne along with Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Parkway, which was opened to Grasty of Paducah, Douglas'
traffit a year ago this month, grandparents, will be present
collected $19,578 last month. for the program.

$1,626,453 Taken
In Toll Receipts

Kentucky Roundup
FT. KNOX, Ky. ( AP—Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., is expected to be on hand for the Nov. 11 opening of the new General
- eorge Patton Jr. Museum of Cavalry and Armor at Ft. Knox and
G
to speak at a $25-a-plate dinner,
The planned Goldwater appearance was announced Tuesday by
the Cavalry-Armor Foundation, which was formed four years ago
to raise money for the new museum. Also expected at the
dedication ceremonies and dinner are Mayor Frank Burke of
Louisville and other military and civilian officials.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API—The Internal Revenue Service has
charged two brothers, with violating federal income tax laws by
failing to list income allegedly received from "property rentals
and the sale of narcotics."
IRS agents arrested Samuel Lee Rudolph and Willie Thomas
Rudolph
Tuesday on indictments charging Samuel with
wrongfully stating that his gross income in 1967 was $2,675 and
charging Willie with failing to file tax returns in 1967 and 1968.
During those years the IRS contends that Willie Rudolph
received more than $36,000 and Samuel received an unspecified
amount which he didn't report.
WICKI.IFFE, Ky.I AP1—Flallard County Atty.. W. I.. Shadoan
has said it is too late to place on the November ballot the question
of whether the county should adopt food stamps or continue its
surplus commodity program.
Shadoan told a citizens committee Tuesday that the vote would
have to be authorized by Fiscal Court ordinance and that there is
not enough time remainigcbefore the election for this to be done.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)—Fayette Circuit Judge I. T. Grant-- •
said Tuesday that he will rule in about a month on the fate of
the
Mary Todd Lincoln House in Lexington.
The state has tried since 1966 to acquire the house from owner
Sterling Coke to preserve as a state historic shrine. The house was
the home of Mary Todd 1.incol for seven
years and was where
President.Abraham Lincoln stayed on three visits to Central
Kentucky.
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Hal Riddle To Serve As Emcee of MSU Homecoming
By M.C. Garrott
was by invitation.
of Our 1.ives,'. as "Max" the cancer, and Riddle, having
Very few people know by the
"Needless to say, I worked waiter
in
"Sergio's become one of her closest
time they are seven years of age like a Trojan,and was one of the Restaurant."
friends, was one of the few
what they want to do in life, but lucky ones to be invited back.
An experience which he persons permitted to see her
Hal Riddle did. He wanted to We were not allowed to work
in considers a highlight of his during her last days.
become an actor, and he did.
any acting jobs during those two career occurred in 1969 when
A 1942 graduate of Murray years,for it was a fulltime, five- the late Gypsy Rose Lee chose
Off the stage, Riddle also is
State Teachers College, as it days-a-week school with the full hint as her date on
"The Dating active in the Hollywood
was known in those days, Riddle treatment—acting, im- Game."
Christian Group, headed by Roy
has since appeared in scores of provisation, dancing, fencing,
Rogers and Dale Evans, an
stage, screen and television voice, speech, music, makeup
The prize- was four "terrific aftermath of a similar activity
productions.
and scenes plus two full days" in Montreaux, Swit- while in New York where
he
He will return to the Murray.
.presentation's a year for out- zerland, on Lake Geneva. Miss was vice-president of the
State campus Oct. 20-21 to serve siders.
Lee went on to entertain troops Christian Arts Fellowship, the
as master of ceremonies at a
on Okinawa, while Riddle president of which
was Bud
theatre arts reunion which is
Upon graduation from the remained in Europe for a six- Collyer. He also was active in
part of the University's 50th Playhouse in 1950, Riddle began week tour of the continent.
Norman Vincent Peale's church
Anniversary
Homecoming "my long winter of pounding the
Miss Lee died the following before basing his career in
observance.
pavement of old Broadway," April, an untimely death from Hollywood.
Saturday morning he will ride but in December landed the
through downtown Murray as part of the Shore Patrol
the Grand Marshall of the lieutenant in the classic play,
traditional
Homecoming "Mister Roberts."
Parade,
"And what did the young
Although Riddle, who now Shore Patrol lieutenant have to
lives in Los Angeles, Calif., have?" he recalls. "A - deep
grew up in Fulton, Mayfield, authentic southern accent!"
and Murray while his father
In this role, he was in the
worked
commercial "Mister Roberts" cast when the
as
manager of the Southern Bell play opened at the Alvin
Telephone Company offices in Theatre on New York's
those cities, it was in Dawson Broadway and later toured the
By PLINY CASTANIEN
was up before breakfast. This
Springs when he was seven United States for six months
Copley News Service
vendor of goods was no more
years old that he became stage- with it as the show played all the
than 10 years Ad, and he had
struck.
MANZANILLO, Mexico —
major cities.
an intent expression as he
Every morning at 7:30 o'clock
"I knew I was hooked when I
For the six years following
stopped to pose for the picplayed 'Peter Rabbit' in a "Mister Roberts" experience, the National Railways of
tures we took, and he held
Mexico day train leaves the
school pageant," he recalls. Riddle did hundreds of small
tight to the reed basket which
cavernous Union Station at
'Then I saw my first motion parts on literally every live TV
held his wares. I We suspected
Guadalaja
ra for Manzanillo
picture - that same, seventh show out of New York with a
but never confirmed he was
on the Pacific coast, some 235
year, andI knew I was going to small running role of the rookie
working for his father up front
miles southwest. The, adult
in the second-class coaches.)
Hollywood some day. The cop. in the series of "Rocky
ticket us.12.35, a penny a nide. ..,
picture The Life of Jesse King, Detective," starring
We tact barely ciea•red the
James,' the silent version."
We wanted to take the day
Roscoe Karns.
extensive train yards and
Thirty years later, via school
train to the coast because it
His summers were spent
headed south when we slowed
would give us some idea of
plays, high school plays in doing summer stock all over the
arid stopped at Acatlan, where
part
this
of
Mexico.
Fulton, Sock and Buskin Club Eastern seaboard at Newport,
A night
I stood at the open end of the
iiroductions at Murray State, R.I., Asbury Park, N.J., train with Pullman space
train and took a picture of the
from bedroom to upper berth
four years of Naval Intelligence MonJuk, L.I., and finally, in
ancient station.
was available, but who, can
and 11 years of theatrical work 1952, coming to that most
From behind came a voice
see
country
a
night?
at
in New York, he reached famous of all summer theatresspeaking fairly good English,
In planning the trip, an inHollywood for his first picture. Westchester Playhouse at Mt.
and the man said: "That is
quiry was made in Mexico
one of the oldest stations in
Kisco, N.Y.
City with the chief of the pasone of the oldest Indian settleHis big break come in a
For the next five years, senger traffic departmen
t of
ments on this railroad."
summer stock role 'with John Riddle acted in plays there as
the Ferrocarrdes Nacionales
The speaker was Eduardo
Carradine in the stage play part of the resident company
de Mexico.
Bonzalez M., a civil engineer
"Twentieth Century." Then and as the leading man for three
Back came a polite answer
of Ciudad Guzman, in the
came other roles, each suc- years.
with this candid comment:
state of Jalisco.
cessively larger,in "Dark of the
"The last play I did at Mt.,
"Kindly take note that our
We were hours away from
Moon,' "Lady Windemere's Kisco, "he says, "was the role
day first and ,second-class
this city of 75,000 and these
Fan," "Curse You, Jack of the tortured dope addict, coaches afford little comfort
hours were to be pleasurable,
Dalton," and others including Johnny in 'A Hatful of Rain,' to travelers bound for a pleafor Gonzalez, returning from
the character lead in "George and that role catapulted me sure trip. They are not air
a business trip to GuadalajaWashington Slept Here."
into the public eye and to conditioned, seats are not rera, wanted to practice his Enserved, and due to heavy trafHollywood."
glish.
'His roommate that first year
In Hollywood he has had roles fic, these coaches are always
He carried with him several
was a young actor who was the in such television productions
shoe- bOses and explained he
"Besides,
juvenile lead for the summer, as "Gunsmoke," "Run For
there Is no porter
was taking his daughters
assigned to look after passenJack Lemrnon.
Your
presents. He told of his years
Life,"Matinee
"The talent that was to make Theatre," "Dr. Kildare," "Bus gers and to - take care of their
with the railroad system of
Jack a world-wide favorite Stop," "The Fugitive, " Silent luggage. For these seasons,
the government and working
may
I suggest you travel in
early evidenced itself, he Service,— "The Verdict Is
with the force which laid down
Pullman train which leaves
recalls, "and he was called Yours" and others.
these tracks to the coast.
Guadalajara at 11:25 p.m. on
back to New York to start a
We had just started up a
Motion pictures in which he Tuesday, Thursday
and Satgrade after passing a freight
television career which later led has
appeared
include: urdays, due in Manzanillo at
train on a siding, when our
to his Broadway career and "Onionhead" with
Andy 6:45 a.m. the next day. Onehost said on this very curve
eventually to motion pictures." Griffith, "Don't Give Up The
way unrestricted first-class
long ago during one revoluWhen Lemmon left the Ship" with Jerry Lewis, "The fare is $3.05.
One-way
lower
tionary' period a train ran wild
company, it was Riddle who. Great Race" with
Jack Lem- berth is $2.40, upper $1.92,
and went off into the canyon.
inherited his roles in the three moo. "Marooned"
with double bedroom $4.80."
killing many persons.
plays remaining on the Gregory Peck and others.
Fair enough, the price is
Our travel books had
schedule, and he returned to
In 1966, he was given the role right, but we elected to try the
briefed us on the wonders of
New York that fall to be one of of "Doc" in the West Coast day train,
hot, dusty and
the state of Colima. Colima
the 250 out of 5,000 aspiring stage version of "Mister crowded, but anyway
we were
nestles between the states of
actors accepted for training at Roberts" opposite Robert sure to see the country.
Jalisco and Michoacan and
the Neighborhood Playhouse Stack as Roberts. "This was by
As the train pulled out of the
owes its popularity and prosSchool of the Theatre.
far the most enjoyable play in depot our one and only firstperity to the lusty tropical
-At the Playhouse, they told which I have appeared," he class coach on a 10-car train
seaport of Manzanillo, nearme that if I did- not show a sags. "Stack is not only' a came alive. There were piles
est port to Guadalajara.
marked improvement in gentleman on stage, but off as and piles of beautiful fresh
Colima, the capital of a state
.overcoming my Kentucky well-a thorough prefessional flowers stacked between the
only 2,010 square miles, is a
seats.
accent after the first year, I and a wonderful friend."
languid colonial town in a
And the surprise of surwould not be invited back for
luxuriant valley under the
For the past two and a half
shadow of a still-active volcathe second year," he remem- years, RiddI has been ap- prises, the news "butch" who
no.
bers, "for the only way one pearing regularly on the af- came through selling dulces
The slopes of the Sierra
made it back to the second year ternoon television show, "Days ( sweets) for the traveler who
Madre Occidental, also known
as the Western Mother Range,
give the ocean a backdrop of
mountains cut with deep
WILL MAKE 6 TO 8 DIFFERENT POSES
gorges. We knew the railroad
went down one gorge comparFOR YO TO CHOOSE FROM
able to the Royal Gorge in
Colorado, and the rolling
country' was left behind from
Cladad Guzman as we started
into the gorge.
There were some 35 to 40
tunnels with breathtaking
views as we crossed long
lx-idges as the rails wound
down one side and the other of
the gorge, stopping at small
stations as it made its way to
the sea.
But the highlight of the trip
came when my wife suddenly
cried and pointed in the sky to
the west, high above the
smoke. There in all its glory
This Very Special Offer is presented Os an
expression of our thanks for your patronage. was the active Volcan de Colima, a plume of smoke coming out the top.
SHOP
Man.s. highways
AND SAVE
in Puerto R ico
AT
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
SAN, JUAN 11.1P114 —
Although it is only 100 by 35
miles in area, Puerto Rico is
laced with more than 4,000
Central
Shoppin
g
Center
miles of highways under
FAMILY GROUPS
maintenance. The network
Oct. 23 — 10:30 to 7:00 p.m.
WELCOME
served about 687,000 motor
vehicles in 1971.

TRAIN TRIP

Travel in Mexico
penny a mile
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FREE BIG frx
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Mon.,
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%Safety Week Is
Planned For
October 16-20
FRANKFORT, KY.—By
proclamation of Gov. Wendell
H. Ford, Oct. 16-20 will be Occupational Safety and Health
Week in Kentucky. During that
week, Associated Industries of
Kentucky I AIK) and the
Governor's Conference Committee on Occupational Health
will co-sponsor a series of five
seminars to focus attention on
the federal Occupational Health
and Safety Act and the
responsibilities it imposes upon
employers.
Gov. Ford will address the
Louisville meeting, Wednesday,
Oct. 18. This seminar will be the
Governor's Conference on
Occupational Safety. AIK
President S. Rayburn Watkins
will participate in this meeting.
The other seminars are
scheduled for Ashland, Oct. 16;
Lexington, Oct. 17; Gilbertsville, Oct. 19 and Bowling
Green, Oct. 20.
On the program for all five
meetings will be Edward L.
Holloway, Vice President for
Tax and Government Affairs,
MK; John 0. Pasco, director,
Occupational Health Program,
and J. Bradford Block, M.D.,
medical consultant, Occupational and Environmental
Health, Kentucky Department
of ttratetr,- Commissioner.
James R. Yocum and Carl
Merritt, director, Division of
Occupational Safety, Kentucky
Department of Labor, Frank P.
eq
•
1Pati Flanagan, area director
8180‘
Asa
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration of the U.S.
*
Department of Labor.
HOMECOM
ING
FINALISTS—One of these five pretty coeds at Murray State University will be
Full
information
and
registration forms may be crowned Golden Anniversary Homecoming Queen at halftime of the football game between host
obatined from Associated In- Murray State and Ohio Valley Conference rival East Tennessee University on Homecoming Day Oct
dustries of Kentucky, 200 West 21. Shown (left to right, front) are: Jodie Graff, Sikeston, Mo., junior; and Ann Wyman. Vincennes,
Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky., Ind., junior; (back) Karen McKay, Arlington Heights, Ill., freshman; Becky Smith, Fulton,
sophomore; and Linda McGuire, Eldorado. ni., freshman. During the ceremony Dr. Harry M.
40202.
Sparks, Murray State president, will present the crown to the queen selected by members of the
Racer football team.
Adult sea otters weigh 45 to
100 pounds.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

MON IQ_Ur

FABRIC

SAVINGS
100% POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS

SAVE and SEW THE BETTER FASHION LOOK
at THESE FABULOUSLY REDUCED PRICES
PRICES GOOD THRU
SAT., OCT 21

VALUES TO $6.98 YD.

.

PRE LINED
WOVEN

$377

• 60" wick
Two-tone
• Machine washable
Fall's fashion favorite'

ACRYLICS

a

YD
A.

Bright fall weathisr plads. itch
patterned pastels. A full 54vedth. 100% Acrylic bonded
to 100% acetate trscoi Machine washable. Reg.to S2 98 yd.

941

FAMOUS MILLIKEN

C.(

CONE MILL'S

100% POLYESTER CREPE STITCH

CORDUROY

DOUBLE KNITS
• 60" wide
• Machine washable
• Large selection of
Solid colors

• 45" wide
• Solid colors
• 100% cotton
VALUES TO Si 49 yd.

198

100% ACRYLIC

66

YD

DOUBLE
KNITS

YD

FELT

\OK
BONDED

A full 72- wide
50% rayon, 50%
wool. Select from
up-to-the-minute
fashion colors.
PEG. $2.49 YD. NOW ONLY

$198
II

SAMPLE PIECES

FAKE FUR
• Fine quality
• Mill samples
t ed contents
las marker:11

A SSOf

$166
YO
TO $3 98 yd
VALUES

•

ORLON
KNITS

60- wide, solid colors.
Washable, 100% orlon
bonded to 100% acetate
tricot

YD.

4

loin the wonderful world of
double knits with the richness
of soft 100% Acrylic 60- wide.
Solids and fancy patterns Ma
chine washable and holds its
shape like a dream Reg $4 98yd.

$
2
"

Values to $1.98 yd

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-6335
Store Hours: Mon. thru Sat.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday - 1 to 6 p.m.

-Wes
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By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service
HOLLYWOOD — In The
Follies," an award-vnnning
musical in which she's featured, Fifi D'Orsays something like this:
"I was a sexpot. I'm a sexagenarian. Wow! What a difference!••
She said the same thing off
stage over dinner, between a
matinee and evening performance, going on to explain
that the difference is more
than the obvious.
For today, at 68, Fifi is
happier than she's ever been
in her life; more at peace than
she ever was in her 20s when
she was Hollywood's "French
Bombshell."
"Now I've found peace of
mind," she said, "because
I'm with God. I was born a
Catholic, but for many years I
was a prodigal daughter.
"I've learned, though, that
when you are resigned to
God's will, you have peace of
mind.
"You don't suffer and go
around being miserable the
way I used to.
"Now when I have two
weeks vacation from 'The
Follies,' I go out all over the
country and talk to women's
clubs and various groups and
tell them about my wicked
patt and hew I've adjusted to.
a new life."
Fifi's past, wicked or otherwise, began in Montreal, Canada, where she was born into
a French-Canadian, Frenchspeaking family.
Booked as "Mlle. Fifi," she
was appearing in vaudeville
in an act entitled "Ten Dollars
a Lesson" when Will Rogers
came backstage to see a
friend and was introduced to
her.
As a result of the encounter,
when Rogers went to Hollywood in 1929 to make his first
picture, he asked that she be
cast in it too. And thus she
became Hollywood's "French
Bombshell."
"I'm back on my old
ground," Fifi said nodding toward Los Angeles' new Shubert Theater across the way
where "The Follies" was
Playing. •
"This Century City location of the theater) was the
Fox lot, you know, and I was
under contract to Fox for five
years.
"At first I thought it was
wonderful, but then I made a
big mistake and asked for my
release. I was making big
money on the road, and then
I'd have to go back to the
studio for my lousy $400 a
week.

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER IS, Lt72

Extension Workers Receive Recognition

Sexagenarian Fifi
happier than ever
-Four hundred dollars a
week! Now,to me, that's a lot
of money, but then I thought it
was nothing, so I asked to be
released from my contract."
Will Rogers not only provided Fill with an entree to
Hollywood but also with very
good advice which, unfortunately, she didn't always instantly appreciate.
"He was so unassuming, so
unpretentious, so wise and so
witty," she recalled. "He had
such a wonderful philosophy.
"(nce I remember I said to
him, 'Now I'm young 41 was
about 20 years old maybe) but
when I get to be 50 or 60 will I
worry about getting old?'
"Will Rogers said to me,
getting older doesn't
mean getting old. You can be
old at 23 if you don't know how
to live and let live. Or you can
be young at 60 if you have the
right outlook.'
•'It took me a long time to
understand what he meant."
Fifi, the self-proclaimed
-prodigal daughter," found
her present peace of mind and
the happiness she radiates
from the stage a few years
ago when someone gave her a
book, "My Daily Bread."
"That book is what I go to
bed with now," she declared.
"Write that down. It's unportant I learned from it that, if I
accepted God's will, I'd be
happy.
"What do you see when I'm
on stage? Tell me. What do I
project? Happiness? That's
right.
"1 should be happy, because
I call myself a miracle. I'm a
show business glamor girl at
68. I left here Jan. I, 1971, to
join 'The Follies,' and now
I'm back in Hollywood with a
prestige show."

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 10-17-72
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report includes 9
buying stations
Receipts: Act. 725 Est. 550
Barrow's and Gilts 50 cents
higher Sows steady to 50 cent
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 28.00-28.75
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 27.50-28.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 27.00-27.50
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 26.50-27.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 25.00-25.50
US 1-3 3543-650 lbs., 24.50-25.00
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 23.50-24.50
Boars 18.50-22.50, mostly $21.00
to $22.50.

We Want Your
Home Loan
41

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St. Murray, Ky. Phone 753-7921
ineacostiootoo-coonsetettactssats.0404w,

I
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DENVER, COLO.—Three
Kentucky Extension workers, in
recognition of their outstanding
service as Extension home
economics agents, received
national acclaim here this week
during the National Association
of Extension Heine Economists
NAEHE annual meeting.
Miss Reba Lathryn Bullen,
Boyd County; Mrs. Nannie
Belle Huffman, Harlan County;
and Mrs. Gertrude Paprotta,
Kenton County; received
NAEHE's Distinguished Service Award at a Recognition
Breakfast, Oct. 13. In addition
to these three, 26 Kentucky
Extension home economics
agents attended the national
meeting.
Miss Bulle's 17/
i
'
ars of
yExtension work has all been in
eastern Kentucky—in Jackson,
Lawrence, and Pike Counties,
as well as Boyd County, where
she has been for the past three
years. She has also served as an
East
Kentucky
Rural
Development
Program
specialist.
During her service in Boyd
County, the Homemakers
organization there has grown to
31 clubs with a total of 550
members and, this past year,
nearly 6,000 people were
reached through the Extension

home economics programs. She H Clubs and an "Explore Your
emphasizes development of Community" project, which
local leadership and use of mass related to career exploration.
media to reach more families
Mrs. Huffman's specialty is
with home economic in- foods and nutrition, and she
formation.
trains leaders in three other
Miss Bullen has initiated counties, as well as her own, in
several programs to reach Boyd this subject. She has helped
County residents who are not reach many homemakers not
members
of
Extension enrolled in Homemakers Clubs
organizations and she also through special educational
works closely with the county 4- programs and works with other
H program. Miss Bullen is now unorganized groups such as
treasurer of the Kentucky mothers in Day Care Cnters and
Association of Extension Home low -rent housing residents. She
also works closely with the
Economists.
Mrs. Huffman, who works County Nutrition Education
with both home economics and Committee to help reach
4-H programs, has spent most of families with nutrition inher 19 years of Extension formation.
Mrs. Paprotta, who has been
service in Harlan County and
has seen many changes in the Kenton County Extension agent
Extension program there. "As for home economics for seven
mining camps closed, people years and held a similar
either left the county or moved position in Boone County for
where work was still going on," seven years before that enKenton County
she says. -Often the entire couraged
membership of an organized Homemakers Club membefs to
reach others with Extension
club would leave."
information through volunteer
Despite the decreasing teaching.
population, the
county's
Homemakers Club membership
has been maintained, with new
clubs organized and new
leadership developed. And, this
past year, 1,870 4-H-age youth
were reached with organized 4-

accumulated.
TVA recently conducted a
week of collection procedure
demonstrations in selected
West Virginia cities under the
sponsorship of the West
Virginia
University
Agricultural Extension Service.
A similar series of demonstrations will be conducted in
Iowa this month. The agency is
also
providing
technical
assistant to Pennsylvania and
California as those states move
to implement 'statewide junk
car collect. on programs.
Through a cooperative
agreement with officials of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, a
collection vehicle was loaned to
that city. Philadelphia officials
have reported the vehicle to be
far more efficient than the
city's conventional wreckers.
Junked autos, officials said, are
abandoned on Philadelphia's
streets at a rate of more than
350 a week.
The TVA demonstration
program, originally scheduld to
end next year, will continue at
least until 1974, according to
Jack Barron of TVA's Office of
Tributary Area Development.
The long-term purpose of the
program, Barron said, is to
systematically rid the Tennessee Valley of discarded and
abandoned
automobiles.
"During the process," he added,"our aim is to stimulate ongoing collection programs
across the region to serve as
models for similar programs
nationally."
FURNITURE EXPORT
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israeli furniture exports should
reach $3 5 million by the end of
1972, or more than double the
foreign sales of previous years,
Commerce Ministry officials
predict.

9-9 Mon. Sat.
1-6 Sundays

Reg. '1.98

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
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OCTOBER
19. 20, 22
Only

Reg. $6.95
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$1.98

for quick carpet cleaning!
SUPER

KLEEN

CARPET
SWEEPER

cOk-900
32-oz.

Lightweight
Sweeper does
a great job

REG. 641
WIZARD

AIR
FRESHENER
Choose from your
favorite Scents
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Disinfectant
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Reg. '1.48
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Paneling Cleaner
& Preserver
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3 Day. only
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16 oz
4,4*
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Easy-On
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OPENER
Easy and Quick to use
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Regular $1.47
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,• Cleaning • Dusting • Wet
• Dry • All with handles

4 DAYS?
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YOUR CHOICE
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COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky fried ekicket.
12th & Sycamore

Priors
Effeetive

-

CARPET
SHAMPOO
Si 44

(Murray Only)

$1.35 Value

ITS UP, UP, UP, AND AWAY—Now it's the hot
air balloon race which joins the sports parade in America.
Here's start of the International Hot Air Balloon Race
from Columbus, Ohio.

'To
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Reg. Box $
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ALL DAY THURSDAY

By LEW HF_:Al
Associated Press
NEWARK, N.J.(A •
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Junk Car Cleanup
Draws Much Interest
During the past year TVA has
answered more than 150
inquiries from 34 states about
its junk
car
collection
demonstration—mainly
from
local governments interested in
setting up their own junk car
recycling projects.
In response to this national
interest, TVA has prepared a 28page booklet designed to help
communities solve the accumulating problem of abandoned cars. The booklet is titled
"The Junk Car From Field to
Foundry—A Guide for Solving a
Community Problem."
Twenty-two city and county
governments in six Tennessee
Valley states conducted local
and regional junk car collection
drives during the past year as
part of the TVA demonstration.
More than 16,000 junk cars have
been collected and recycled
since the program began in
1970.
Under this program TVA
loans special collection vehicles
on request to Tennessee Valley
cities and counties for up to four
months for use in local
collection drives. Besides
restoring scenic beauty, these
demonstrations are aimed at
showing how Junkers can be
collected at economical cost
even in predominantly rural
areas.
These collection vehicles are
less expensive to build and
operate than conventional
wreckers. Using blueprints
provided by TVA, a local
government can construct and
install its own body on an
available truck chassis for less
than $1,200. The successful
example of the demonstrations
has led 12 local and area
agencies to build special
wreckers for continuing local
collection programs.
The new booklet and the
blueprints are available from
the TVA Office of Tributary
Area Development, Knoxville,
Tennessee. Single copies are
free, with multiple copies
available at nominal cost.
As the regional program has
attracted widespread attention,
the agency said, a backlog of
requests to participate in
similar demonstrations has

She
works
with
35
Homemakers Clubs as well as
with special interest groups in
such topics as nutrition,
clothing, and interior design;
with Community Action, Model
Cities and Head Start groups;
and with welfare recipients.
Under her leadership, the
Homemakers there have
recently developed Service
Directory, listing organizatidhs
that use volunteers and provide
volunteer services; initiated a
program concerning a solid
waste disposal system for the
county, helping un unify the
efforts of concerned groups and
started a program to qualify
women to care for the sick at
home.
All three of the award
recipients supervise Extension
assistants in the Expanded
Foods and Nutrition Program
who, under their leadership,
have made special efforts to
reach families with nutrition
and management information
and help them become selfsupporting.

SUPER—Bonnie Snavely's job is to draw attention to this 200-pound super power tube made atthe RCA plant in Lan.
caster, Pa.

Phone 753-7101
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Reporter Still Refuses To Bow
To Court Demands; Still Jailed

is the hot
America.
loon Race

five
OBER
22

By LEW HEAD
Associated Press Writer
NEWARK, N.J.(AP) — "I'll
serve as long as necessary. The
longer I stay here the stronger
my resolution becomes," says
Peter Bridge, the newspaper
reporter who was jailed for refusing to answer questions before a grand jury.
Bridge maintains that if he
yields it would be an act of surrender of the free press.
The 36-year-old city hall reporter for the former Evening
News of Newark could go free
if he would answer five questions out of 85 put to him by the
Essex County grand jury, but
he maintains that would be a
betrayal of his news sources.
"I may be the first reporter
in jail but I'm afraid I won't be
the last," Bridge said in an interview Thursday. "I think the
government has tried with me
a frontal attack on the freedom
of the press. I consider myself
no more and no less than a representative of the free press.
"If I were to give up I would
surrender that free press to
those who don't really want it.
To do that would be to betray

Supreme Court To Decide On Juries
Smaller Than 12 For Civil Cases

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by Laurence M Hursh. M.D.
Consultant. National Dairy Council

that much larger segment of
Bridge was ordered to jail
society that not only wants it Oct. 3, one day after the U.S.
but needs it.
Supreme Court rejected his appeal of his indefinite sentence.
"That's a pretty heavy reBridge's lawyer is asking the
sponsibility, I think."
high court to review its deciNewsmen under New Jersey'
sion..
law have a right to protect
Bridge will get his freedom if
their confidential sources. But
the term of the grand jury • is
his sentencing Superior Court
not extended. The grand jury is 1
judge ruled that Bridge waived
that right when in one of his being called back today. Its
business could be wound up in
stories he named the source
10
days or possibly longer.
that alleged the making of a
Bridge's wife, Anne, and his
$10,000 bribe to a Newark Houstwo children, Mark, 11, and Reing Authority commissioner.
becca, 9, are at their home in
The judge's decision was suburban ' BellevilleZ Mrs.
based on a recent ruling of the Bridge, who has visited her
husband daily, is due to have a
U.S. Supreme Court.
"I attributed a quote to a baby at any time.
"Since this thing happened
public official. The public had a
right to know who was making people—and I mean people
the allegations," Bridge said in from all walks of life—have rean interview in the Essex Coun- sponded in the most friendly
ty Jail. "I still don't believe and helpful tnaruiel-," Bridge
that by naming the speaker of said.
Contributions have been coma statement I waive all priviing in from all over the counleges of the law."
After the story was published try.
Bridge lost his job when the
in May the Essex County grand
jury investigated the Housing News folded in August.
"I've been offered two jobs.
Authority but nothing resulted
looks pretty good," he
One
from its probe—except the
said. "I intend to stay in the
Bridge case.
news field."
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By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP — The
Supreme Court has agreed to
decide whether auto damage
suits and other federal civil
cases may, decided by juries
smaller than the traditional 12.
A case from Montana, accepted for review this winter,
could
prove to be the
springboard for still one more
tradition-shattering decision by
the court on juries.
Two years ago, the court held
that a criminal trial by a jury
of 12, which some have considered a bedrock of Angki-American law, is not required 1;4' the
Constitution.
By a 5-3 majority, the court
said a jury of six or even fewer
could satisfy the jury-trial
standard in the Bill of Rights.
Then, last May, the court
ruled 5 to '4 that defendants in
state criminal trials may be
convicted or found innocent by
a less than unanimous jury.
A decision permitting juries
smaller than 12 in civil cases
could ease some of the burdens
on the nation's federal courts.
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
has called repeatedly for

FOOD AND ARTHRITIS
Is it true that too much calcium mints, and perhaps calcium more
in the diet can cause arthritis, than any. flood nutrition, prethat the excess calcium becomes scribed exercise, and adequate
deposited in the joints'
rest are all part of treating arthAs a physician I have probably ritis*.
faced that question as often as So, is someone tells you drinkany that patients ask. The ques- ing milk is bad for arthritis, or
tion is posed in terms of the pa- can cause it, don't you believe it.
tient himself, or herself, on be- , Overweight
is to be avoided to
half of a friend or relative. There minimize
stress on the weight.
are, after all. so many people' bearing
with arthritis that the question ' is to be joints. But good nutrition
maintained by a balanced
comes up at some time or other diet
chosen from the milk group,
in almost every family.
the
meat
group, fruits and vegeCoupled with this, of course,
are all the stories of cures. "Aunt tables, breads and cereals.
The Best P • ion
Mary got rid of her arthritis by
drinking lots of grandrutt juice."1 The best prevention against
At one time, the theory was popu-1 arthritis is to exercise reasonably,
tar that too muck- piMein in the to he adequately nourished, and
diet ,,might be responsible for rested. and to approach life not
arthritic conditions in the body
overt...acting to stress.
Calcium Is Vital
Meantime, the sufferers of arthBut I hasten to tell you that ritis are probably more the butt
calcium is a vital and necessary of quackery and fate hopes than
mineral in our meals. And an ex- those afflicted with OTKFP-Treolik
cessive intake of calcium will not problems. Copper bracelets. Mexcause calcium deposits in the ican cures - all these abound bejoints. And it will not cause arth- cause we don't know enough
ritis. The fact is, the body has the about the disease. And there are,
ability to absorb only as much thank heavens, many natural recalcium as it needs. If anything, missions — instances in which
having sufficient calcium in your the disease subsides or disappears
diet is a good thing. You see. by itself. When this happens cothere is no diet that will cause or • incident with some treatment or
cure arthritis. But it is important the trying of some fad remedy the
if you do have arthritis to get an stage is set to claim a miracle
adequate diet in terms of all nu- cure.
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streamlining procedures and
entering the "supermarket"
age. He voted with the majority'
in the two jury decisions.
Specifically at issue is a rule
adopted by the U.S. District
Court for Montana last year establishing juries of six for civil
trials. Many district courts
have adopted similar rules.
On Tuesday, the court added
15 cases, in all, to the 99 it already has on its docket for
hearing and decision by next
June.
It struck down, 8 to 1, an
Ohio law that provided reimbursements of up to $90 year
to parents of children attending
church-run and other private
schools.
The court declined to reconsider its decision of last June
that capital punishment as generally carried out in the United
States is unconstitutional.
It also turned down an appeal
by Michigan challenging the
proposed consolidation of Detroit's schools with those ,in 52
suburban districts as part of a
massive busing plan. But the
issue is certain to return when
the U.S. Circuit Court in Cincinnati completes its current re-

Golden anniversary
of bus service
CHICAGO IUP1.1 —
ave
to one or more buses sometime
this year—it's their golden
anniversary.
In 1922. the first vehicle.,
completely and specifically
designed for bus service was
manufactured by a company in
Oakland. Calif.. says Encyclopaedia Britannica. Until
that time all buses were simply
bus bodies mounted on truck
chassis.
The fifth governor of
Oklahoma, John Walton, was
impeached the same year he
took office, 1923.
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Bayer
Aspirin

1 Pint

view.
One of the significant new
cases is from Burbank, Calif.,
where local authorities barred
all but emergency jet aircraft
takeoffs and landings between
11 p.m. and 7 a.m.
The 1970 antinoise ordinance
was subsequently ruled to be
invalid by two federal courts in
California. Burbank officials,
backed by the state, are appealing the decision that the
federal government's authority
over air travel is supreme.

Kleenex
Tissue

100's
Co mpare
at $1.17

Compare
at 29C

Limit 1-Good thru October 21-Supply Limitec
Limit 1-Good
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BEGLEY'S COUPON

Scope
Mouthwash
eig. 89t
z. Size

YSOL
odorant
leaner
Days only

77

6oz
Compare
at 85C

WOODBURY
SOAP WITH COUPON

7t

WITH COUPON

Limit 1-Good thru October 21-Supply Limited

limo 1-Good th ru October 21- Supply Limited

BEGLEY'S COUPON

WITH COUPON

16oz.

-kgk

Begley's
Baby Powder
14 oz

AYS
.
7

Compare
at 99C

Limit 1-Good thru -October 21- Supply Limited

Compare
at $1 49
Limit 1-Good thru October 21--Supply Limited

Limit 1-Good thru October 21

Siscrets
Lozenges
WITH COW

Compare
at 87C
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limit 1-Good thru October 21- Supplylimilee

limit 1 -Good MN October 71 Siolo

BEGLEY S COUPON

Desitin
Ointment

Geritol
Tablets
40 s
Compare
at $2.98

Supply Limited

BEGLEY'S COUPON

Vicks
\,04,0
, Formu
couGH
RE4
.Iu
xT 4
la

WITH COUPON

WITH COUPON

13oz

tfil

Tegrin
Shampoo

'ew

ROSES

WITH COUPON

limit 1-Good thru October 21-Supply Limited

2oz

Just Wonderful
Hair Spray

3% oz.
Corium re
at $1.29
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Rows

Efferdent
Tablets
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Limit 1-Good thru October 21 Supply Limited

Save
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40s
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at $109
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Compare
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Compare
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and Quick to use
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Baby Oil

Compare
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DRAIN
OPENER
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Vitamin C
250mg

Colgate
Toothbrush

'quid Planner
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Size
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We at IGA offer the finest
service Possible.

WI CUSTOMERS
NEVER HAVE TO
CARRY THEIR OWN
GROCERIES
TO THE CAR

IGA customers know about and
appreciate the friendly service
at IGA!

WEDNESDAYOBER 18,j

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

JIM A AI
FOOD MK

Iliarvest

Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People
(our customers)

Vs.I.P. PRICE —

I.G.A. or BANQUET

Cream Pies 251

1.G.A.

U.S.

Aunt Jane

Cake
CORN
Mix PAPER TOWELS
19; PALMOLIVE LIQUID
ICEBERG DILLS

Ch
Richtex

571

26-oz

Pride of Illinois

191

Shortening

I.G.A.

Big Roll

White, Yellow,
Devils Food

Sliced, Crushed,
Chunk
No. 1 1-2 Can

PINEAPPLE

29

15'2-0z. Can

Chili 29;

BOONE COUNTY

MEXICAN BEANS

H•1Drinks

No

with BEANS

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY •
Just Low Prices!!

46-oz. can

29

bag

TERRI

TOWELS

Salad
„
Dressing Qt 137ct

Appian Way

Kraft

BEEF STEW

PIZZA

MACARONI
DINNERS

12-oz. Pkg.

Fruit
Cocktail 25
303
can

29s;

19;

Northside Store Open- 24 Hours,,Closed Sunday

Southside Store Open 8-10

BA

16-oz. — 8 Pack

PEPSI

69;

STR
PR
18-oz. .1

Family

Max

ioz. Box

59;

39

(Save 10`)

Detergent

Armour

BOS
COUNTRY STY

Giant Box

24-oz. Can

22'

No 303 Can

IGA

Merit

'--U 49;
Men

FRESH PORK

No

No Stamps * No Games
• No $5.00 Forced Purchases

Plain or Self-Rising

59';

3-lb. can

HART
H

Armour

R4

29;

Qt 724

DEL MONTE

Sunflower

PAGE_ FIVE

;
69

Campbell's

TOMATO
SOUP
No 1 Can

12;

SAME LOW PRICES...

SAME

TOP QUALITY MERCH

18, 1972
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A AMS
MKTS.

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

WEDILSDAY-OCTOBER 18, 1972

CUSTOMERS
NEVER SPEND
TOO MUCH
MONEY
FOR GROCERIES

We at !GA have a team of trained
buyers that help to make purchases for
over 3,000 stores. This gives us the lowest
prices so that we can pass these low
prices on to you, our V.I.P. Customers.

Center Cut

Pork Chops

U.S. Choice

-Arrowhead

lb.89t

ar

rs
Port Loin

Pki

One-Quarter

Sliced Into Chops
lb.

FRESH PORK ROAST

22

BOSTON BIM

Lb

BACK RIBS

Lb

Blue Bonnet

STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES
18-oz. Jar

57' Pork Steak TENDERIZED HAM
BOLOGNA
73'
b69'

lb.79
'

ALL-MEAT — STORE SLICED

I.G.A.

303
can

Swiss
Steak
Ib.69

ONE-QUARTER — SLICED

COUNTRY STYLE

39'

79s

U.S. Choice

49c

MARGARINE
Quarters
1 lb
V.

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY
Just Low Prices!!

Family Scott

ell's

•Veg.
9' Soup
Fresh, Crisp

kTO
JP

APPLE PIE
FILLING

33;
I.G.A.

Campbell's

Tissue

Wilderness

No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

29;

No. 1 Can

Apple Sauce

13

No. 303 Can

Ripe, Yellow

CARROTS

lb.69

BANANAS

Crisp

RED

GRAPES

119c

RADISHES

an

2

1-lb. Cello

12;

b
•

ICES...

SAME

29;

Cello Bag

101

VERY IMPRESSIVE PRICES
FOR

UALITY MERCHANDISE

VERY IMPORTANT PEOPLE, OUR CUSTOMERS

.a
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It's Harder to Drop Out If You're a Nun

CAPITAL IDEAS

McGovern move recalls
FDR's fireside chat
By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — Franklin
D. Roosevelt delivered his
first "fireside chat" to the
Arnerican people on Sunday
night, March 12, 1933. He had
been president one week.
The next morning Will
Rogers wrote in his syndicated newspaper column:
"America hasn't been so
happy in three years,.,,"
That's the kind of reaction
Sen. George McGovern is
praying for with his do-or-die
series of prime time television
speeches. McGovern calls his
talks a 1972 version of Roosevelt's radio series.
Roosevelt's broadcasts,
however, were not campaign
speeches. Nor were they reports to the nation.
"Each was very' carefully
planned, written and edited,"
said attorney Thomas Corcoran, one of the Washington
veterans who was personally
involved in the exciting early
days of Roosevelt's New Deal.
Corcoran declines to draw •
any personal comparison between FDR's programs and
techniques and those of
McGovern, but he said the
Roosevelt "fireside chat" formula was designed to be nonpartisan.
-The seer; was timing,'
Toredial'i "Sgt.--*We didriA
make these speeches once a
week. We were very careful to
space them. President Roosevelt always waited until the
mood was just right. He may
have had one point to make,
but he always spoke on a variety of subjects, and in a generalized way.
"There was always something for everybody. The
mood was relaxed. The tone
was quiet and gentle."
Corcoran, whose hair has
gone white, but whose eyes
have lost none of their Irish
sparkle, earned the nickname
'Tommy the Cork" during his
years as a Roosevelt aide and
adviser. He was the "cutter"
or editor of the FDR speeches.
"We always structured the
speech so it covered about
two-thirds of the allotted 30
minutes," he said. "This allowed the president plenty of
room to ad lib; he loved to ad -4--

and for his public works programs.
On July 24 he unveiled his
National Recovery Act with
its wages and hours guidelines and its blue eagle symbol that became a trademark
of the 1930s until the Supreme
Court ruled the NRA unconsitutional. On Oct. 22, he made
the announcement that fixed
the price of gold at $31.36 an
ounce.
Arthur Schlesinger Jr., his- .
torian of Roosevelt's years,
notes that the president made
no mention of Democratic
Party politics in his fireside

chats.
In his book "The Coming of
the New Deal," Schlesinger
records that one irritated
Iowa Democratic congressman demanded in 1936 if
Roosevelt had ever mentioned
his party since it nominated
him for president in 1932.
McGovern must emphasize
his party affiliation. He has
fallen farther behind President Nixon than any major
candidate for the presidency
in modern history. Hiashopes
rest in arousing old party loyalties.
No candidate has ever over-

By JULIE FLINT
to lay life in 1965 after five
Associated Press Writer
cloistered years was "not too
LONDON (AP) — bad."
"I was only 26 and my parWhen a nun drops
ents, both Catholics, were very
land?
she
can
where
out,
helpful," she says. "I took it in
That was the question Patri- my stride, I think. Also I had
cia Marshall asked herself after some training — a psychology
leaving the convent of the Good degree from Curk University
Shepherd Sisters, an order dedi- and personnel experience in incated to the rehabilitation of dustry."
delinquent girls.
Others, however, have found
The answer, she discovered, a new life more difficult.
was often no answer — in a
New Bearings, run by a 10lonely one-room apartment, a member committee including
clockwork job, an emotional one bishop and three university
desert
lecturers, has received some 30
Today Patricia Marshall
appeals for help already this
now Mrs. Patricia Worden, year. And this, Mrs. Worden
wife of a management consul- stresses, constitutes only a
tant — is the first adminis- small proportion of the total
trative head of New Bearings. number of men and women
an official counseling organiza- leaving their orders.
tion formed last year for nuns
Of these 30, most were men.
and priests leaving the Roman
"Sisters on the whole tend to
Catholic church.
be a bit more practical about
For Mrs. Worden, the return things," Mrs. Worden says.

wine the odds that confront
McGovern. Four years ago
Hubert Humphrey managed
to gain 10 points in the Gallup
Poll between Labor Day and
Election Day, and lost by 1
per cent of the popular vote.
In 1964, Sen. Barry Goldwater
gained 8 points. The only Labor Day underdog in modern
polls to win the presidency
was Harry Truman in 1948. He
gained 9 points in two months.
McGovern must gain more
than 30.
The television fireside chat
format is admittedly a lastditch gamble.

"They usually have quali- ment. Older men are less marfications of some sort and don't ketable, less hopeful.
find the same job problems as
"Perhaps there isn't sufmen.
ficient motivation to undertake
"Nor are they so prone to a three-year training course
loneliness. They are not like when you're 55," says Mrs.
priests who have been set W'orden. -Generally they are
apart, put on a pedestal. Con- not ambitious. They're just
vent life is very busy — in fact looking for something steady
there is often a feeling of want- and regular -- some do clerical
ing to be by oneself, to be lone- work, even dishwashing."
ly."
Not all applicants to New
Reasons for quitting the
church are numerous, she says. Bearings are British. Many letSome want to marry. Some feel ters come from countries like
hamstrung by the institutional Ireland, Spain and Italy.
New Bearings has no meachurch. Others feel it has prosure of its success. It has no
gressed too far too quickly
The hardest people to tit, ac- yardstick to go by. no statistics
cording to Mrs. Worden, are the to consider. It refers everyone
older ones. Half a lifetime of somewhere, but is seldom told
poverty, chastity and obedience where — if — they land
"But," says Mrs Worden,
is no ticket to success in a
who is awaiting the birth of her
competitive consumer society.
Younger men can be trained second child. "I am always on
for social work and teaching, or the end of the telephone wire if
may enter industry or govern- anyone needs help."
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"Antique
Classic"

Corcoran said FDR also
was jealous of the conversational tone of his broadcasts.
-When he had something
specific to say, or something
harsh, or tough, or partisan,
he always chose another
forum," he said.
Roosevelt's first fireside
chat concerned an explanation of his earlier decision to
call a bank moratorium.
"Let us unite in banishing
fear," the new president said.
"It is your problem no less
than mine. Together we cannot fail."
Will Rogers said the words
electrified depression-frightened Americans.
"If he burned down the Capitol we would cheer and say,
'Well, we at least got a fire
started anyhow,'" Rogers
wrote.
Those 1933 radio broadcasts
were almost as vital as
McGovern's in 1972. On May 7
FDR laid the-groundwork for
government intervention in
big business decisions, for the
National Labor Relations Act

RULES ROOST Tommy Heinsohn strikes a roy.
al pose at Buzzards Bay,
Mass., Where Boston Celtics are training. "Crown"
is made of spoons and
checkered napkins. He's
the coach.
.
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considerably among brands,
according to Duncan. He notes
that there have been many
grades and qualities of the
resistant film.
Duncan says folded sheets of materials on the market. Some
plastic split more easily at the brands yellow in two to four
folds, so he recommends using years, and most are readily
the unfolded or lay-flat rolls. flammable.
"You get what you pay for."
Installation of film plastic is
much easier and the plastic is is the general rule when buying
more resistant to wind flap fiberglass, Duncan points out.
when the newly-developed The newer "Tedlar" coated
double-layer-on-top, air - panels have promise of lasting
15 or 20 years but cost 40 or 45
inflation method is used.
"Fiberglass," short for cents per square foot. Cheaper
"fiberglass reinforced rigid panels costing 15 to 20 cents per
plastic," has more recently square foot may be useful only
come into use. This product four to eight years before
generally comes in corrugated discoloring
or
other
sheets two to four feet wide and deterioration render them
precut in lengthsup to 30 feet. unsuitable for optimum plant
Fiberglass is two to three growth.
times stronger than glass, and
More
information
on
this strength along with its materials
for
covering
gurability are advantages over greenhouses • can be
HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT TOO. Members of
obtained
AOPI Sorority at Murray State University
both glass and film plastics. from the UK Agricultu
ral present a good-luck cake to Racer Football players George Greenfield and Bill Fryer and feed them
However, the resistance of Engineering Departme
sample at the same time. From left are N4ncy
nt or
Diuguid, Murray; Deldra Henley, Louisville;
fiberglass to weathering varies local county Extension
agents. Greenfield; Fryer; Marilyn Simons, Murray; and Georgianna Furgerson, Murray.

Variety Of Materials Used For Greenhouses
LEXINGTON, KY.-What is
the best type of covering for
greenhouses-glass, film plastic,
or fiberglass? This question
confronts
both
longtime

China
allows
flu probe
By ARTHUR C. MILLER
Copley News Service
HONG KONG - A few winters ago when a deadly virus
influenza called Hong Kong
flu swept around the world
causing hundreds of deaths
and millions of runny noses,
one of the most perplexing
questions facing world health
authorities was how such a
virulent strain of virus had
developed and where it had
come from.
Although this British colony
received the dubious distinction of having the virus named
after it, medical researchers
eventually came to the conclusion that the new virus had
in fact originated in China.
But because China was then
in one of its periods of self-imposed isolation, and because
China had not yet joined such
international bodies as the
World Health Organization
(WHO) which coordinate international medical activities, there was no easy way to
trace and study the Hong
-Kong_flu
..
-Now, as the season_of
high
temperatures and stuffy
heads has arrived again, all
that is changing.
For the first time, China is
actively encouraging outside
medical and health authorities to join in cooperative efforts with Chinese doctors to
pinpoint and study some of
that country's more interesting health questions.
Not the least of those is the
issue of whether or not there
are special circumstances or
conditions in China which
could cause new and lethal viruses like the Hong Kong flu
bug to develop.
The questiout more than
academic. An outbreak of a
mild influenza has been felt in
Hong Kong for several weeks
now. Whether it is some new
variant is not yet known, and
because it has been so mild
there probably - will not be
much effort made to identify
It.
But the danger is still there
that next time it will be another strong virus like that now
known as Hong Kong flu.
The problem is not one of
finding cures or ways to combat the new virus strains.
Considerable effort has
been made to find ways of
lessening the impact of Hong
Kong flu-type influenza epidemics. Medicines are now
available should another epidemic of the same virus
threaten.
The bigger problem is that
of knowing when and why the
viruses change or mutate into
new forms.
"Every two or three
years," says Dr. W.K. Chang,
a virologist at Hong Kong's
Queen Mary Hospital, "a virus will emerge as something
slightly different to the previous virus. But it is impossible
to predict when or Where the
outbreak will occur or how the
virus will change.
"Because of this characteristic metamorphosis among
viruses, it came as a great
surprise when it was found
that the Hong Kong flu virus
was so very different."
What would help, virologists agree, would be a chance
to study viruses at the point
where important new strains
emerge - and for Asian viruses that means China.
Although only preliminary
research has been undertaken
so far, it already is clear to
medical authorities that past
cases of new viruses that have
had a worldwide impact have
broken out initially in southern China.
It also is increasingly clear
that some of those more virulent viruses come from diseases which originally affected animals and birds.
Although mining once played
an extPaordinary role in Colorado's finances, as a profession
it now occupies less than 2 per
cent of the state's work force.
Clay soils made up of fine
*particles hold more moisture
than sands which are made up
of larger grains

greenhouse operators and those
who are thinking about building
their first greenhouse.
Glass has long been the old
reliable greenhouse covering
and the standard to which all
other materials are compared,
says George Duncan, Extension
agricultural engineer at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture. Maas-covered
houses 30 to 40 years old still
have light transmission and
serviceability which are almost
as good as new, provided that
dirt is cleaned from the glass
periodically.
Duncan says the main objections to glass are the
amount
of
maintenance
required and the higher initial
cost. Newer types of glass panes
such as the double and triple
strength, frosted, and jumbo-

sized panes, have improved the
performance of glass houses.
Glass panes require proper sash
bars and glazing and therefore
are generally limited to
specially manufactured
greenhouse structures.
The introduction of film
plastic in the mid-1950's
pioneered a new international
era in greenhouse coverings.
Clear'Rini;Rustic has the lowest
initial cost but has a short life
span in the sun. For example,
the regular 4 or 6-mil type 0.006
inch thickness) costs 0.7 to 1.0
cents per square foot and lasts
only about nine to ten months.
The ultraviolet resistant film
lasts one to one-half years but
cosys 1.5 to 2.0 cents per square
foot. Thus, it is necessary to recover a greenhouse every year
or perhaps every other year
when using the ultraviolet

auwaratinnistimmatemnienutioniuntimmommanamonsuntitist
ACTION VIEWER

Nature's Window
Complete Planting
and Growing Set,
Set Life Happen!

SAMS)OPEYS

WITH WALT DISNEY
SNAP-IN MOVIE CARTRIDGE
No Protector, Cords
or Batteries

Needed!

$7.50 Value

$10
- Value
„

ist turn uhr ,rank
L
ihe show'

Roots Sprout,
leaves Grow
in invisible seal

411(1 watch

limns color Run for•
ward or backward Snap-in mos,
canodge included '2 S's

EASY TERMS
Includes 3 packages 01 seeds to
--71711 7"-grdw.Irertheer--smit-eiwn

Movie Cartridges
If afro ossorfocl color {elms for prb ipttor

transplant into flower pot -'2.1w

..4

Pa' catrAinigtia=

GILBERT
inetig=4.03-eik=i44241;=

13 49 go
gr213
;
1

Anakkal

POTTERY CRAF
_ T

Electric
FOOTBALL

-rlDett

8.50 Value

Tru-Action
3-0 Posed Action Players

22-in. "MR. BIM"

Automatic tinier and speed control On-oil switch.
able scoreboard Paints included to paint plasers. '2.341.3

Total Team Cototrol Football. -1-54r:

$5 Value

ag
‘Z
i
DISPENSER

333
ears, hantlx
Red suspend- cr.: with nells. Can be
hung hs his hand. 72.2.1%

and %hoc.

High Impact Plastic
Dispenser holds a 11-.1

Wonder.

PHONOGRAPH
with 2 FREE Records
and rack. $14 Value

$13.50 Value

Battery Operated Game

Potter's
Wheel Makes Ceramics t
swiNs Motorised

Enclosed automatic plai,ing
board. Batteries extra.

414rc2'4DOLL HOUSE

LigSbliash, bell
rings when you
72-‘6)-/

PONY 1199

Super
Value!

$11 Value

X91

"Wonder"
Mustang

'44 #99

40'' long
AdjusiAlsee .

PlaN s 45 & 75 rpm records. Permanent type
rwelled needle '2.441-5

base. Saddle
adjusts horn
IA"to
65-143

DOLL
COACH
499
Molded body with pink
and white candy stripe
folding hood. Springaction gear. 10" x 18"
body,5-in. wheels. 72-iso

Easy Terms

15.99

Larger Doll Coach,
some features. -: iiso.s

Fiyi'n70."SCORPION"

See Oar
Complete LOW
of likes

MI POOL TABLE
Big floor
model

$23.50 Value

Easy
Terms

Operated
Fun Car

Battery

\ONO

Easy
Terms

PIIISSMAN

Easy
Terms

99

WE
TRADE
• Voil Cortreil FO4rwitt
• arum 114441•144rs,
Shiaioners
• seesaw sm.kiskst Pit Frame watt Peal;
• P•11 S.11411011
lees

Flyingo

TRAP DRUM SET
liii
battery

Wide slick tires. Contour seat. Silvered hubs. has
free wheeling. Operates on easily available fl-volt
battery...Loads of fun.for little tykes, 4oi.241.1

Seashismant

WAGON

Includes automatic ban Mum, i4)1,,tcti
numbered balls, triangle and cue sticks.
Chrome legs with full side panels

PleVOMAiininh=034efOM trieVcit

114

•

I3etrcatrAi14trio=0142trive403411kr

The "Stinger"
1111

Flyi;;10
1-

' AsiteRtin

TV

TRIKES

Special

Bright red with rubber
tires. Steel sleeve bearings for smooth running
Over 24" long. •5-221-11

nose

Metal house with
plastic furniture
and family figures. Upper patio
with awning. 71-iter

Sidewalk BIKE
Sale Price

1 ,1

$7.50 Value

7.99

Flying-0 WHEELS! GREAT ACTION GIFTS

A, 11,1

Colonial Style
FurnisItings for 8
Living Room Areas

Floor Model Pinball
Electric model
. ,64 24.96

scot

Pleetk=P34
417=034
:i1=1;I.01414=01./114467"`'rUlt;=sigtetritrieg
kdjustable height.
Eli-impact plastic.
Spring mounted
on steel Kw.
In" long

Portable ELICTRIC

PINBALL

$15
Value

$3.50 Value

With 4 miniature glasses
bottle of Coke. 72-2O5

CASINO

Plush Monkey

12.99

*Gt!it eh:Wee
Kell-hearing front wheel
Flative Red Step-up plat.

Boys or Girls
Model
• Easy Riding
Black Saddle
is 3-Bar
Cantilever Frame
• Studded Rear Tire
on boy's model
• Chrome Saddle Supports
and Reflector

hunt Chrome handlebars.
large while snipe Mrs. /0"

LAYAWAY
NOW
• White

'ire

12-in. Trik•

Stripe Tires

• Chrome Fenders and Rims
• boy's Model Flamboyant
Green
• Girl's Model Magenta

two-5

11.99

Psychedelic
Head
on Bass Drum
torn
2
aIFcl
n bale
snare
srdruIIorn
drum, unbreakabl
to
e
Tull Beat heads, sticks, 2 t- vrnbals,

I6in.
Inks
Easy
13.99 . tone block.cow bell, pedal & beater.
Terms
12•45S•5
7-10,19-A 9-6 Mon • '''S°t
anillninintanfinitilleninglienlinntlitirintiNVENiiiiigiiiintigii
lliiii(111'753-8391 11101111111111 Closed Sundays TIMM Bel-A ir Shopping Center

Flying-0 "Jet" Wagon
23- long
:

8.88

Easy
Terms

tSiij

Easy Terms

1
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The Prima'

WIN FREE CASH"

Dixie Fresh
GRADE A LARGE

In Murray a

You Do Not Have To Be Present To Win

EGGS
3Doz 79;

Calloway Co

Treasure Chest

MEMBER OF ASSOCIA
& UNITED PRESS IN

13000

92nd C
To End

Last week Mr. Brent Sadler's,
Buchanan, Tenn., card was not punched.

WASHINGTON ( AP
92nd Congress, battl
President Nixon to
killed about as ma
bills as it passed.
Even before adj
Wednesday night, t
cratic-controlled Con
its two-year record t
the national political ,
Nixon accused the
of excessive spen
raised the issue aga',
sponse to his twin de
last day of the sessis
Congress overrode

This
Week IP
Win

Limit: 3 doz. with 7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Source of Ne

0

Family Pack
U.S.D.A. Inspected Whole

GRN. BEEF

.68;
BACON PORK CHOPS 713(P FRYERS
Field

/
1
4 Pork Loin

Cut Up
Family Pack lb 26'

lb

"7'S

1-1b.
pkg.

OLD FASHION

BOLOGNA

49c

lb

BAR-13-Q

CHICKENS

lb.

251!

lb 55'

Thighs

lb.451

Morrell Econ. Bulk

Armour Tegender

lb.

SWISS STEAK

c
69

Breast

BAR-B-Q

lb

SANDWICHES

Center Cut Family Pack

3/1

4998
English
Cut

ARMOUR TESTENBER

CHUCK ROAST

Morrell Frontier

lb.

DELTA

4-roll $100
pkgs.

Armour Testender

CHK. STEAK
HEINZ

Inept
I I

C

8

BABY FOOD

"t4P

test14‘./

lb

Banquet

Nescafe

COFFEE

jar

3 $1

$129 TV Dinners
BABY FORMULA

for

26, CRISCO

31b.
can

CREAM PIES Mir. Whip
FRESH

3/19c

LIMES

58'

Instant

.48;

YELLOW

ONIONS

6 Bot
Ctn.
(Limit 3 ctns )

Tom.Juice

46-oz.
Can

JOY

COUPON.
Limit one per family

Northern

TOWELS

3

rolls89C

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's

—
CouponNo.4M
Limit I Per Eaniily

Gold Medal

FLOUR
Sib.
bag

' 49C,

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's

"You lose,"
President.
President C
to dinner at
friends from
were worried
manners so •
Cal and do
When Cal pou,
his saucer
when he add • I
to the coffee i
did the s.
(Continued

cn

4-f b. bag

J- ac

Sunnyside
To Hold B

POT PIES

15

A Washington
seated next
Coolidge at a di
"Mr. President
today that I cou
two words o
evening."

37;

39; APPLES

GIANT SIZE

(Limit 6)

There were
penters on the

U
t
Pepsi Cokes

3-1b. 39r.
bag

Morton Beef - Chicken - Turkey

ea.

Thomas " Jeffe
the swivel chair.

We stole all
from a little ma,
somewhere.

Red or Golden Del.

CABBAGE

FACET1OUSL
the vowels alphabetical or.

3-oz.
—jar —

NESTEA

Stokely

lb. 10C

A preposition ishould never en.
with.

10 Ounce

Salad Dressing

st

There is no wor
that rhymes wi
Also no word r
"month."

PURE VEGETABLE

13-oz.
can

.8IMILAC

Banquet All Flavors

comes
Now
Hamlin who bring
lemon. It weighed ,
eight pounds and
sixteen inches arou
at -Orhoctrebeer Fl•
he and his wife
Cecil Arnold recen I
know that we spel
but iust sound it o

lb.

BACON_

Hyde Park

PRK. CHOPS BREAD
3
TISSUE
b9S;

Seen&
Aroun
Murr.

5

22-0z.
Bot.

A bake sa
front of LAU
side of the
downtown
Homecomin:
October 21 The sale,
of home ba
sponsored
Homemake

Giant Size

49-oz.
Box

UPP '
Terri Tu
at Murray
listed by
ranking on
when she
the upper

(With Coupon Below)
COUPON
Limit one per faMily

King Size

Coupon No. 42997
Limit One Per Fame!)

Betty Crocker
Blueberry

COUPON
Limit one per famill

Gravy Train

COLD POWER
DOG FOOD
.
MUFFIN MIX 251b. bap
99C

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only Al Storey's

131
/
2-oz.
tYox

2/89C

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's

$299

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's

coupon
Coun Ni".. 42996
Limit One Per Famil3,

General Mills

TOTAL
12-oz.
box

59

C

Expires 10-24-72
c,,d Only At Storey's

OI ION
limit one per

—
f"milY

Coupon No. 42996
Limit One Per Family

Soft PWeave

COUPON
limit one pr famil

PtAnhatian

TISSUE BISQUICK
' COFFEE
40-oz. box
2-roll pkg.

4Thoo

69c

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's

6-oz. jar
C

69

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
Limit one per family

The

—Giant Size
Fair :
chance
thundersh
Monday.
temperat
to mid 41
day mid
warming
to low
in.the lo •

JOY
22-oz. bot.
,,

39c

Expires 10-24-72
Good Only At Storey's
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
18, 1972

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Two Sections
Today
22 Pages

MEMBER OF ASSOCIATED PRESS
& UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

In Our 93rd Year

10* Per Copy

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 19, 1972

92nd Congress Battles Nixon
To End; Kills Many Measures
WASHINGTON I AP) — Th*
92nd Congress, battling with
President Nixon to the end,
killed about as many major
bills as it passed.
Even before adjournment
Wednesday night, the Democratic-controlled Congress had
its two-year record thrust into
the national political campaign.
Nixon accused the legislators
of excessive spending and
raised the issue again in his response to his twin defeat on the
last day of the session.
Congress overrode his veto of

a $24.6 billion water-pollution
control bill and killed the $250billion federal spending ceiling
he sought along with unlimited
'power to make the cuts to
achieve it. Nixon characterized
the votes as an invitation to a
tax increase.
Democrats replied that the
President exaggerated the cost
of the clean-water bill, that he
has repeatedly vetoed funds
urgently needed for education,
health and other programs
treating social ills, and that he
has protected the Pentagon
budget from their effort to pare
what they call wasteful spending.
Nixon's only major domestic
legislation to survive Congress
was the $30,2 billion revenuesharing bill which he plans to
sign in ceremonies Friday at
' Constitution Hall in Philadelphia.
But Congress killed the welRaymond fare-reform plan which Nixon
comes
Now
repeatedly called his most imHamlin who brings in a big
portant domestic proposal. It
lemon. It weighed two and onekilled antibusing legislation, all
eight pounds and measured
of the President's broad govsixteen inches around. He got it
erhinent reorganization proposFlorida,
when
at -efebochobees'
es;-awd•aft-of the. various. nahe and his wife visited with
tional-health-care plans.
Cecil Arnold recently. Yeah we
Congress fought and lost batwrong
know that we spelled it
tles with the President on forbut just sound it out.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

There Is no word in English
that rhymes with "orange."
Also no word rhymes with
"month."
A preposition is a word you
should never end a sentence
with.
FACETIOUSLY contains al/
the vowels arranged in
alphabetical order, including

ANCHORAGE, Alaska ( AP)
— Feeling for some electronic
pulse of life, an armada of
planes prepared to resume the
search today for a plane missing for three days with House
Democratic Leader Hale Boggs

and three other persons aboard.
Cool and clearing weather
was expected to greet 35-40 aircraft and crews, "if they can
There were thirteen car- get off the
ground due to tiftr
penters on the Mayflower.
weather," an Air Force spokesman said.
We stole all those goodies
He added that an electronic
from a little magazine we found equipped search craft had
somewhere.
flown the suspected flight path
of the plane "back and forth
A Washington society leader, between
Anchorage
and
seated next to President Juneau" efforts to pick up posdinner
party
said,
Coolidge at a
sible distress signals.
"Mr. President, I made a bet
Meanwhile, three Coast
today that I could get more than Guard cutters plied rough seas
two words out of you this in the Gulf of Alaska during the
evening."
night.
Bad weather continued to
"You lose," replied the jumble the search schedule, but
President.
a Coast Guard spokesman in
Juneau said it was "silly to
President Coolidge had guests give up hope when there are so
to dinner at the White House, many areas left uncovered."
friends from Vermount. They
were worried about their table
manners so decided to watch
Cal and do whatever he did.
When Cal poured his coffee into
his saucer they dist he same;
when he added sugar and cream
to the coffee in the saucer, they
did the same. Then the
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
(Continued on Page Fourteen
Association, along with the

117

(A.

Fall Festival To
Be Held Saturday
At Kirksey School

9
Plus
Deposit

59c

Sunnyside Homemakers
To Hold Bake Sale
A bake sale will be held in
front of Littleton's on the north
side of the court square in
on
Murray
downtown
Homecoming Day, Saturday,
October 21 starting at 8:30 a.m.
The sale, featuring all types
of home baked goods, will be
sponsored by the Sunnyside
Homemakers Club.
UPPER HONOR ROLL
Terri Turner, seventh grader
at Murray Middle School, was
listed by the Middle School as
ranking on the lower honor roll,
when she should have been on
the upper honor roll.

Kirksey Teachers will hold its
annual Fall Festival Saturday,
October 21, from 6100 to 9:30
p.m. at the school building.
Some of the activities will be
the King and Queen contest,
cake walk, doll walk, basket
ball throw, country store,
fishing pond, the House of
Horror, and many others.
The concession stand will be
run by the Kirksey PTA.
The-public is invited to attend.

Shrine Units To
Be In Parade

Dr. J. R. Ross To
Be Speaker. Monday

The Weather

—Giant Size

JOY
22 oz bot
39C

•:xpires 10-24-72
d Only At Storey's

4

Eddie Morris Is
Injured, Accident

Or. J. H. Ross

Ham, Bean Supper
Planned Saturday

The . annual ham hock and
white bean supper will be held
at the Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church on Saturday,
October 21, with serving to start
at 5:30 p.m.
This special occasion is
sponsored by the United
Methodist Women of the
Fair and cool Saturday. A church. The price for the supper
chance for showers or will be $1.25 per person. Hotfifty cents.
thundershowers Sunday and dogs will be sold for
to attend,
public
is
invited
The
Monday. Saturdays
low
temperature mid 30s northeast a church spokesman said.
to mid 40s south. Highs SaturFREE KITTENS
day mid 60s. Temperatures
Three kittens are available to
warming to lows in the mid 40s
to low 50s by Monday and highs persons for pets. For information call 7534564.
in the low 70s.

COLN r's
'nit one per famil)

Agnew Returns To Campaign By
Denouncing Antiwar Protestors

Planes Resume Search For
Boggs, Others, In Alaska

Thomas Jefferson invented
the swivel chair.

79c

eign policy and military issues
in both the 1971 and 1972 sessions.
Amendments calling for an
end to U.S. involvement in the
Indochina war cleared the Senate three times in 1971 and
twice in 1972, but none ever got
through the House.
A watered-down version of a
proposal by Senate Democratic
Leader Mike Mansfield to fix a
time for U.S. withdrawal from
Vietnam did go to the White
House last year but Nixon announced he would ignore it.
Congress ratified the armslimitation agreements worked
The Murray Civitan Club made a $.50 donation to the landscaping fund of the Murray Woman's
out by the President with the
Club. Left to right, Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs. John J. liveSay, chairman, Coffield Vance, Civitan
Soviet Union.
president, Mrs. Lenvel Yates, chairman of the landscaping committee, and Mrs. Mat Sparkman,
Despite many objections,
president of the Murray Woman's Club
members generally approved
funds for new weapons projects
Nixon said were necessary despite the agreements.
It was in the domestic field
that Congress balked at several
key Nixon proposals, and tried
to enact others he rejected. He
vetoed some, including a broad
new child-development proBy. R. GREGORY NOKES
paigning in Ohio, also touched majority of students—who have
gram. - -Associated Press Writer
on the war issue Wednesday, sat and sat courteously through
In the 1971 session, Congress
Vice President Spiro T. Ag- saying Nixon adviser Henry A. my remarks .. are somewhat
ye the President the eco- new has returned to the cam- Kissinger "is going to be embarrassed by the lack of civhomic and tail''legislation he paign-with a denunciation. of -traiveJizigall,ave.,...tps_worl.d in illty on the part of those few
said he needed to control and antiwar protesters "who have search of the peace that W'ar-Whto WIrert•tsed the* Iravga,',1,
stimulate business.
exercised their lungs .., much promised four years ago."
said to cheers.
better than they exercised their
President Nixon did not have
Shriven, the Democratic can-any campaign appearances didate for vice president, said
Meanwhile, his Democratic scheduled for Wednesday or bi- Chicago that if the
rival, Sargent Shriver, said that today A radio broadcast that McGovern-Shriver campaign
win or lose, the campaign will was planned for today was "can achieve nothing more
have been worth it if it forces postponed until sometime dur- than to force President Nixon
President Nixon to accept ing the weekend.
to accept peace terms in Vietpeace in Vietnam.
A Nixon spokesman did deny nam, that will have been a
Today's search was expected
Democratic presidential can- that anyone at the White House great achievement."
to center around two areas didate George McGovern, camAt Yonkers, N.Y., he told a
"had any involvement, awarealong the 560-mile route — the
ness or association" with the black that any black who votes
rugged Portage Pass area 50
June 17 break-in at Democratic
miles southwest of Anchorage
Fourteen(
party headquarters at the Wa- (Continued on Page
and coastline and mountain
tergate complex in Washington.
areas northwest of Juneau,
.."11 anyone had been involved
about 500 miles to the southin such activities," said press
east.
secretary Ronald L. Ziegler,
Several Shrine Clubs wilt
The missing twin-engine, C-es"they would not long be at the
ma 310 left Anchorage Monday participate in the Murray State
White House."
Homecoming
och-the last leg of a whirlwind University
Vice President Agnew made
Eddie Morris of Benton was
campaign tour by Boggs on be- Parade.
his first campaign appearances treated at the emergency room
half of Alaska's lone member .The Rizpah Clowns of the
of the week at Grand Rapids, of the Murray-Calloway County
of the House, Rep. Nick Begich. Murray Shrine Club will parMich., and Green Bay, Wis., Hospital on Wednesday at 4:40
It has not been heard from ticipate again this year. Other
and was scheduled to go to p.m. accordliig to -hospital ofsince.
units scheduled to take part are
Bridgeport, Conn., today.
ficials.
Aboard it were Boggs, 58; Princeton Shrine Club, two
Confronted by antiwar heckMorris. age 19, sustained a
Etegich, 40; his aide, Russell units from the Henderson
lers at C-alvin College in Grand fracture of his left leg in an
Brown, 37, and the pilot, Don Shrine Club, a mini-bike patrol
Rapids, Agnew repeatedly automobile accident, according
E. Jonz, 38, of Fairbanks.
and a Prankster unit, the Motor
chided them "I am certain to hospital records.
Fog, rain and generally poor Escort from Hopkinsville, the
that the many students—the
flying weather prevented all Motor Patrol and the Orienta
but the briefest of visual Band from the Paducah Shrine
searches of the two areas Wed- Club.
Auction Sale Planned
nesday.
Potentate William A. Toy will
be in the parade along with the At The Hazel Church
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
rest of the Divan, the ruling
The Carolyn Circle of the
body of Rizapah Temple.
Calloway Beta Club
1rch
All local Shriners who are not Hazel United Methodist
on
part of a unit, are urged to be at will have an auction
Schedules Bake Sale
the Freed Cotham Company at Saturday, October 21, at 1:30
The Calloway County High 8:30 a.m. on Saturday with their p.m. at the church. In case of
School Beta Club will have a Fez. These Shriners are needed bad weather, the sale will be
bake sale on Saturday, October to either ride in the parade or to held inside the building.
Proceeds will be used for
21, starting at 8:30 a.m, in front drive cars.
of the old Belk's Department
Shrine Clowns are asked to church projects. Household
Store on the west side of the gather at the same location by items, appliances, some antiques, and general items will
court square in downtown 8:00 a.m.
Murray.
parade be sold along with food and
Following
the
Miss Stacy Adams, Beta Club Shriners are asked to be at the beverages. Douglas Shoemaker
president, said all types of bake Triangle Inn at 11:30 for a dutch has volunteered his services a
auctioneer.
goods will be on sale.
treat luncheon.

WENS GAME, LOSES RACE—Local fans in Palma de Mallorca didn't like it when their soccer
team, CD.Campos, lost to the visitors, Murense, by a score of 2-1 at the city in the Balearic Islands
of Spain. Some of the fans,one of whom brandishes a chair, chased the Murense player, at right with
striped jersey, who scored the winning goal. The player. as well as the referee, were treated for light
injuries. In Spain, the main thing is winning.
4AP Wirephoto via cable from Madrid(

Mrs. Flood To
Head Statewide
Dietetic Group
Mrs. Anne E. Flood, director
of food service at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital, was
installed as president of the
Kentucky Dietetic Association
Wednesday during the closing
session of the association's
statewide fall meeting at
Barkley Lodge.
Mrs. Edith Dunlap of Midway
will serve as secretary and Mrs.
Shirley Snarr, Lexington, as
treasurer.
Mrs. Flood is a Registered
Dietitian, a graduate of the
University of Kentucky, and did
her internship at Presbyterian
Hospital, New York, N.Y.
She received her M.A. Degree
from Murray State University
in 1968. Mrs. Flood holds
membership in Alpha Delta
Kappa and was president of the
Western Kentucky Dietetic
Association for 1970-71.
Registered dieticians from
across the state participated in
the annuahneeting-ookich was
helcLTuesday and Wednesday at
Lake Barkley State Park near
Cadiz.
Murray State University
faculty members, Gene Hum,
Eugene Flood ( Mrs. Flood's
husband), and Delbert Honchul
participated in a panel

Mrs. Anne E. Flood
discussion titled "Stipulate,
Stimulate or Stagnate" at the
opening session-hies:lay and on
Wednesday, Williard Ails,
pharmacist at the local
hospital, presented a programon "Nutrition and the Drug
Program."
President-elect of the state
dietetic association , which was
235 members, is Dr. Roberta
Hill
of Eastern Kentucky
University.

Homecoming To Mark End
To Two University Eras
Homecoming at Murray State
University Saturday, Oct. 21,
will mark the end of two eras.
As the Golden Anniversary
Homecoming,it will be the final
chapter of the first 50 years of
the a school's history
for
alumni who come- swarming
back to the campus for that
special day each fall.
And it will simultaneously be
the Homecoming farewell to old
Cutchin Stadium, the site of
home football games for the
Thoroughbreds since the fall of
1934.
Homecoming next year-to be
the first of a new half decadewill be celebrated in a new but
long-delayed football stadium.
Work on the ill-fated project
first scheduled for completion
in ) the summer of 1971 has been
resumed under the supervision
of a new contractor and is expected to be finished next
August.
So Cutchin Stadium, built as
a WPA project in the lean years
of the 1930s, will ring with the
cheers of Homecoming for the

final time Saturday and then
soon become a relic. An overflow crowd of more than 8,000
fans is expected to turn out to
see the blue-and-gold clad
Thoroughbreds do battle with
Ohio Valley Conference rival
East Tennessee University at
1:30 p.m.
Located in the heart of the
campus, the old stadium is
named in honor of the late
Carlisle Cutchin who spent
almost three decades as a coach
and athletic director at Murray
State before his death in 1953.
Not far away from Cutchin
Stadium-at the intersection of
U.S. 641 and Ky. 121 Bypass on
the northeast corner of the
campus-the dust has begun to
fly again after a work stoppage
of more than four months on
Roy Stewart Stadium. Stewart
is also a former athletic
director and coach.
Stewart Stadium is part of a
$5.3 million academic-athletic
complex and will seat more
than 16,000 spectators for
football.

Tom Rickman To Speak
At Murray State Friday

Tom Rickman, noted film
director and writer, will speak
at the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Theatre at Murray State
Friday, at 3 p.m.
The program is open to the
public, and there will be a
question and
session
_ answer
_
following.
A Rickman exhibit is now
being planned for the University Library by Ann Herron.
Rickman, born in 1940 in rural
Kentucky,served three years in
the Marines before enrolling in
Murray State University where
he received his B.A. degree.
While
attending
the
University of Illinois, where he
received his Master of Arts
degree, he founded the Depot,
an organization which produced
plays and made films. He was
also active as a stage actor and
director, and wrote and
directed his first film, "Good
PREE KITTEN
A three months old kitten, Blood."
At the American Film Inhousebroken, is free to someone
for a good home. Call 753-4811 stitute in Los Angeles, Rickman
wrote, directed, and edited a 24
after five p.m.

Dr. J. R. Ross will be the
guest speaker at the Continuing
Education Program, sponsored
by the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, at the meeting to be
held Monday, October 23, at
7:30 p.m. in the conference
room at the hospital.
"Etilogy of Strokes" will be
the theme of the discussion by
Dr. Ross who is associated with
the Houston-McDevitt Clinic,
Inc. He joined the staff at the
clinic in September'1970 and is a
native of Beaver Dam. He
received hid B.S. Degree from
Western Kentucky University in
1963, and his M.D. Degree from
the University of Louisville
School of :Medicine in 1967.
Ail registered nurses and
licensed practical nurses in the
community are invited to attend.
•
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minute film,"What Fixed Me,"
in -1970. The film was shot on
location in Kentucky.
This film won first prize at the
,Washington National Student
Film Festival, as well as the
Judge's Award, and was chosen
to be shown at the New. York.
Film Festival. ----------- - - Rickman also played opposite
Elizabeth Hartman in a 45
minute film "Intermissions,"
while at the Institute.
After leaving the Institute,
Rickman wrote three original
screen plays, "Roots," "Next
of Kin," angl_"The Leavings of
13.T. Womac," and adapted two
other works, -The Hands of
Cormac Joyce," for the
Hallmark Hall of Fame, "The
Laughing Policeman," for
Twentieth Century Fox.
He received screen credit for
having written "Kansas City
Bomber," and is currently
preparing another original,
"W.W. and the,, Dixie Dancekings," for production this
fall.

